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will find
of rare merit and h:lpfulness in the
n.amed
below and 1n n1any others not mentiOned, but a full descnptlon of
which will be found in our CoMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE, mailed free on application.
1.

2.
3.

The State, by Prof. Woodrow Wilson. (Clo. 720 pa.) Historical and
practical politics. A comparison of governments from the earliest
times to the present. Price $2.00
The State and Federal Governments oftheU.S. ,-Their growth
and character. Price $o. so.
Methods in Studying History,including lectures by Dr.R.T.Ely,
Pres. A . D. White, Dr. A. K lLtr ,Prof Jos.T.Clark,Prof. Herbert
B. Adams, Prof. J. R. Seeley ,and numerous others ; also Historical
Literature and Authorities, Topics and References. Price $1.50

4.

5.

6.
7.

University Text BoOks
1.

2.
3.

In Mathematics. Bowser's Academic and College Algebras, Pla11e
and Solid Geometry, Elementary and Advanced Trigonometry;
Hopkin's Heuristic Geometry, &c., &c.
In Modern Languages. Grammars,Readers and Literature in best
form in German, Ei-ench, Spanish and Italian. Send for list.
In English. Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Milton, Browning, Chaucer,

4.

5.
6.

Gide's Political Economy. (Clo. 598 pa.) A guide book for serious students. Presents both sides of all great questions with clearness and impartiality. Price. $2 .00
Introduction to the Study of Shakespeare. By Prof. Hiram Corson. (Clo. 400 pa.) A scholarly and suggestive addition to Shakespeare criticism, with queries. Price $I. 50.
Introduction to the Study of Browning; also of Milton. By
the same author as ab·we.
Judith, an Old Englis!t Epic, edited by P rof. A. S. Cook of Yale;
Beowulf, edited by Prof. Jno. Leslie Hall, of William and Mary.

must stand the test of the best scholars and
teachers. Note these:
Hawthorne's American Literature, Meiklejohn's English Literature,
Bible and Prose Styles, &c.
In History. Sheldon's United States and General Histories, Teacher's manuals on History, Methods in History,Old South LeaA.ets,&c.
In Music . The Whiting Series, Song Leaflets, Sacr~d Songs, &c.
In S cience. Shepard's Chemistries, Colton's Zoology, Chute's
Phys:cs, &c.

Tbe Universit] press

1s organized to issue for Authors and Institutions publications of value to
the Educational Public. Its fir:;t issue is "The Literary Study of the Bible,"
by Prof. Rich 'd G. lYlonlton. Paper-2Sc. All the Chicago University Publications issued by it. Send
for list of :Journals.
11

D. 9. HEA~I:t tc CO., Boston, New York, Chicago, and London.
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LOCAL ADVERTISEMENTS.
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VV. H. VAIL,
~ate~ ~a~c~
,/

Repairing
Garefull![

~

Ill

IJone.

Watches, Jewelry,
Silverware, Clocks,

Vou!7 Patronage SoliGited. if

etc., etc.

STUDENTS will find the best place to buy Toilet Articles and everything in Druggist sundry
line at

ARTHUR 0. SMITH'S DRUG STORE.
EAST SmE oF CouRT HousE.

Institute Work aod Public
This pen is specially adapted for
Accountants, Book-Keepers and Correspondents. It is made of the best
English steel by the most experienced
workmen.
FOR TRIAL, will end a sample
card, 12 PEN , diffe rent patterns,
for 6 cent8 in stamps.

Spencerian Pen Company,
810

Broadway, New York.

-~EGT' LJ R :E.S .The undersigned can be employed
anywhere in the United States to
give ins tr uction in Teachers' Instit utes. Evening lectures given.
T erms made known on application .
Address,

J. Frai:s

i~~ ltat--d~

WASIIIN TON, D. C.

THE STUDENT.
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CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.

DR..

~.

~-

H.E:NT:NTEFl.,

-~DENTIST?tQ)~er-vALPARAiso,

INDIANA.

:ai..[I~ED

STOC~.

--CONSISTING O F - -

New and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- - A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.--

Orders for Books and anything kept in our line promptly filled by

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 College

Ave.~

Valparaisfl, Ind.

W. G. WtNpLE, 8tapla and 'anGy

~FOGBFias,

Fine Lanaps and Glassware.
DELICIOUS PIES, CAKES, COOKIES AND CANDIES, ALWAYS FRESH.

Just the place to get a toothsome lunch put up.

s. E. Cflruer Main &

Franklin Sts.

~a~. S. ~c~cc,
~oots and 8ho€s
·Boots and Shoes,·
several lines especially
I WANT THE STUDENTS• TRADE,

and to get it, keep in my stock of

Ko. 7 East

o--ADAFTED,--o

for good wear and neat style,

TO STUDENT'S NEEDS.
J. F. TALCOTT,
NO. 9 EAST MAIN ST.

-GOTO-----

AYLES WOI{ TM'S

-

.J1~ain

St.,

NORTH SIDE CO"lTRT HOUSE.-

! buy and sell for cash
My goods come direc t
from manufacturers I ca n offer yo u a larger
assortmen t a nd lower pri ces th a n m ost
shoe stores in towns of this size
Repairing a specialty.

F irst class work at lowest prices

====GUAR ANT EE D.====

Wh ~ n

you go to

g~ t

your

l ~tt~rs,

d rop in and see the beautiful new store of

FOR THE

HE KEEPS THE FINE T A

D FRESHEST

- T O BE FOU D IN VALPARAISO -

firs!: Sboe

S~o pe

fl. IV\aip Sl:.
NO. 21 .

-

o-

2 Doors South of the P. 0., Washington St.
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W • G. LETHE){ MAN 1 The oldest established and most
DRUGG-IST re1iable drug store in Valparaiso.
Cot•ner .!Uain anti Wa!ilbiogton

MUDGE'S Ga:U:UERY
OF VALPARAISO,

)I ,

3

is known for miles around, as prod ucing the highest grade of Photographic Art.

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place

~GEO .

~t!il.

MILLER,~

T.

PHOl'ULETOR OF

Livery, Board and Sale SlabltJs,
LAF'AYETTE ST. 1 OPP. CENTRAL HOUSE,

VALPARAISO, IND.

-GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE RA..TES.--

REASON

JAMES

BELL .

BELL.

where you can get work done to suit.

BELL BROS.,
-GIVE US A TRIAL.-

AJBDOJ

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLES

for an 1.1. O~e Hoose.

GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE RATES.
EAST MAIN ST.,

OPP. T. B. LOUDERBACK'S SHOP,

VALPARAISO, IND.

40 WEST MAIN ST.

H..C>BB ~ B.A..l'TIBTEH..,
GASH Hardware Jlea)ers.
--STovEs AND

Tr

WARE, BuGGIES AND HAR ESS A SPECIALTY.--

Good Goods at Lowest Prices, our Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO, INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW

)

.

carry a first class line of
FURNITURE,
PICTURE FRAMES,
AND MOULDINGS.

.A..11
I I

~i:n.ds

JOHN LEPELL,
Fine F••rniture,
MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES.
EAST JJ'I.AIN STREET.

e>f :Lv.[eats.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.

J. W. SIEB, l\10. 5 FRANKLIN ST.

;71£~
~

makes the best PIIOTOCR.rlPl/S and CR .rl YON
PORTRAiTS in a ll si;;es and sty les at lowest prices.
Please call und examine onr samples whet her wishing work
No. 41 Union
C.OLLEGE HILL. Valparal o, Ind.

t.,

-~-------_..,o:::::::---...J:::::;, done or not.

--------------------------------------------

J. R. PAGIN, DENTIST.
OFFICE OVER VAIL'

J .EWELRY

T

RE

~I
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE between Valparaiso and all
})Oints East and West.
In traveling to and from the "Northern Indiana Normal School," see that

~~~~~~~~ tickets read via above line, and secure c~mfort, speed and safety at lowest rates compatible with first cla~s service.

I

B.-Passengers to and from the East will enjoy the novel experience of passing through the
Great International Tunnel.
GOING WEST.

GOING EAST.
10. +
A.l\f.

*

*
P.M.

12. t

1 15

a oo

P.M.
~5

P:M.

~5

4

6 *
8 L5

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

P.M.

1 20
2 35
4 30
5 40
ti35

3 i\5

8.

A.l\1.

8 40 11

24. $14.
P.M.

I

CHICAGO

-- -- -- -- -- -A.M.

1110
12 45
a 20
5 10
6 20

-- -- -P.M. tP.M.

5
6
8
9
10

uo

20
20
30
20

---

7 uo 10 30 VALPARAISO
12 00 SOU'l'R BEND
2 40 BATTLE QREEK
400 LA NSlNG
503 DURAND
- - - -- - ·
A.M.

9 25

9 25

745

P.M.

tP.l\1.

A.M.

- - - - - - - - ---

DETROIT

- --

A.M.

A.M.

P.M.

3 10

7 30

4 10

P.l\1.

P.M.

A.M.

5.

*

I 9.

13. t

23.$

A .M.

*
A.M .

A.M .

A .M.

7 30

7 37

9 45 1000

- - --- - A.M.

A.lll.

5 10 5 30
3 35 4UO
100 135
11 30 12 15
10 30 11 20

A.M.

ti 45

7 05

A.M.

-- -- -- -P.M.

P.M.

800

800

P.M.

(j 45
8 00 8 ou
- - - - - - - - - --7 co
9 56 8 50
12 25

P.M.

ARRI V E.

LEAVE.

SAGINAW

90'J

PO RT HURON

7 20

*

11. t

7.

P .M.

P.M.

P.M.

P .M.

45 430
1 20 2 50
11 15 12 25
10 02 10 3:)
9 05 930
-- -~

A.M.

-P . M.7 3:1
620
4 :30
320
2 35

-t

-- -- -- -- -- -P.M.

+Pol\!,

A.M.

9 00

-- -- -8 40

755 755 12 18
-- --6 50 6 Oi 12 35
A.M .

A.M.

A .M.

2 45

115

800

P.M.

A.M.

P.M .

6 30

5 07

800

7 00

9 15

10 30

P.M.

P.M.

A .M.

P.M.

A.M .

10 00

900

7 04 PHILADELPHIA

830

900

P.M.

A.M.

A .M.

P.M.

P.M.

A . M.

A.M.

925.

8 15

9 50

1

700

8 30

900

*Dally.

NEW Y ORK

*

P.M.

450 700 9 30
-- --

t6 50 10 50

P.M.

NIAGARA l<'ALLS

1.

0

BOSTON

f Daily

oo

except Sunday.

$Sunday only.

Through Palace Sleeping cars between Cblca.go and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, 1, 9, 7; Boston-Trains 4 and 5
Saginaw Valley-Trains 6 and 5; etrolt-Trains 6 and 5. Trains 8 and 7 run through solid between Chicago and
New York via Erie Ry. Meals served en rcute In splendid New Dining Cars.
For time tables, tickets, and further Information, apply to JAMES MoCREE, Agent, Valparaiso.

GEO. B. REEVE,
Trame Man ager.

W. E. DAVIS,
G e n . Pal!l:o~enger and Tic k e t Agt.

THE NEW KIMRALI..J

PIA~t.J.

Frou. a large number of testimonials In our possession, referring to the excellency of the KIMBALL PIANO, we
tnke pleasure in quoting (by permission] the names of a few well known musicians of Europe anu Ameri<"a, who luwe
used and recommended the KIMBALL PlANO:
FROM ADELINA PATTI, "The Queen of Song."
FRO.M CHARLES KUNKEL. '"The well known ComposChicago, Dec. 16, 1889.
er and Pianist "
W. Vi!. KamALL Co., Chicago, lll.
St. Louis, Mo. Sept. 21, 1891.
Gentlemen : -lt gives me great pleasure to testify to the
merits of the NEw KtllillALL PlANO. It has a womlerfully W. W. KIMBALL Co., Chicago, 111.
sweet and sympathetic tone and supports the voice in a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A firm makmost satisfactory manner.
ing a olano that places It In the front rank of piano makers
FROM EMIL LIEBLING. "Chicago's l-eading Pianist." is to be, Indeed, congratulated. You make such a plano
Chicago, April lltb, Ul89.
and I take pleasure In stilting that I have always found
W . W. KmnALL Co., City.
Ge ntl emen: -l""our piano has 1111 excellent touch 11nd the the tone refined, sympathetic and sonorous, satisfying the
tone is J>erfeclly ·at! factory and in these twomostllllport- demands of the most fastidious artist. I will use yout· piant p:lrLi ·ulars the KDtBALL PIANO wlil compare f11vora·
anos at my concens wbet·e·so·ever I cl.n1nce to meet tbem
l.lly "ith tho~e of older and well known makes. l give It
Again my congratulations.
my fulles t indorsement.
.AND .AL S O
Lilli Lehmann,
llauk,
Wesleyan College of Music, Bloomington, lll., St. Aloylus School, Chicago. 111. Our Lady of Angels Seminary,
ig. Del Puente,
Sig. Fnmcisco Tnmagno,
Lyons, Inwa. luont St. Joseph Academy, Duhnque, Iowa,
Max .-\!vary,
Emil :Fisher,
orthern-Indiana Normal cllool, Valpar·alsu, Ind., Bloom.
Mme. Alban!,
P !tUI Kali cb
mgton, Con,ervatory of Music, Bloomington, Ill., Grund
Frederir.k Archer,
J ullu Perotti
Italian Opera Company, Metropolitan Opera Company.
Lillian ordlca,
Slg. Ardltl.
Doston Ideal Opera Company, and many other prominent
Bans Balatka.
artists. Illustrated Catalogues malled.
P. S. Gilmore,

~llnnie

W . W . KIM:BALL CO. ,
Office and Warerooms, KIMBALL BUILDING, 243-253 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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NORMAL BOOK STORE,
ll atparaiso 1 11)dial)a 1

.,

----HAS OPENED IN----

NE\J\T EUIDDING
----WITH AN----

E~LA.R.G-ED STC>C~,
----CHIEFLY OF----

~iue ~ oen~ ~, ~ook S
fyiu~

in

~inc ~i~~diu~~,

in fye "book line §uifa"ble

and

fo~

evc~p

a

·~

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITmS FOR

,.
I

~ BOOK MAKING, ~~
Rulin~, Printine:, Binding,
We Manufacture a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDENTS' NOTE DOOKS, J'E l'ORTING BOOKS, GRAMMAR BOOKS, S RAT H BOOKS, ET . For use in schools.
Mamifacturin~r Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty.
Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks made.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see that each sheet
of paper IS water marked "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JouR 'A L, LEI>GF:I{, DA\'
BooK and CASH BooK, 40 pages ea., pressboard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leath er and
marble paper, board bindings, 12~ cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather hack and mar·
ble paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, ~ and ~ page Accounts in 1 dgers, mHI
indexed on edge,167) cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with leather
otes, Drafts, Receipts, Check. and
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of
other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved form s, giving the ap pearance of lithographic work. These are listed at 5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our Bills
Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tabs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents each,

.t

For Banking,

we make,CA II BOOKS, COLLECTION REGISTERS,

TICKLER , DI COUNT BoOK., LEDGERS, AN
GERS.

IN IVI

UAL LED-

Also, Six-CoLUMN JouRNAL., LUMBER Bo K ..

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.

B. F. PERRINE, Book-seller and .'tationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.

THE STUDENT.
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''What roots These Mortals Be" Unless The~ Bo~ aCataract.
"Th~re's· nothing

new under the sun" that equals the Cataract.

Our No.8 stripped becomes our

35

L B . R..O.A..D

~.A..CE~

"WITHOU,..-r A

RIVAL.

Scorcher Saddle and Rat Trap Pedals when ordered. Brake and Mud Guards
furnished to be used when desired. Send for Catalogue for specifications.

-Pneumatic Tire,

f )

••

c . H. SCHUB,===W

Father Time Beaten When You Ride a Cataract.
.@_ __
~--

Importer and Jobber of all

VALPARAISO, IND.,

kinds of Bicycles.

AND

CHICAGO.

Agents -wanted. Als o sal esmen to travel.
Advertising in leading papers wanted .

-

Send rates and circulation.

UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK.For

~ln g in g

Uasses, Etc.

GOOD LUCK,
Bv S. W. STRAUB. Note the following important
featu res in the Elementary Department: 1. Truthfu l tatcments in simple language. 2. Daily nacling
exercises, perfectly graded. 3. Exercises and Topics introduced in their bel!torder. 4. The principle
of reading are practically taught, so that pupils
learn to read in aU keys in the time that i genera l·
Jy given to only one key [key of C]. 5. Modulating
exercises by which reading the clas ics i made ea~Sy.
6. The only correct time signatures are used.
ee what charming matter the body of "Good
Luck '' contain : 1. ~n wutBually large number of
ea y and delightful pieces for "fir t term work." 2.
Choice Quartets and fine four part song . o. olo
of exceptional beauty with in trumentaJ accompaniments. 4. A number of humorous piece that are
i1'res·istible in a class or concert. 5. Splendid ~<olo.s
with vocal accompaniments. 6. Bacr d mu ic, excellent Anthem , Hymn tunes etc. 7. Pieces tbnt
Include humming and whi.stling noveltie . !;. Farmer' celebrated Oratorio Chorus and Quartet. "Grent
and Marvelou .'' !l. lli bop' oreaL Concert Glee,
with obligato olo, 'Now Tramp o'er 1.o
and
Fell .''
oon LUCK contain 192 page , i well printed,
wire stitched. Pric onl no cent .

S. W. STRAUB & CO., Pub.,
243 State St. , CHICAGO, ILL.

MODEL TEXT BOOKS.
Houston's New Physical Geography.
Hart's Composition and R he toric.
Smyths' American Literatu re.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin G rammar.
Chase & Stuar t's Fi rst Year in Latin.
Chase & Stuart's New I llustrated Cresar.
Chase & Stuar t's Classical Series.
Trimble's Hand Book of Lite ratu re.
Houston's 1 ew Physical Geography is used in
the r0rthern Indiana Normal School.

Eldred.g e & pros.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

.I

I

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT.

NICI(!L RATE.

TfteNewJork.Chicago~ St.1ouis RJ\

I

GOING WEST.

------~~------~------~

12
7
9
11

00 )[ .
10 P. 111.
!'\5
..
10
"

6 4!) A.M.

8
10
11
12
1
3
3
4
5

44
30
10
30
50
01
43
:16
51

No. 3 .

NO. 1.

LOCAT•.

..
"
"

30
1!l

A.M.

29
2 uo
3 O'Z
3 33

P.M.

3 53

"

6
H
10
1

24

4 20
!) 02

P.M.

..
"
,,
,,
..

1

..

..
''

••
"
u

5 37

••

5 57

..

6 ~1
6 M
8 10

"
''
,,

The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 1891.
Trains depart from and arrive at Union Railway Station, Van Buren St., Chicago, and N.Y., L. E. & W.
Ry. Station, Buffalo.
GOING EAST.

TRAINS DAILY
Except Sunday.
BUFFALO.
CLEVELA ND.
BELLEVUE.
FOSTORIA.
NEW HAVEN.
FT. WAYNE.
SOUTH WHITLEY.
CLAYPOOL.
MENTONE.
ARGOS.
KNOX.
SOUTH WANATAH .
V ALP ARAH:lO.
HOBART.
HAMMOND.
CHICAGO.

"

7

No.2.
6 00
10 5!)
8 15
650

READ THIS SIDE DOWN.

No.4.

P.M.
A. M,

••
..

9 20 P. M.
ti 45
5 20 ..
2 01 "
1 45 "
12 36 ..
12 06 ..
11 48 A. M.
11 21 "
10 40 ..
10 Oil "
9 46 "
9 21 ..
8 45

..

7 35

..

LOCAL.

6
3
2
1
12
10
9
8
7
6

05
58
20
17
30
40
07
1fi
13
06

P. M ,

"
..
"
A . M.

"
"
..
..

READ THIS SIDE UP.

Through tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates for any
class of tickets desired. Baggage checked to destination.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,
General Supt.,

B. F. HORNER,
General Passenger Agt.,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Teachers

~a,:r.J...ted!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. We shall be pleased to assist you, if you will let us hear from
you. We refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
Normal, whom we have located in the last two years, We have a large patronage, all through the
West and South, among the best village and city schools,Normals, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Address,

C. J. ALBERT, Manager, The School und College Bureau, ELMHURST, ILL.

Do yolL want to make the best use of' your time9
Do you U'ant a live and practical book on teaching 9
Do you want some f'resh exercises 9
IF SO, WE CAN HELP YOU.

WELCH's "How TO STUDY",
A book for self-improvement in school or home.
WELCH's "How TO ORGANIZE, CLASSIFY AND TEACH A CouNTRY ScHooL",
GuR EY's NEw OPE ING EXERCISES,
All new and timely books written by successful teachers.
To any new subscriber to THE TUDENT, we will furnish either of the
books for$ r. 35·
THE TUDE T ryr.,
$r. 25
We furnish both
Any one of the above books,
r. oo
FOR

$r.oo

$1. oo
$r.oo
above

$2.25
- -1.35.-In ordering by mail 5 cents must be added for postage.
ao~Y.>

T H E sTu DENT'
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C ALYP , who had till this instant
sat motionles , and listening with
inexpressible lelight to the adventure
of Telemaque, now interrupte l him,
that he might enjoy some respite.
" I t is time," said she, "that after so
many toils you should taste the sweets
of repose. In thi island you have nothing to fear. Every thing is here subservient to your wi he .
pen your
heart, therefore, to joy, an make room
for all the ble sing of peace, which the
gods are preparing for you · and tomorrow, when the rosy fingers of Aurora
shall unlock the golden doors of the
; ast, and the stee ls of Phccbu hall
spring up from the deep diffu ing the
beams of day, and driving before them
the stars of heaven the hi tory of your
misfortune , my dear Telemaque ·hall
be resumed. You have exceeded ev n
your father in wi dom and in ourage ·
nor ha
chille the onqueror of He tor · nor The eu , who returned from
Hade , nor c,·en he reat .\Icicle wh
delivered the earth from
many m nster di played either fortitude r irt-

0.

I I.

III.

SKINNER .

ue equal to yours. May one deep and
unbroken slumber render the night short
to you; though to me, alas ! it will be
weari orne and long. \ ith what impatience shall I de ire again to see you ; to
hear your voi e; to urg you to repeat
what I have been told already and to inquire after what I am still to learn~ ;o,
then, my d ar Telema 1ue, with that
friend whom the bounty of the gods has
again re tored ; retire int the grotto
which has been prepared for your repose.
May forpheus shed his beni rr nest in fluence upon your eye -lid ·, that are n w
heavy wi watching,anddiffu e a pleasing lan ruor throu rh your liml s, that arc
fatigued with labor . ~T ay he au: e the
mo ·t deli htful dream to sport aruund
y u, fill your imagination with gay ideas
and keep far fr m you whatever might
ha e them away t o oon ~
The go de: s then ondu ted Tcle maque int the ·cparat · rro t whi h
wa not le : rural or plea ·ant than her
own. In one part of it the lullin •r murmer. of a fountain invit cl . lccp t< the
' cary, and in another the nym1 hs had
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prepared two beds of the softest moss,
and covered them with two large skins,
-one with that of a lion, for Telemaque,
and the other with that of a bear, for
Mentor.
They were now alone; but Mentor,
before he resigned his eyes to sleep,
spoke thus to Telemaque :
"The pleasure of relating yvur aciventures has ensnared you; for by displaying the dangers which you have surmounted by your courage and your ingenuity, you have captivated Calypso;
and in proportion as you have inflamed
her passions, you have insured your
own captivity. Can it be hoped that
she will suffer him to depart who has
displayed such power to please? You
ha've been betrayed into indiscretion by
your vanity. She promised to relate
some stories to you, and to acquaint
you with the adventures and the fate of
Ulysses; but she has found means to
say much without giving you any information, and to draw from you whatever
she desired to know. Such are the arts
of the flatterer and the wanton. When,
0 Telemaque, will you be wise enough
to resist the impul~e of vanity, and know
how to suppress incidents that do you
honor, when it is not fit that they should
be related? Others, indeed, admire the
wisdom that you possess at an age in
which they think folly might be forgiven; but I can overlook nothing; your
heart is known only to me, and there is
no other who loves you well enough to
tell you your faults. How much does
yourfather still surpass you in wisdom!"
"Could I then," answered Tele~aque,
"have refused an account of my misfortunes to Calypso ?"
"No," replied Mentor, "but you
should have gratified her curiosity by
reciting only such circumstances as

might have aroused her compassion.
You might have told her that, afterhaving long wandered from place to place,
you were first a captive in Sicily, and
then a slave in Egypt. This would have
been enough; and all that was more
served only to render more active that
poison which now rages at her hearta poison from which pray the gods that
thy heart may be defended."
':But what can now be done?" said
Telemaque.
"Now," replied Mentor, "the sequel
of your story cannot be suppressed.
Calypso knows too much to be deceived
in that which she has yet to learn; and
to attempt it would be only to displease
her. Proceed, therefore, to-morrow in
your account of all that the gods have
done for you; and speak another time
with more modesty of such actions of
your own as may be thought to merit
praise.''
This salutary advice was received by
Telemaque with the same friendship
with which it was given by Mentor, and
they immediately lay down to rest.
As soon as the first rays of Ph rebus
glanced upon the mountains, Mentor
heard the voice of Calypso calling to
her nymphs in the neighboring wood,
and awakened Telemaque.
"It is time," said he, "to repress the
encroachment of sleep; let us now return to Calypso, but put no confidence
in her words. Shut your heart against
her, and dread the delicious poison of
her praise. Yesterday she exalted you
above the wise Ulysses, your father, and
the invincible Achilles; above Theseus,
who filled the earth with his fame, and
Hercules, who obtained a place in the
skies. Did you perceive the excess of
such adulation, or did you believe her
praises to be just? Calypso herself
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laughs in secret at :;u romantic a falsehood, which . he uttered. onl} because
she belie cd ou to be so vain as to be
gratified by the grossest flattery, and so
weak as to be imposecl upon by the most
extravagant improbability."
They now approa heel the pla e where
th ey were e pected by the goddess.
The moment she perceived them, she
f orced a smile, and attempted to onceal,
under the appearan .e of joy, the dread
and anxiety whi h aaitat d her bosom ;
for she foresaw that, under the clir ction
of Mentor, Tc.lemaque, like
lys . es.
would elude h r snares.
"Come, my dear Telemallll ' said she,
and relieve me from the Impatience of
curiosity. I ha\ e dreamt all the night
of your departure from Phcenicia t
eek new ach entur
in the isle of ypru . Let u not, therefore lv ·e 'tilother m ment mak
haste to at1 f)
me with knowled e, 1nrl put an nd to
the illu ions of conjl:ctur . "
They then at UO\\ n upon the grass,
that was inttrmingled with violet ; and
a lofty groye . pread 1ts hadow over
them.
Calyp o ould not retrain from looking frequently , with the most pa ionate
tenderne , at Telema 1u , nor p 1 ceiv
' ithout indi rna ti n that e\ er} Jlanc.(:; vt
her e e was remarke l h} Ientor.
11
her nymph ilentl) ran ,ed themselve
in a semicircle and lear,ed forward' ith
the utmost eagerne · of attention. The
eye of the whole a· embl '·ere immo,·ably fixed upon Telemaqu ·, who, !!Joking downward and blu hir
wi h th
mo t raceful mo le ty. c11n tinut.d hrs
narrative.

* * *
" The

retan ·'," aid
1 rate
"having thu I t their kin .haver ol ·ed to elect u h a per on in hi :tcad a
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will administer th established laws in
their utmost purity. For this purpose
the principal inhabitants of every city
have been summoned to this place · the
acrifices, which are the first olemnities of the lection, are already begun;
th
most celebrated sages of all the
neighboring countries are a ·sembled to
propo ·e questions to the candidates, as
a trial of their saga ity ; and preparations are macle for publi game·, to determine their courage . trength, and
a tivity. For the retans are re · lve<l
that, as their kingdom is the prize, they
will be tow it upon him only who ·hall
be adjudged superior to all oth rs, both
in lJod y and in mind : and to 1 end ·r the
vi tory more difficult by in teasing the
nulllber of comp tiwrs, all for ·i 'ne rs
are mvited o the cnntlSL"
" au . icrat s after havin • IelaL<l
these a~tflntshmg e\ c.:nt , pn•s:::cd u. to
ente1 the list
' \lak e 1 ::~ste:' saicl he,
tr<tnger . tv 011r as~emlly, and en
gag am.,ng ••lhct: iu tht c·ont~:st; fo
if the go<l 1 r r e the vi tOr} o ~i tl er
of
ou, he ~ il1 b
the <;un:rci''ll of
'rete.' ,He then turned has til} trom us;
cJ.nd \ l: follow d him, not ''ith a11y d
1re of 1 ictOI")': but only that '' e mi ht
'ratify our uriostt; by betrtg pr · ent at
so unr.onJtw>n tnd importaut a tran acllou.
•·\\' ~ ca111e to a kir dot ·rnus 1 ut
exter t, in the ruicldlc
a thi k
n: .
\\'i thin the ·i rC"u• was n r a pr pared
for the comb. tants . nrr o nd• cl by a
jrr.u!:u bank of fresh til rf un whi h
were ~eated an innu ncrah\e multitude
o pe ~ta tor..
\ l ''ere re ci,·ed with
the utmo ·t i\'llity, or the
rctans c.·-

d all other p ·npl · in a liberal and rcliaiou perfor man c
f the dntie of
ho pi ality. The' not only au cd u
to be ·eat L but irl\'i t•:d u · to en raac
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in the exercises. Mentor declined, on
account of his age; and Hazael, as being in an ill state of health. Myyouth
and vigor left me no excuse, however, I
turned my eyes upon Mentor, to discover his sentiments, and I perceived that
he wished I should engage. I therefore
accepted the offer that had been made
me; and throwing off my apparel, my
limbs were anoint€d with oil, and I
placed myself among the other combatants.
A rumor immediately passed
through the whole multitude, that the
new candidate for the kingdom was the
son of Ulysses, - for several of the Cretans, who had been at Ithaca when I
was a child remembered my face.
''The first exercise was wrestling. A
Rhodian, who appeared to be about
thirty-fi've years of age, threw all that
ventured to encounter him. He was
still in his full vigor ; his arms were
nervous and brawny; his muscles were
discovered at every motion, and his
limbs were not less supple than strong.
There was now no competitor remaining but myself; and as he thought no
honor was to be gained by overcoming
so feeble an opponent, he indulged the
compassion which he felt for my youth,
and would have retired; but I pre ed
forward , and presented myself before
him . ' e immediately seized each oth(:!r, and grappled till both were out of
breath · we stood shoulder to shoulder,
and foot to foot; every nerve was straineel, our arms were entwined like serpents
in each other, and each of us endeavored to lift his antagonist from the ground.
He attempted to throw me, sometimes
by surprise and sometimes by mere
str ngth, sometimes on one side and
sometimes on the other ; but while he
was thus practicing all his skill and force
upon me, I threw myself forward by a

sudden effort, with such violence that 1
the muscles of his back giving' way, he
fell to the ground and drew me upo'n
him. All his efforts to get me under
were ineffectual. I held him immovable under me, till the multitude shouted,'Victory to the son of Ulysses ! ' ·
"And then I assisted him to arise, and
he retired in confusion.
"The combat of the cestus was more
difficult. The son of a wealthy citizen
of Samos had acquired much reputation
in this exercise that the rest of the candidates yielded to him without contest;
and the hope of victory animated no
bosom but mine. In the first onset I
received such blows in the head and
stomach, that blood gushed from my
mouth and nostrils, and a thick mist
seemed to fall upon my eyes; and I was
just sinking, faint and breathless, when
I heard Mentor cry out,'0, son of Ulysses, wilt thou be vanquished ?'
"The voice of my friend encouraged
me to farther resistance, and disdain
supplied me with new strength. I avoided several blows, under which I mus~
otherwise have sunk, and, my anatagonist having missed a stroke, I seized the
opportunity of his arm being carried
away by its own vigor and his body
bent forward, to aim a blow at him that
he could not ward off, and I raised my
cf!stus, that it might descend with greater force. He saw my advantage and,
stepping back, he writhed his body to
avoid the stroke. By this motion the
equilibrium was destroyed, and I ea ily
threw him to the ground. I immedi ately offered him my hand, wh ich he refused · and he got up without a istance,
covered with dust and blood, but though
he showed the utmost shame at his de -

r·
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feat, yet he did not dare to renew the
oom1Dat.
"The chariot races immediately followed. *i The chariots were distributed
by lot, and mine happened to be the
worst of the whole number; the wheels
were heavier, and the horses less vigorous·. We starteci, and the cloud of dust
that rose behind us obscured the sky.
At the beginning of the race I suffered
the others to get before me; but a young
Lacedernonian, whose name was Crantor, left them all behind him; and Polycletus, a Cretan, followed him at a small
distance. Hippomachus, who was a re lation of Idomeneus, and who was ambitious to succeed him, giving reins to
his horses, which were covered with
sweat, leaned forward over their necks,
and the wheels whirled round with such
rapidity that, like the wings of an eagle
floating upon the air, they seemed not
to move at all. My horses, which had
breathed by degrees, beginning now to
exert themselves, soon left at a great
distance behind them almost all those
that had set out with so much ardor;
and Hippomachus, pressing fonvar to
keep his advantage with too much eagerness, th mo t igorous of his hor ·es
fe1l down, and put an end to the hope
of his master. Polycletus, leaning too
much over his hor es, was thrown out
of his chariot by a u den shock; the
rein were force out of hi hand · an
though he had now no hope of victory,
he thoucrht him elf ha py to ha e esaped with hi life.
rant r, p r ei in r with jealou y an indi 'nation that
I wa now l ·e behind him ur ed hi
team forward with more eauerne ,
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sometimes vowing rich offerings to th
gods, and sometimes encouraging his
horses. He was afraid I should pass
him, by driving between his chariot and
the barrier of the course, because my
horses, havin g been less exhausted, were
able to get before him if they had room,
though they should wheel round on the
outside of the track. This could not be
prevented otherwise than by obstructing
the pa sage. He therefore, though he
saw the danger of the attempt, drove
up so close to the barrier that his wheel,
being forced against it, was torn off,
and his chriot dismount d. I had now
nothing to do but to turn short, that I
might keep clear of him; and the next
moment he saw me at the goal. Th_
multitude once more shouted, '' 'Victory to the son of Uly ses ! It
is he whom the gods have appointed to
reign over us ! '
"We were then conducted by the mo t
illustrious and venerable of the "retat s
into a wood, which had b en ll)ng kept
sacred from the vulgar and the profane,
where we were convened by tho. e oracle of wisdom who ha been ap ointe 1
by Minos to pre erve the laws fr m violation an t administer justi e to the
people. But int this a ·sc mbly wer
a mitted tho e only who hatl ontended in the game . The . ages o encd
the bo k into whi h all the la\ s f
Min s had been ollccted. I wa · tou hed with re erence and humility ' hen I
approa he l the e father of their oun try ' hom a re had rendered venerable
' ith ut impairing th ir vi 'Or of mind.
They at, with rrcat order and ·oicmnity in a fixed po ·tur ·; their hair w s

*The following de ·cription ,dJJ bring to the mincl of many reaclcr - th • chariot r.tc in
Hur" and the in piring cene re · nted to th imag1nati n 'f th a1 tl' wh n he \Hot·, - \
tore t>eing we al· arc encomp. ·ed ahout' ith o great a cloud of witn
·, I •t u · lay aside
weight and the in which doth
easily be et u .' and let u :un with patic.:ncc the ra~;c that
before us. looking unto J ·u , the auth r and m•sher of ur fatth.

''Bf'n
h ·r •
ev ry
i- . e

.... I
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white as snow, but some of them had
scarce any left; and their countenances,
though grave were bright ned with a
calm and placid saga ity. They were
not forward to peak, and they said
nothing that was not the result of mature deliberation. \Vhen their opinions
were different, they supported them with
so much candor and moderation, that
it could scarcely be believed they were
not of one mind. By long experience
and close application they had acquired
the most acute discernment and extensive knowledge ; but that which principally conduced to the strength (lnd rectitude of their judgment was the !-.edate,
dispassionate tranquillity ot mind. that
had been long freed from the tumultuous
passions and capricious levity of youth.
\Visdom alone was their principle of action ; and by the long and habitual
practice of virtue they had so corrected
every irregular disposition that they had
tasted the calm yet elevated delight of
reason without alloy. To these awful
beings I lifted up my eyes with admiration, and \ ished that by a sudden contraction of my life I might immediately
arrive at so desirable an old age ; for I
perceived youth to be a state of infelicity, subject to the blind impetuosity of
pas ion, and far from the perspicacious
tranquillity of their virtue.
"The person who pre ided in this assembly opened the book into which the
laws of Minos had been collected. It
was a large volume, and was kept locked, with the richest perfumes, in a golden box. When it was taken out, all the
sages kissed it with a profound respect,
and said that, th god only ex epted
(fr m whom all guod i original! y derived),nothing should b held o ·acred
as those laws which promote wisdom,
virtue, and happiness. Thos who put

these laws into execution for the government of others should also, by these
laws govern themselves; for it is the
law that ought to reigrr, and not the
man.
Such were the sentiments of
this hoary council ; and the president
then proposed three questions, which
were to be resolved by the maxims of
Minos.
"The first question was,-'What man
is most free?' One answered that it was
a king who governed his people with
·absolute authority, and had triumphed
over all his enemies. Another said that
it was he whose riches enabled him to
purchase whatever he desired. In the
opinion o some it was a man who had
never married, and who wa perpetually
traveling from one country to another,
with ut subjectin · him elf to the laws
of any. Others supposed it might be a
savage, who, living wild in the woods
and subsisting by hunting, was independent of all ociety, and suffered no want
a an individual. Others thought of a
lave immediately after emancipation ;
b c· u e, being just reli ved from the
severitie of servitude, he would have a
more li el en e of th sweet of freedom
nd there were some ' ho said
that a man at the point of death was
more £1 ee than all others, be a use death
break ever bond, and over the dead
the united world has no power.
"\ hen my opinion wa demanded, I
wa in no doubt' hat to an wer, because
I remembered what had been often
told me by Mentor. 'The most free of
all men,' ::,aid I, 'i he who e freedom
sla ery itself cannot tak away. He,
and he only, is free in e\·ery country
and in e rer_ condition, who fears the
crud . and whose fear ha n other obje t. In other word . he only is truly
fr c, o er whom fear and desire have

\
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no power, and who is subject only to
re11son and the gods.' The fathers looked upon each other with a smile, and
were surprised to find my answer exactly the same with that of Minos.
''The second question was,-'Who is
most unhappy?' To this every one gave
such an answer as was suggested by his
fancy. One said that the most unhappy man was he who was without money,
health, and reputation. Another said
it was he that had no friend. Some imagined none could be so wretched as
those who had degenerate and ungrateful children. But a native of Lesbos,
a man celebrated for his wisdom, said
that the most unhappy of all men was
he that thought himself so; because unhappiness depends much less upon adversity than upon impatience, and unfortunate events derive all their power
to afflict from the minds of those to
whom they happen.
The assembly
heard this opinion with a shout of applau e, and every one believed that in
this question the Lesbian would be declared victor. But my opinion being
asked, I formed my answer upon the
maxims of Mentor. 'The most unhapPY of all men,' said I, 'i a king who believes he shall become happy by rendering other miserable. Hi wretchedness i doubled by hi ignorance · for,
as he doe not know whence it proceeds,
he can apply no remedy; heis, inrleed,
afraicl to know, and he suffer a crow
of ycophant to urround him that
keep truth at a di tan e · he i a lave
t his O\ n pa ion an ian utter stranger to hi duty ; he ha never ta ted the
plea ure of doin goo nor been warm to en ibility by the charm of virtue·
he i wretched but the ' retche ne s
that he uffer he e erve · an hi
mi ery h wever great i perpetually
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increasing. He rushes down the preci pice of perdition, and the gulf of everlasting punishment receives him.' The
assembly attested my victory over the
Lesbian, and the judges declared that I
had expressed the sense of Minos.
"The third question was,-'Which of
the two ought to be preferred, a king
who is invincible in war, or a king who,
without any experience in war, can ad minister civil government with great
wisdom in a time of peace?'
"The majority determined this que tion in favor of the warrior; for skill
to govern in a time of peace,' said they,
'will be of but little use if the king cannot defend his country in a time of war,
since he will himself be ivested of his
authority, and his people will become
slaves to the enemy.'
ther preferred
the pacific prince, because, as he woul
have more to fear from a war, he would
be more careful to avoid one. But they
were answered that the a hievements of
a conqueror would not only increa e hi .
own glory, but the glory of his people,
to whom he would subjugate many nations, while under a pa ific government
quiet and security would degenerate into cowardice and loth. fy sentiment
were then a ke 1, and I an were thu :
- ' lthough he wh
an g vern only
either in pea e r in war i but half a
king, y t the prin e who by hi
an di cover the merit of ther. , and
an efen hi
untry (' hen it i. atta ked ) if n t in person yet b hi . en eral , i in my JHP10n t b pre ferr d
bef re him wh kn '
n art but that
f war. A prin e ' h
tirely military will lc
ext n hi
pie to a
If
th nati n ' hi h he n w overn
nhap y what i it to the
how many
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more he conquers ! A foreign war, long
continued, cannot fail of producing disorder at home; the manners of the
victors themselves become corrupt during the general convulsion. How much
has Greece suffered by the conquest of
Troy? She was more than ten years deprived of her kings; and wherever the
flame of war is kindled, the laws are violated with impunity, agriculture is neglected, and the . sciences are forgotten.
The best prince, when he has a war to
sustain, is compelled to the same conduct which disgraces the worst, to tolerate licentiousness, and employ villainy
in his service. How many daring profligates are punished in a time of peace,
whom it is necessary to reward during
the disorders of war ! No nation was
ever governed by a conq•1eror that did
not suffer by his ambition.
'"As to the pacific prince, it must, indeed, be confessed that he is not qualified for conquest; or in other words, he
is not born to harass his people by perpetual hostilities, in a restless attempt
to subjugate others, over whom he can
have no equitable right; but if he is
perfectly qualified for peaceful government, these very qualifications will secure his subjects against the encroachments of an enemy. His justice, moderation, and quiet11ess, render him a
good neighbor · he engages in no enterprise that can interrupt the peace subsisting between him and other states ;
and he fulfills all his engagements with
a religious exactness. He is therefore
regarded by his allies rather with love
than with fear, and they trust him with
unlimited confidence. If any restless,
haughty, and ambitious power should
molest him all the neighboring pr inces
will interpo e in his behalf, becau e
from him they apprehend no attempt

against their own quiet, but have everything to fear from his enemy. His
steady justice, impartiality, and public
faith render him the arbiter of all the
kingdoms that surround his own; and
while the enterprises of ambition make
the warrior odious, and the common
danger unites the world against him, a
glory superior to that of conquest comes
unlooked for to the friend of peace, on
whom the eyes of every other potentate
are turned with reverence and affection,
as the father and the guardian of them
all. These are his advantages abroad;
and those at home are yet more considerable. If he is qualified to govern in
peace, it follows that he must govern by
the wisest laws; he must restrain parade
and luxury; he must suppress every art
which can only gratify vice, and he must
encourage those which supply the necessities of life, especially agriculture,
to which the principal attention of his
people must be turned.
Thus will the
pacific prince be sustained, when his
danger is most imminent ; and therefore
I conclude that, though his ignorance
in the art of war is an imperfection in
his character, since it disables him from
executing one of the principal duties of
his station, the chastisement of those
who invade his dominion or injure his
people,-yet he is infinitely superior to
a king who is wholly unacquainted with
civil government, and knows no art but
that of war.'
'l perceived, but without wonder,
that many per ons in the as embly did
not approve the opinion that I had been
laboring to maintain · for the greater
part of mankind, dazzled by the false
lustre of victories and triumph , prefer
the tumult and show of ucce ful hostilitie to the quiet simplicity of peace
and the intrin ic ad antage of good
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government. The judges, howevcr,declared, that I had spoken the sentiments
of Minos; and the president cried out, -' 'The oracle of Apollo, known to all
Crete, is fulfilled. Minos inquired of
the god how long his posterity should
govern by the laws which he had established ; and he was answered,- 'Thy
posterity shall cease to reign when a
stranger shall establish the reign of thy
laws.' We feared that some foreigner
would make a conquest of our island ;
but the misfortunes of Idomeneus, and
the wisdom of the son of Ulysses, who,
of all mortals, best understands the laws
of Minos, have disclosed the true sense
of the oracle. Why, then, do we delay
to crown him whom the gods have appointed to be our king?'
"The sages immediately went out of
the consecrated grove; and the .chief of
them, taking me by the hand, declared
to the people, who were waiting impatiently for the decision, that the prize
had been decreed to me.
The words
were no sooner uttered than the dead
silence of expectation was followed by an
universal shout. Every one cried out, "'Let the son of Ulysses, a second
Minos, be our king .'
" nd the echoes of the neighboring
mountain repeated the acclamation.
"I waited a few moment , and then
made a sign ' ith my han that I desired to be heard. In thi interval fentor whi pered me, " '\Yilt thou renounce thy ountry ?
an ambition obliterate the rem embrance of Penelope who l ngs f r thy
return a the la t object f her hope
and alienate thy heart fn.>rn the great
Uly e , whom the go
have re olved
to re tore to Ithaca? "The e wor
ro 1 e ev ry tender
passion in my bosom; an 1 the fon
e-
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sire of royalty was instantly absorbed in
the love of my parents and my country.
In the mean· time the multitude were
again become motionless and silent,
and I addressed them in these terms:
"'Illustrious Cretans, - I am not
worthy the dignity which you offer. The
oracle of which you have been reminded does, indeed, express that the sovereignity of Crete shall depart from the
race of Minos when a stranger shall establish the dominion of his laws; but it
does not say that this stranger shall be
king. I am willing to believe that I am
the stranger foretold by the oracle, and
that I have accomplished the pre liction. Fortune has cast me upon thi
island, I have iscovered the true sense
of the laws of Minos, and I wi h that
my explanation may contribute to join
them in the sovereignty with the man
whom your choice shall appoint to so
important a trust. As for me, I prefer
my coun~ry, the obscure and inc n. idera:ble island of Ithaca, to the hun Ired
cities of rete, with all their opulence
and glory. Permit me, therefore, to
wander wherever the ates shall have
marked my course. If I have conten ed in your sports, I was not pr mpte
by a de ire to govern you, but only to
win your e teem and your ity, that you
might the more readily aff rcl me the
means of returning to the place of my
birth· for I would rather obey my father
lysses, and omfort Penelope, my
mother, than govern all the nation
n the earth. You see
' retan
ecret rece e f n~y heart. I am
mpelled to lea e you ; but death nly an
ut an end t my gratitu le.
ur intere t hall ne cr c le
d ar t me
than my own h n r ; and I will remember y u with affection till death hall
effa e the la t idea from my ind.' '

SCIENCE OF TO-DAY.
PRINCE KROPOTKIN.

VII.
NE of the chief objections to the
theory of evolution which was especially laid stress upon some thirty
years ago, was the impossibility of producing at that time a series of ''intermediate links" to connect the now existing animals and plants with their presumed ancestors from former geological
epochs. To meet the objection, Darwin had to devote a special chapter in
his great work to the imperfection of
the geological record, and to insist both
upon its fragmentary character and our
imperfect knowledge of what it contains.
The recent progress of both geology and
paleontology renders such explanations
almost superfluous. Geology, aided by
the deep-sea explorations, has come to
a better comprehension of the mechanism of sediments, and it knows what it
may expect to find in the ~ocky archives
of the earth, and what it may not; and,
on the other side, the discovery of the
missing links between past and present
has been going on of late with such a
rapidity as has outstripped the most
sanguine expectations. Our museums
already contain whole series of fossil
organisms which almost step by step
illustrate the slow evolution of large divisions of both animals and plants;
our present mammals already have been
connected by intermediary forms with
many of their Tertiary ancestors; and
the paleontologist can already trace the
pedigree of birds, and even mammals,
as far back as the lizzards of the Secondary period-not merely deducing it
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from embryological data, but by showing the real beings which once breathed
and moved about upon earth.
At the same time one point of great
moment for the theory of evolution, and
only alluded to by Darwin, has been
brought into prominence. The part
played by migrations in the appearance
of new species has been rendered quite
obvious. Thus we know perfectly well
that the ancestors of our horse migrated
over both Americas, Asia, Europe, Africa, and probably back to Asia, and
that each step in those migrations was
marked 'by the apparition of some new
characters which are now disti ctive of
the horse. The same remark applies
to the mastodons and their descendants,
the elephants; to the common ancestors
of the camel and the llama, and to the
Ungulata altogether. It may be taken
now as a general rule that the evolution
of new species chiefly took place when
the old ones were compelled to migrate
to new abodes, and to stay there for a
time in new conditions of climate and
general surroundings. The intermediate forms have nflt been exterminated
on the spot ; and if we want to obtain
the intermediate links between two allied species, the relics of which are
found in two geological formations of
a given country, we must ransack for
fossils all the five continents upon which
the intermediate links have been scattered. This is why the discovery of intermediate types has gone on so rapidly
since North America, South Africa,
South America, New Zealand, and part-
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ly Asia began to be thoroughly explored
by experienced paleontologists.•
Many of the "missing links" were
discovered, as is known, in Darwin's
lifetime. Thus, the first really birdlike, feathered lizard, the Archceopterix,
was unearthed as early as 1862 ; and
eight years later, Prof. 0. C. Marsh
already described, from the Upper Cretaceous beds of North America, two
more lizard-birds, one of which (Hesp~rornis) must have resembled our present fish-eating divers, while the other
(Ichlftyornis), provided with powerful
wing, had- apart from its teethed jaws
-all the appearance of a bird of our
own time. And, finally, the discovery
of a large ostrich-like bird (Dasornis
Londinensis) in the Lower Eocene of
the isle of Sheppey, and of another, also big and flightless bird ( Gastornis),
in the Eocene of Meudon, Rheims, and
Croydon, established a further connection between the bird-like lizards of the
Triassic times and real specialized
birds.
These last discoveries brought the
series very near to our own times, and
they were the more valuable as the justmentioned Gastonu's proved to combine
some of the characters of both flying
birds and of those which, like the ostrich, the cassowary, and the emu, do
not fly _; while the Pliocene deposits of
north India and the numberless remains
of the so-called moas of New Zealand
yielded specimens of still nearer ancestors of our flightless birds. The New
Zealand deposits of bones became known
more than fifty years ago, when Owen,
on receiving (in 1839) a broken but
characteri tic moa bone,determined the
general characters of the great ostrichlike Dinornz's, which inhabited the island quite recently, but is found no

more in a living state. But it is especially of late that the enormous accumulations of moa remains have been explored in detail. Cart-loads of those
bones have already been shipped to
Europe, and new accumulations continue
to be found-always with the same astonishing numbers of individuals entombed on the same spot, and in the
same excellent state of preservation.
Such a deposit-one of the most remarkable of its kind-has been lately
discovered by Prof. H. 0. Forbes,near
Oamaru, in the South Island of New
Zealand. In a small hollow which did
not exceed twelve yards in width, no
less than eight hundred to nine hundred
individuals were imbeded in solid peat,
under a superficial layer of a few inches
of soil. Many skeletons lay quite undisturbed, and in some instances the
contents of the stomach, which consisted of triturated grass and small, rounded, smooth quartz pebbles, were found
lying in their natural position, under the
sternum. The bones of a giant buzzard,
a big extinct goose, the Cape Barron
goose, the kiwi, and so on, were mixed
together with bones and full skeletons
of several species of Dinonzis, big and
small. And again, as on previous occasions, the New Zealand scientists are
at a loss to explain the accumulation of
so many various bir son such a narrow
space. However, the most interesting
part of Prof. Forbe's discoveries is that
he has finally succeeded in finding
among this mass of b nes one bone, at
least, which bears unmistakable traces
of having been onne ted with a hum erus, the head of whi h must have been
as substantial a in assowaries. He
thus considers it proved that the Dinornithidce, like the kiwis, des en e 1 from
birds which coul fly. The la t missing
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link is thus discovered, and the chief
points in the genealogy of birds are thus
already settled, while many a gap which
still remains will certainly be filled up
when the rich materials recently excavated in both Americas have been carefully examined by anatomists.
The same may he also said in regard
to mammals, if the recent discoveries in
North and South America are taken into account.
The earliest traces of
mammals have been found, as is known,
in the Triassic deposits of Germany,
Basutoland, the Cape Colony, and North
Carolina; and it is also known, through
the previous remarkable works of Professors 0. C. Marsh and H. F. Osborn,
that the Jurassic deposits of Wyoming
have yielded a rich fauna, among which
we find the remote ancestors of various
orders of the present mammalla. But
the most important finds, which throw
a new light both on the earlier and the
subsequent forms, have been made in
that immense area of lacustrine beds
which have been deposited in the region
of the great salt lakes of Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado, from the end of the
Cretaceous period down to the middle
parts of the Tertiary epoch. There,
and especially in the Eocene "Puerco"
and "Wahsa tch" beds, as well as in the
Eocene "Uinta" formation,a rich fauna
of mammals has been unearthed. All
those Eocene mammals had something
in common in their leading features, and
yet they offered a sufficient diversity for
being considered as the probable ancestors of nearly all orders of placental
mammals. To mention their feet only,
they were adapted, in all of them, for
walking upon the sole, and were provided with five toes; but it is easy to recognize in the structure of the feet of
the different genuses such ivergences

as necessar-ily ought to evolve, under
certain c"onditions-on the one side, the
plantigrade foot of the bears, and, on
the other side, the digitigrade foot of
the Ungulata (horses, camels, elephants,
and so on), who walk upon the points of
their toes; and, again, among these
latter it is possible to find indications
for an evolution which must have ended
in the appearance of two divisions-the
odd-toed and the even-toed ungulates.
Most laborious anatomical researches
were required for properly interpreting
these rich materials. But the result of
the work is that we already know with
a great approach to certitude the genealogical trees of most ungulates; we can
go back to the ancestors of the ruminants, the cameloides, the chevrotains,
the horses, and even to the common
ancestors of the whole group of ungulates ; while the genealogy of other
large groups of mammalia has also been
worked out to some extent.
The just-mentioned discoveries in
North America were soon supplemented
by still more remarkable finds in South
America, which finds follow each other
with such a rapidity that anatomists will
have to make strenuous efforts in order
to keep pace with the paleontological
work. The formation which D'Orbigny
described as "formation guaranienne"
proved to consist of marine Cretaceous
beds, covered by immense land deposits,
which, like the Laramie beds of North
America, are of an intermediate age between Cretaceous and Tertiary. These
last beds offer an immense interest, owing to their mammalian fossils (of much
more specified types than those of the
Laramie), which are mixed together
with relics of gigantic Dinosaurians,
some of the latter attaining lengths of
more than one hundred and thirty feet.
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As to the more recent deposits of the
Argentine Republic and Patagoniapartly Eocene and partly Pliocenethey are so rich in mammals that more
than two hundred species, some of them
of the most extraordinary types, have
already been described by Dr. F. Ameghin.o, Burmeister, and Moreno; and
every number of the Revista Argentina
brings some new descriptions of new
fossils both from the Argentine and Patagonia, which is now explored by Carl
Ameghino. There are among them ungulates which, to use Mr. Lydekker's
words, are "totally unlike any found in
all the rest of the world put together,"
and which combine the characters of
both the odd,toed and the even-toed
ungulates. Of them, the Macrauchenia
seems to be a direct descendant of a
type which must have been a common
ancestor to both divisions. Another
huge mammal, one of the Toxodontes,
which must have equaled in size the
hippopotamus, also occupied an intermediate position. between the two groups;
while in the earlier Tertiaries there are
types which, so far as can be judged
from preliminary descriptions, must
have stood near the source from which
both ungulates and rodents have taken
their origin.
Very many interesting Edentata and
rodents have been met with in the same
beds, but it is the rnarsu pial group
which surpasses all others in interest.
One carni orous animal of this group
(Prolltylacinus) is almost identical with
the now existing pouched wolf ( T!tylacine) of Tasmania; while another fos il
genus (Protopro viverra) is <}Uite akin to
the most characteristic carni orous marsupial, the Ta manian e il. Although
F. meghino s descriptions are not yet
complete, the be t authorities on this

subject in this country and Germany do
not hesitate to recognize a purely Australian type in these Sou~h American
forms, which, on the other side, can
safely be connected with the group of
primitive carnivors (Hyamodon, Pterodon, etc.) which appeared at a later
epoch in Europe. Moreover, the same
beds contain fossil remains of primates
(Homunculus, A nthropops, Homocentrus,
Eudiastatus) which seem to represent
ancestors of all the subsequent apes,
but stand also in connection with the
lemurs, and also with the ungulates, or,
rather, with their Toxodon ancestors.
They seem to represent the most ancient
primates known, and indicate that the
first representatives of the whole group
must be sought for as far back as the
end of the Secondary period. Finally,
we must mention the discovery of re mains of man which are considered by
F. Ameghino as belonging to the Pliocene and Miocene ages.
The "missing links" are coming, as
we see, in such abundance that it will
take several years before anatomists, in
whose hands this rich material will now
be put, have disentangled the numerou
and striking affinities between so many
different types which we have briefly
enumerated. But geologists will al so
have a word to say about these discoveries, which raise again the very great
question as to the long-since noticed
affinities between the faunas of all southern continents and the presumed previous connection between those continents. Apart from all other considerations, the resemblance between the fo ssil marsupials of 'outh America and
the marsupials now living in Au tralia i ·
so great that it is not pos ible to admit
that forms so ncar to each other ( and
both su abnormal) might have develop -
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ed independently upon two remote continents. It seems almost unavoidable
to admit that some direct land connection has existed between South America,
and Australia, although all we know
about the persistence of the chief outlines of the continenets seems to be opposed to the admission. Dr. Ihering,
who has devoted a good deal of time to
the study of the fauna of _South America, boldly concludes from his own speial researches that during the Secondary
period a great continent extended from
Chili and Patagonia, through New Zealand, to Australia, while the connection
between South America and North
America was broken during both the
Cretaceous period and a great part of
the Tertiary epoch. The striking differences between the faunas of both
Americas, and the identity of many
representatives of the faunas of South
America and South Africa, make him
also conclude that the two latter continents were connected as late as the
Oligocene period. R. Lydekker, whose
opinion has such a weight in the matter,
also concludes from the many known
affinities between the fossil faunas and
floras of the four great southern prolongations of the continental mass of
the globe that they must have stood jn
a more or less intimate connection, and
have been partially isolated from the
more northern lands. As to F. Ameghino, he also recognizes that, at least
duringthe Oligocene times,South America was in direct connection with the
Old World; but he points out the similarity of the mammalian and Dinosaurian faunas of both Americas, and coneludes that the two continents must have
been connected, as well as North America with Europe, at an earlier opoch.
It would be premature to attempt now

the solution of this complicated ques·
tion. It may be permitted, however,
to point out that the hypothesis of a
submerged antarctic continent is not
improbable from the point of view of
the physical geographer. The permanence of the continents, which is a fact,
and seems to be opposed to the hypothesis, must be understood in a limited
sense. In the equatorial and the two
temperate zones we undoubtedly have
huge continental masses, the great piateaus of Asia, both Americas, and Africa, which, so far as our knowledge goes,
have not been submerged since the primary epoch; and around these backbones of the continents we have huge
masses of land which have not been under the sea since the end of the Secondary period. But their outskirts have
witnessed several retreats and invasions
of the ocean, or of its Secondary period
seas. Moreover, the permanence of
the continents does not seem to extend
to the circumpolar zones. When we
consider the outlines of the two great
plateaus of East Asia and North America, we see that these two great continents of the Secondary epoch were narrowing at that time toward the north,
and that their extremities were pointing
toward some spot in the vicinity of what
is now the Bering Strait, in the same
way as South America, South Africa,
and South Australia are now pointing
toward the south pole. The great plateau of northeast Asia, which has re mained a continent ever since the Devovian age, bas so much the shape of
South America pointihg northeast that
the resemblance is simply striking. On
the other side, we know that the Miocene flora discovered in Greenland,
Spitzbergen, and New iberia indicates
the existence of a great Miocene con-
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tinent where we now have but the iceclad arctic archipelagos. So that we
must conclude that, while the central
(temperate and equatorial) parts of the
globe really offer a certain permanence
in the disposition and general outlines
of their continents, the arctic region
stands in a different position. It was under the ocean during a large part of the
Secondary period, it emerged from the
ocean and was occupied by a large contin ental mass during the Tertiary period;
and now it is again under water. Such
being the conditions of the arctic region, we may suppose that the same oscillations took place in the antarctic region as well. In such case, the two
circumpolar regions would have been
periodically invaded by the ocean( either
alternately or during geological epochs
closely following each other), and they
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would have periodically emerged from
the sea in the shape of continents more
or less indented by gulfs and channels.
In short, a certain stability in the distribution of land and water in the equatorial and temperate zones, and unstability in the circumpolar regions (with,
most probably, an unstable Mediterranean belt), would perhaps better express
the observed facts than a simple affirmation of stability of continents.
If
these considerations prove to be correct
-and I venture to express them only
as a suggestion for ulterior discussionthen the hypothesis of a former more or
less close land-connection between the
southern extremities of _our present continents would not appear unlikely, and
the striking similarity between the £aunas of Patagonia and Australia would
be easily accounted for.
- Nineteenth Century.
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HIS is my narration. Let me write
it all down while yet the opportunity is with me. These fiends of savages
are even now raging round about this
our wooden Fortress of La Navidadwhich means in our tongue Fort Nativity- and there is no saying how long we
may hold out against them. If the
worst does come and we are wiped out
by this King of the Caribs, whose pagan name is aonabo, then perchance
this narrative of mine which I shall hide
away within the fortress may, at some
day, be discovered and find its way to
my people, the 0' eils of Galway, in
our own blessed Ireland. And it will
tell to them how Engli h Arthur and myself -the only Christian men among all
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this raft of yellow dons and coppery
savages-fared when we had taken ship
to find the way to the Indies, along with
the Captain Columbus the Genoese,
whom men now call the Acimiral.
Ever since I left my home in dear
Galway, a headstrong lad of fifteen, I
had been knocking about the world from
the Irish ea to the
ibraltar trait.
nd so it came about that in the year
1492, I found myself in the stuffy jail of
Palos in Southern pain, whereto I had
been lugged against my will, because,
on the quay at Palos, I had dared maintain that one Irishman was the equal of
ten panish dons.
And there I found my comrade of today-the English Arthur whose name

..
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is also Larl<in-and many other broken
and landless men, weary of jail life.
Then to us there carne one summer day,
the Captain Pinzon of Palos and Don
Pedro Gutierrez, keeper of the king's
drawing-room, offering in the name of
the king of the Spains, freedom, pardon
and three hundred maravedis beside,
to any one within the jail at Palos who
would sail with the Captain Columbus
to the Indies, on a ,~enture of the Queen
of Castile, the lady. Isabella.
Now, I had no special liking for a
voyage to the Indies, for none could
know how long nor how venturesome it
might be; but blue water is better than
Palos jail, and three hundred maravedis
than sour hread. So I offered to join
the ships, and so also did English Arthur, with other of our fellow prisoners,
some thirteen men in all. And forthwith were we hurried out of the jail and
shipped-both English Arthur and myself- upon the caravel Capitana of
Master La Cosa, now called the Santa
Maria, that lay in the port of Palos together with the Pinta of Master Alonzo
Pinzon, and the little Nina or Baby of
Master Vincent Pinzon that made up
the fleet of the Captain-General Columbus the Genoese.
We were not an over-merry compar y
of scarce a hundred mariners when upon the morning of the third of August
we sailed out of Palos harbor. For
most of us were filled with fear as to
the future, and some of us were leaving
wives and children much against our
will. In faith, all of us were leaving a
home of some sort behind, while the
great waters to the west, which we had
ever known as the ea of Darkne ,
seemed to us vast and endless and full
of we knew not what monsters and evil
things. These panish sailing-men, too,

are quick to breed fear and discontent
one among the other, and before we
were two days out there were those
among them who buzzed about how that
this Captain Col urn bus was possessed
of a devil which was driving him by the
wrong way under promise of finding the
gold and spices of the Indies ; how that
the captain held to the godless notion
that the earth we all knew to be flat was
round ; and how when we reached the
horizon line our vessels would be tumbled over the edge of the world and drop
into everlasting darkness.
From the start, things seemed to go
wrong. We sailed away on a Friday,
which all men know to be unlucky, and
ere we had made the Fortunate Islands,
sometimes called the Canaries or Isles
of Dogs, the Pinta's rudder was broken
and unshipped-it was whispered, by
some of the discontented dons themselves-and we were forced to run into
port on the island of Gornera for repairs.
And while we lay in port, lo ! the fire
mountain on Teneriffe, called the Peak
of Pico, belched out flames and smoke,
while certain Portuguese pirates were
said to be lying across our course outside waiting to carry off our captain and
sc-1ttle our ships. And English Arthur
~md I wished they would but try it, for
we both hated the Portuguese ; but our
coward crews were full of terror.
And when we had gotten clear of the
fire mountain and the pirates we said
adios to the Fortunate Islands, and we
unfortunates sailed away toward the setting sun. And then did these babies of
mariners-for your don is but little better than a baby for lacking backbone
and judgment-bewail their fate and
cry and sob and cur e the lay that had
forced them from their homes into the e
unknown and fearful seas.

.
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But still we sailed on toward the west.
And lo ! as w_e sailed, the witch-instrument that men call the compass needle,
and which has of late been taken upon
vessels as a kind of guide for sailing, did
fl. y away from the right of the North
Star, to which it should ever point, and
inclined each day more to the left. The
pilots cried in wonder at this change,
and among the mariners it was said that
the devil that possessed the captain was
turning the compass needle the wrong
way, leading the steersmen on a false
tack, toward a certain destruction.
And when we had been out two and
forty days from Palos we sailed straight
into what looked to be a far-reaching
grassy meadow, and men cried out that
we were sailing over the lost Atlantis
and would speedily be submerged as
was that stately land of old. And so
heavy was this floating grass, that the
ships sailed but slowly, and were pulled
by it this way and that; and this, the
mariners said, w:as not the grass, but the
hidden hands of certain evil-minded
demons of the water who would finally
drag our ships under and feast upon
our bones with the mermaids and dragons and other of the witch-folk who
have their homes beneath the sea.
And when we had passed through
this in safety and were once again in
clear water the wind changed to asteady
breeze that blew us ever westward, and
men said that in this land of enchantment there was but one wind, blowing
poor sailor men ever westward, and
never a one to blow our sails home
again.
And still we ailed on, and still no
land appeared. But upon the three-andfiftieth day at sea, while anxiou eyes
looked westward, behold ~ straight ahead
of us there rose out of the sea fair green
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islands with lofty heights crowned with
castles and palaces, while below them
glistened the spires and towers of a
great city. Then how we shouted for
joy. "Cathay, it is Cathay ! " cried
some. "It is Quinsay, the marble city,"
declared others, and yet others said it
was the Isle of Spices or the treasure
town of Prester John. Then did our
captain-general bid the vessels draw
closer together and the colors to be
hoisted at the peak, while we all sang
the Veni Creator and the Gloria. But
even as we sang and made ready to go
ashore, sailing toward the shining city,
lo! it vanished away-island and castle
and palace and city - and only the
dreadful sea, unfathomed and unknown,
was ail about and before us.
Then did the wrath of the mariners
grow hot and their fear was even more
strong, and there were whispers thr-ough
the ships that we must take matters into
our own hands and rid ourselves of this
captain of ours who was possessed of a
devil, and who was surely leading us
through enchanted seas to some dreadful death.
But English Arthur and myself were
not like these, though we were far from
pleased with all the fearsome things we
saw and experienced. \Ve felt a certain
pity and reverence for this brave Genaese who, save for us two, was alone
among these hundred Spanish dons who
liked not to take their orders from an
Italian master. o we two pled ged each
other to back our captain up whatever
happened. For even an unknown sea
was better than Palos jail, and our rations were good and regular, an<l thin rs
might be far worse than they we rethough I do hold that our adv entures
and our misadventures were more wonderful than man had ever known.
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And stiU the captain remained firm
and unfaltering, and still we sailed on
in spite of clamor and of threat. At
last it came about that when we were
now seventy days out, on a Friday
morning, the twelfth of October, we
saw land !
It was real land this time, and when
the day broke we landed. And when
we touched the ~olid earth and saw once
again waving trees, and all the beauties
of the country we had found, there came
a change over all the grumblers and all
the maligners and all the evil-spoken
ones of the fleet. For now were they
wild with joy, and those that had been
most loud in their threatenings threw
themselves upon the ground at the feet
of the captain and craved his pity, his
pardon and his favor. And this, mark
you, was on a Friday, which all men
say is so unlucky.
And when the naked people who lived
upon the land we had stepped upon saw
the mariners prostrate themselves at the
feet of the captain they, too, prostrated
themselves in adoration, for they supposed our captain the Genoese was a
god, and that our three little ships were
heaven bursters that had dropped down
before them from the skies.
And the Captain Columbus, sword in
hand and with flaunting of banners,
took possession of the island he had discovered for his patron the Lady Isabella, Queen of Castile; and he called
it San Salvador.
And this is the record of how I sail-

ed with our captain, the admiral of the
new seas and governor-general of the
new lands, as he is now called.
I write it down this day and hide it
away in this fortress of the Nativity,
round about which the pagan Caribs of
the King Caonabo are now raging, hopeful that I may live to finish it and tell
of our still more wondrous adventures,
from that sad Christmas Day when our
caravel the Santa Maria went to pieces
on a treacherous sand bar, to this still
sadder day when far away from home,
left by our captain the admiral in charge
of this his fortress, we have carelessly
disobeyed his strictest orders and are
now in danger of being done to death
by the very savages who received us as
gods dropped down from the skies
above.
But if I may never finish this narrative of our sailing into the \Vest let me
here write down what I have studied
out for myself during the months in
which I have lived in th,is summer land.
It is not Cathay, it is not the Indies that
Columbus the Genoese has discovered.
It is a new land, a savage land, an unreclaimed land. But now that Europe
has found it out, it will become in time
a greater land than even Europe itself,
and the credit of its discovery, even
though he may know it not, as a new ·
world, is due to the pluck and valor and
determined will of the one man who
set himself this task to do-my captain,
Christopher Columbus the Geno~se .
-Wide Awake.
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MARS.
ROBERT

I T can hardly be urged that the general interest which has been expressed in regard to the opposition of Mars
this year is merely due to the exigencies
of the dull season. The newspapers,
crowded as they are with their staple
political matters, can still make room
for paragraphs, columns, and even for
long articles on the phenomena of our
neighboring globe. It is worth while to
examine the circumstances which have
led to the direction of so much attention to this particular heavenly body at
this particular time.
In the southern heavens, when the
sky is clear, Mars may now be seen for
some hours every night. To us dwellers in the British Islands the planet unfortunately culminates at a very low
altitude, so that a horizon clear of buildings or trees is generally necessary, if
it is to be seen at all. But the drawbacks arising from this cause are so far
counterbalanced by the unusual proximity of the planet, which shines with a
lustre greater than has ever been seen
from its fiery globe during the last fifteen years.
The facts with regard to the present
opposition of Mars are sufficiently remarkable to be tated with some detail,
and we may first set them forth even at
the risk of repeating a few things that
will be familiar to tho e who have diligently tudied the
autical lmanack
of the present and other year
It appears that the orbit of this particular
planet Mars is especially remarkable,
among planetary orbits generally, for its
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departure from the circular form so
nearly assumed in the movements of
most of the other similar bodies. Mars
has an orbit of so much eccentricity
that its distance from the sun varies very
considerably. It is sometimes as much as
153,ooo,ooo miles off. It is sometimes
as little as 127,ooo,ooo miles. The
orbit in which our earth revolves is
much more nearly circular than is the
orbit of Mars, but still the variations of
the distance between the earth and the
sun are too large to be overlooked,even
though they may seem relatively unimportant. Under certain circumsta~ces
our earth may be as far from the sun as
93,5 oo, ooo miles, while the smallest magnitude to which the distance can shrink
is 90,5 oo, ooo miles. These few facts
will enable us to estimate the stretch of
space that divides us from the other
world in which so much interest is now
being taken. The longest distance that
could possibly intervene between the
two globes is found .when the sun lies
between them and when they are each
at their greatest possible distance from
it. On the other hand the most favorable condition for the observations of
Mars will be when the planet is making
its nearest approa h to the sun, and
when the earth happens to be in the
same direction a
1::rs from the sun.
It can be hown that the very lowest
value which the planet's distance from
the earth can pos ibly as ume woul<l be
35,ooo,ooo miles.
or i th
onclition of things whi h we have suppo ed one which will be often realized.

MARS.
No doubt ·every two years and two
months, or more accurately every 78o
days, the sun and Mars and the earth
come nearly into a straight line, the
earth being between the other two bodies;
whenever this happens we have what is
called the opposition of Mars. If the
orbits of both Mars and the earth were
circular, thtn any one opposition would
be as good as any other, so far as proximity is concerned; for the distance between the earth and the planet on each
such occasion would be simply the
difference between their two distances
from the sun. But,as we have already
seen, the orbits are not circular, and consequently there is very considerable variety in the different op'positions as regards the advantages which they offer
It might, for into the astronomer.
stance, happen that fars was at its
greatest distance from the sun at the
time when the earth crossed between it
and the sun. Then the interval between
the two bodies would be more than 6o,
ooo,ooo miles,and the opposition would
be as upsuitable as it could possibly be.
It thus follows that such a very favorable opposition as that through which
Mars has just passed only arises from a
particular combination of circumstances
which but rarely occur. It may, however, be of interest to lay down the
principles which exhibit the law by which
the succe sion of such apparitions is
determine l. The opposition of Mars
can occur while the earth is at any part
of its orbit· that is, the opposition may
happen in any month of the year. The
part of Mars' path which lies nearest
the sun is in the e pre ent centuries towards that part of the earth's track
through which the earth passes in August. Hence it follows that if an opposition takes place in August it does o

at a time when Mars is as near to the
sun as is possible. It is true that this
is not the occasion at which the earth
is nearest to the sun, but as the effects
contributed by the variation of the
earth's distance is of little inportance,
it follows for all practical purposes that
when the opposition takes place in August, it does so under the most desirable
circumstances. On the other hand, if
it should happen that the opposition
took place about February, then the conditions would be as unfavorable as possible, for though Iar , earth, and sun
were in a straight line in the order I
have named, yet at this part of its path
Mars is at its greatest distance from the
sun, and consequently the opposition
takes place when the two bodies are at
the greatest separation that is at present
possible on the occasion of an opposition. It thus happens that in the February oppositions the distance between
the two bodies is double as great as it is
in the August oppositions. At double
the distance the planet only looks onefourth the size, and hence the appearance
of Mar3, when the opposition is in February, is widely different from that which
it presents in the glories of an Augu t
opposition. We can now understand
why such an opportunity as that which
we are at present enjoying is a rare one.
In the first place an opposition of Mars
occurs once every 78o days.
In the
second place the opposition is just as
likely in the long run to take place in
one month as another. Only,however,
when it occurs abouL. ugu t i 1t a really
favorable one. If a friend paid u a
visit once every two or three years and
and if his visits were impartially distributed over the different eason , it would
not be on many occa ion in a lifetime
that we need expect to n~ceive him dur--
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ing the grouse shooting. Of somewhat
similar infrequency are the favorable
visits of M_;1rs, but wherever he does
happen to come into opposition about
the time when the grouse are being
slaughtered, then his ruddy form blazes
with an unwonted splendor.
A knowledge of these facts points out
that the present opposition of Mars is
the best that has offered itself since r87 7,
and the best that will offer itself for
many years to come. Hence it is that
so much interest has been manifested
in the present phenomenon, for though
it would not be true to say that Mars is
our nearest neighbor in the heavenly
host, yet there are circumstances which
render his globe much more instructive
to us than any of the other heavenly
bodies.
Of course, the moon is always much
closer to the earth than is Mars. Even
when the moon is at its greatest distance from us it is still not one-hundredth part of the distance by which we
are divided from Mars when that planet
is at its nearest. Yet we can never look
upon the moon as a neighboring world
in the same sense in which we look at
Mars. The moon is a globe of quite a
different order from the earth. Its want
of air and water in any measure comparable with the abundance of such elements on the earth at once establishes
so profound a difference between the
moon and the earth, that we naturally
relinquish the supposition that our satellite can have any resemblance whatever to the earth viewed as the abode
of organized life. But there is another
planet with which, in all probability, we
have much closer affinitie then we have
even with Mars.
The planet Venus
happens to be almost exactly of the
same size as the earth. If models of
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the two globes were inspected, it would
require careful measurement to say
which of the two were the greater,
though, as a matter of fact, to some insignificant extent, we may remark that
both in volume and in mass the earth
exceeds the sister planet. Venus is also, in a strict sense, a closer neighbor
to us than Mars.
At no time can it
wander so far from us as Mars is ac.customed to do, whjle at its closest approach the distance from Venus to
the earth is less than two-thirds of
that by which Mars when nearest still
remains separated from us. Nor are
other points of resemblance between
the earth and Venus wanting. Especially may we notice that, like its companion globe, Venus is encompassed
with a copious atmosphere.
Everything, therefore,so far as we can judge,
points to the conclusion that Venus is
a world resembling our own in irnportant features of physical constitution,so
that quite possibly it is adapted to be a
residence for organized beings. But
here, unfortunately, telescopic examination gives us but little aid. Notwithstanding the considerable size of Venus,
and the closeness with which she makes
her approach, we are unable to scrutinize her surface with the success that
we desire. That very splendor which
makes the evening star so lustrous an
object decks the planet in such a shining robe that we are unable to make
out the details on its surface. \Ve can,
no doubt, sometimes :;ee that her form
is an exquisite crescent which p~sses
through a succession of phases. \ e
can occasionally detect, under rarely
favorable circum tances of climate and
instrumental equipment, slight indicacations or marks on the surface of the
planet which, with some help from the
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imagination, we can suppose to be indi- ability, we have closer affinities with
cations of continents. Then, again, than we have with any other body in
some observers have noticed that in the the universe.
From one cause or another, it hap"cusps" at the ends of the crescent occasion.al interruptions and irregularities ptns that Mars is the most world-like
are presented which have been inter- of all the other globes which come withpreted to imply the existence of great in the range of effective observation.
mountains on Venus. But when this is It would, indeed, be very rash to assert
admitted we have said almost all that that other bodies may not have a closer
has ever been alleged to be discernible resemblance to our earth than Mars has,
by us as to the topography of that globe but of them we have either little knowlwhich is really our nearest planetary edge, as in the case of Venus, or no
neighbor. The little that we have seen knowledge at all. No doubt both Jupmerely suggests what a wonderful spec- iter and Saturn can vie with Mars in the
tacle might be disclosed could we put · copiousness of detail with which they
Venus into a more favorable aspect. delight the astronomers who study them.
If Venus were placed where Mars is, These grand planets are deserving of
then the greater size of the former planet every attention, · but then the interest
would make it a far more striking spec- they excite is of a wholly different kind
tacle than Mars can ever be. Mars from that which makes a view of Mars
happens to be the more interesting globe so attractive. Jupiter offers us a meteorto us simply because it is better placed ological study of the most astounding
for observing. Everybody knows that cloud system in creation. Saturn gives
you can read your bo0k comfortably if an illustration of a marvellous dynamicyou sit with the light so nearly behind al-system the like of which would never
you that it shall fall on the page at which have been thought pos.s ible had it not
you are looking. This is the aspect in actually presP.nted itself to our notice.
which Mars is presented at the present But the significance of Mars is essentimoment. The sun, which illuminates ally derived from those points of resMars, is, at midnight, behind us, but its emblance to the earth which are now
beams are directed full on the planet, and engrossing attention. Mars is clearly
exhibits it under the most favorable a possible world, presenting both reconditions possible. But Venus is pre- markable analogies and remarkable consented to us in quite a different manner. trasts to our own world, and inducing
It is not pleasant to try to read with the us to put forth our utmost endeavors to
lamp in front of you,and the book held utilize so exceptional an occasion as
up between you and the lamp. Yet that presented in the close approach
this is the way we have to look at Venus w.hich it has now made. Let us see
when it makes its closest approach. The what we have learned about this globe.
consequence is that, while astronomers
In the first place, it should be notichave abundance to tell us about the ap- ed that Mars must be a small world in
pearance of Mars, they have but little comparison with our own. The width
to say about the features of that other of this globe is only 4,2oo miles,so that
globe which is both larger and nearer its volume is but the seventh part of that
to us than Mars, and which, in all prob- of the earth. The weight of Mars is
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even less than what might have been expected from his bulk. It would take
nearly ten globes, each as heavy as Mars,
to form a weight equal to that of the
earth. This fundamental difference in
dimensions between Mars and our globe
is intimately connected with certain
points of contrast which it offers to the
earth. Of these the most important is
that which concerns the atmosphere.
·when we consider the qualifications of a
globe as a possible abode for organic
beings, it is natural to inquire first into
the presence or the absence of an atmosphere. Seeing that our earth is enveloped by so copious a shell of air, it
follows that the beings that dwell upon
its surface must be specially adapted to
the conditions which the atmosphere
imposes. Most, if not all, animals utilize this circumstance by obtaining a
proximate source of energy in the union
of oxygen from the atmosphere with
oxidizable materials within their bodies.
In this respect the atmosphere is of
such fundamental importance that it is
difficult for us to imagine what that type
of life must be which would be fitted
for the inhabitants of an airless globe.
In other respects which are hardly less
important, the conditions of life arealso dependant on the fact that we live
at the bottom of an ocean of air. It is
the atmosphere which, to a large extent,
mitigates the fierceness with which the
sun's rays would beat down on the globe
if it were devoid of such protection.
Again, at night, the atmo pheric covering serves to screen us from the cold
that would otherwise be the con equence
of unrestricted radiation from the earth
to space. It i therefore,obvious that
the ab ence of a copiou atmosphere,
though perhaps not absolutely incompatible with life of orne kind,must still

necessitate types of life of a wholly different character from tho se with which
we are familiar. In attempting, therefore, to form an estimate of the probability of life on another world, it is of
essential importance to consider whether
it possesses an atmosphere.
We may here lay down a canon which
appears to be pretty general among
celestial bodies which are accessible to
our observations. If may be thus stated. The larger the body the more copious the atmosphere by which that body
is surrounded. Of course this rule has
to be understood with certain qualifications, and perhaps some exceptions
to if might be suggested, but as a broad
general fact it will hardly be questioned. Thus, to take at once the largest
body of our system and one of the
the smallest-the suli and the moonthey both provide striking exemplifications of the principle in question. It
is well known that the sun is enveloped
by an atmosphere alike remarkable for
the prodigious extent that it occupies
and for the copiousness of the gases and
vapors that abound in it.
n the other
hand the moon, which is by far the
smallest of the bodies readily accessible
to our observations, is, if not entirely
devoid of gaseous investment, at all
events only provided with the scantiest
covering of this nature. But the chief
interest that the principle we have laid
down possesses, is found in the explanation which has been given fo it. That
explanation is both so recent and so remarkable that I am glad here to have
the opportunity of setting it forth, as it
ha an important application to Mars.
The view of the subject here given is
due to r. .Johnstone t ney, . R. ·.,
who recently communicated it t the
Royal ublin ociety.
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Modern research has demonstrated that what we call a gas is in truth a
mighty host of molecules far too small
to be perceptible by the most powerful
microscope. Each of these molecules
is animated by a rapid movement, which
is only pursued for a short distance in
one direction before a recontre takes
place with some other molecule,in consequence of which the directions and
velocities of the individual molecules
are continually changing. For each gas
the molecules have, however, a certain
average pace, which is appropriate to
that gas for that temperature, and when
two or more gasses are blended, as in our
atmosphere, then each molecule of the
constituent gases continues to move
with its own particular speed. Thus,
in the case of the air, the molecules of
oxygen as well as the molecules of nitrogen,are each animated by their characteristic velocity, and the same may
be said of the molecules of carbonic
acid or of any other gas which, in more
or less abundance, may happen to be
diffused through our air. For two of
the chief gases the average velocities of
the molecules are as follows : oxygen, a
quarter of a mile per second; hydrogen,
one mile per second; in each case the
temperature is taken to be 64 ° C. below
zero, being presumably that at the confines of the atmosphere. It will be noticed that there is a remarkable difference between the speeds of the two
molecules here mentioned. That of
hydrogen is by far the greatest of any
gas.
We may now recall a fundamental
fact in connection wi.th any celestial
body large or small. It is well known
that, with the most powerful pieces of
artillery that can be forged,a projectile
can be launched with a speed of about

half a mile per second.
If the cannon
were pointed vertically upwards the
projectile would soar to a great elevation, but its speed would gradually
abate, the summit of its journey would
be duly reached, after which it would
fall back again on the earth. Such would
undoubtedly be the case if the experiment were made on a globe resembling
our own in size and mass. But on a
globe much smaller than the earth, not
larger for instance than are some of the
minor planets, it is certain that a projectile shot aloft from a great Armstrong
gun would go up and up and would never return. The lessening gravitation
of the body would fail to recall it. Of
course we are here reminded of Jules
Vernes' famous Columbiad. According
to that philosopher, if a cannon were
pointed vertically, and the projectile
was discharged with a velocity of seven
miles a second it would soar aloft, and
whether it went to the moon or not, it
would at all events not return to the
earth except by such a marvelous series
of coincidences as those which he has
described. But the story will at all
events serve to illustrate the fact that
for each particular globe there is a
certain speed with which if a body leaves
the glube it will not return.
It is a singular fact that hydrogen in
the free state is absent from our atmosphere. Doubtless many explanations
of a chemieal nature might be offered,
but the argument Dr. Stoney has
brought forward is most interesting, inasmuch as it shows that the continued
existence of hydrogen in our atmosphere
would seem to be impos ible. No doubt
the average speed at which the molecules of this gas are hurrying about is
only one mile a econd, and, therefore,
only a seventh of the critical velocity
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required to project a missile from .the
earth so as not to return. But the molecules are continually changing their
velocity and may sometimes attain a
speed which is seven times as great as
the average. Suppose, therefore, that
a certain quantity of hydrogen were diffused through . our air, every now and
then a molecule of hydrogen in its wanderings would attain the upper limit of
our atmosphere, and then it would occassionally happen that with its proper
speed it would cross out into space beyond the region by which its movements
would be interfered with by the collisions between other atmospheric molecules. If the attraction of the earth
was sufficient to recall it, then, of course,
it would duly fall back, and in the case
of the more sluggishly moving atmospheric gases the velocity seems always
small enough to permit the recall to be
made.
But it happens in the case
ofhydrogen that the velocity with which
its molecules are occasionally animated
rises beyond the speed which could be
controlled by terrestrial gravity. The
consequence is that every now and then
a molecule of hydrogen would succeed
in bolting away from the earth altogether, and escaping into open space.
Thus it appears that every molecule of
free hydrogen which happened to be
present in an atmosphere like ours, would
have an unstable connection with the
earth, for wherever in the vicissitudes
of things it happened to reach the very
uppermost strata it would be very liable
to escape altogether. In the course of
uncounted ages it would thus come to
pass that the particles of hydrogen would
all effect their departure, and thus the
fact that there is at present no free h ydrogen in the air over our heads may
be accounted for.

If the mass of the earth were very
much larger than it is, then the velocities with which the molecules of hydrogen wend their way would never be
sufficiently high to enable them to quit
the earth altogether, and consequently
we might in such a case expect to find
our atmosphere largely charged with
hydrogen. Considering the vast abundance of hydrogen in the universe, it
seems highly probable that it absence
from our air is simply due to the circumstances we have mentioned. In the
case of a globe so mighty as the sun,
the attraction which it exercises, even
at the uppermo st layers of its atmosphere, is so intense that the molecules
of hydrogen never attain pace enough
to enable them to escape. Their velocity would have to be much greater than
it ever can be if they could dart away
from the sun as they have done from
the earth. It is not, therefore, surprising to find hydrogen in the solar atmosphere. In a similar manner we can
explain the abundance with which the
atmospheres of other massive suns like
Sirius or Vega seem to be charged with
hydrogen. The attrar.tion of these vast
globes is sufficiently potent to retain
even an atmosphere of this subtle element.
It is now easy to account for the absence of atmosphere from the moon.
Vve may feel confident from the line of
reasoning here followed that neither of
the gases, oxygen or nitrogen, to ay
nothing of hydrogen, could pos ibly exist in the free state on a globe of the
mass and dimensions of our satellite .
The pace with which the molecule of
oxygen and nitrogen peed on their way
would be quite sufficient to render their
abode unstable if it should ever have
appeared that circumstances placed such
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gases on ~he moon. We need, therefore, feel no surprise at the absence of
any atmosphere from the neighboring
globe. The explanation is given by the
laws of dynamics. We are placed at
too great a distance from the small planets or asteroids, as they are called, to
be able to see whether or not they have
any gaseous surroundings. But it is
possible, from the ingenious argument
of Dr. Stoney, to assure ourselves that
such small bodies must be quite as devoid 6f air as the moon. There are, we
know, globes in our system only a few
miles in diameter, and so small in mass,
that a cricket ball there, receiving the
velocity it would get from the bat of a
Grace, would go off into space never to
return. It is quite obvious that the
molecules of any gases we know would
be far too nimble in their movements to
remain prisoners at the surface of little
globes of this description, to which their
only bond was the feeble attraction of
gravitation.
It is, therefore, in the
highest degree improbable-we might,
indeed, almost say impossible-for gaseous surroundings to be preserved by
any globe where the mass is not considerably greater than that of the moon.
In applying these considerations to
Mars we have first to note that its mass
and size are intermediate between those
of the earth and the moon. It is much
more capable of retaining an atmosphere
than the moon, though its capability in
this respect falls short of that possessed
by the earth. But in such a case it is
essential to depend not on mere generalites but on the actual numerical facts
of the case. Without going too deeply
into detail it is sufficient to observe that
there must be for each globe a certain
critical velocity represented by the least
pace at which a missile projected from

it will succeed in escaping altogether.
In discussing this we may leave out of
view the question of the resistance which
the au opposes to the passage of the
projectile. This is, no doubt, of vital
importance in cases where actual artillery practice is concerned, yet it is not
material to our present inquiry. The
problem which we are considering depends on the movements of the molecules of air at the summit of the atmosphere, and the question is simply whether after they have made an incursion
into free space there is sufficient efficiency in the attraction of the globe to effect their recall.
At the surface of Mars the speed which
would carry a body away from its surface altogether is about three miles per
second. It seems certain that the velocity of the molecules of hydrogen is often far in ~xcess of this, and consequently free hydrogen is impossible as a
permanent ingredient of the Martian atmosphere.
Oxygen, however, has a
molecular velocity only about one-fourth
of that of hydrogen, and it seems unlikely that the oxygen molecules can ever
have sufficient velocity to permit their
escape from an atmosphere surrounding
Mars. There is nothing therefore to
prevent this element from being now
present.
But the case of the vapor of water is
especially instructive and interesting.
Its molecules have a speed which averages about one-third of that attained by
the molecules of hydrogen. It would
seem that the utmost pace that the molecules of water could attain (being perhaps seven times the average velocity)
would be about 2.0 miles per second.
Now this would not be enough for escape from Mars, for we have seen that a
speed of 3 miles per second would be
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required for this purpose. This argument suggests that the globe of Mars
happens to approach very closely the
dimensions and mass of the smallest
world on which the continued existence
of water was possible. It would perhaps be going rather too far to say that
a world almost the size of Mars must
therefore be the smallest on which life
could possibly be supported, but it is
plain that our argument tends to support such a proposition.
The discussion we have just given will
prepare us to believe that a planet with
the size and mass of Mars may be expected to be encompassed with an atmosphere. Our telescopic observations
completely bear this out. It is perfectly certain that there is a certain shell of
gaseous material investing Mars. This
is shown in various ways. vVe note the
gradual obscuration of objects on the
planet as they approach the edge of the
disc, where they are necessarily viewed
through a greatly increased thickness of
Martian atmosphere. vVe also observe
the clearness with which objects are exhibited at the centre of the disc of
Mars, and though this may be in some
measure due to the absence of distortion from the effects of fore-shortening,
it undoubtedly arises to some extent
from the fact that objects in this position are viewed through a comparatively
small thickness of the atmosphere enveloping the planet. Clouds are also
sometimes seen apparently floating in
the upper region of Mars. This, of
course, is only possible on the supposition that there must be an atmosphere
which formed the vehicle by which
clourls were borne along. It is, bowever, quite obvious that the exte nt of
the Martain atmosphere mu t be quite
insignificant when compared with that

by which our earth is enveloped. It is
a rare circumstance for any of the main
topographical features, such as the outlines of its so-called continents or the
coasts of its so-called seas, to be obscured by clouds to an extent which is appreciable except by very refined observations. Quite otherwise would be the
appearance which our globe would present to any observer who would view it
say from Mars, or from some other external world at the same distance. The
greater part of our globe would seem
swathed with vast clouds through which
only occasional peeps could be had at
the actual configuration of its surface. I
dare say a Martian astronomer who had
an observatory with sufficiently good
optical appliances, and who possessed
sufficient patience, might in the course
of time, by availing himself of every opp<;>rtunity, gradually limn out a chart
of the earth which would in some degree represent that with which we are
familiar in our atlases. It would,however, be a very tedious matter owing to
the interruptions to the survey caused
by the obscurities in our atmosphere.
The distant astronomer would never be
able to comprehend the whole of our
earth's features in a bird's-eye glance
as we are able to do those features on
that hemisphere of Mars which happens
to be turned towards us on a clear night.
As to what the composition of the atmosphere on Mars may be we can ay
but little. In so far as the sustenance
of life is concerned, the main question
of course turns on the presence or the
absence of oxygen. It may be pertinent
to this inquiry to remark here that a
globe surrounded by air may at one
opoch of its career have free oxygen as
an ingredient in its atmosphere, while
at other epochs free oxygen may be ab-
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sent. This may arise from another
cause besides the possible loss of the
gas by diffusion into space from small
globes in the manner already explained.
Indeed, it seems quite probable that the
oxygen in our own air is not destined
for ever to remain there. It passes
through various vicissitudes by being
absorbed by animals and then restored
again in a free state under the influence
of vegetation. But there is an appetite
for oxygen among the inorganic materials of our globe which seems capable of
using up all the oxygen on the globe and
still remainingunsatiated. We have excellent grounds for believing that there
is in the interior of the earth a quantity
of metallic iron quite sufficient to unite
with all the free oxygen of the air so as
to form iron oxide. In view of the eagerness with which oxygen and iron unite,
and the p~rmanence of the compound
which they form, it is impossible for us
to regard the presence of oxygen in the
air as representing a stable condition of
things. It follows that, even though
there may now be no free oxygen in the
atmosphere of Mars, it is by no means
certain that this element has always
been absent. It is, however, not at all
beyond the reach of scientific resources
to determine what the actual composition and extent of the atmosphere of
Mars may be, though it can hardly be
said that as yet we are in full possession
of the truth.
An almost equally important question
is as to the telescopic evidence of the
presence of water on Mars. Here, again,
we have to be reminded of the fact that
even at present, when the planet is relatively so near us, it is still actually a
very long way off. It would be impossible for us to say with certainty that an
extent whicn by its color and general

appearance looked like an ocean of
water was really water or was even a fluid
at all. It is so easy to exaggerate the
capabilities of our great teles"cope that
it may be well to recount what is the
very utmost that could be expected from
even our greatest instrument when applied to the study of Mars. Let us consider, for example, the capabilities of
the Lick Telescope in aiding such an
inquiry as that before us. This instrument, both from its position and its
optical excellence, offers a better view
of Mars at the present time than can be
obtained elsewhere. But the utmost
that this telescope could perform in the
way of rendering remote objects visible
is to reduce the apparent distance of
the object to about one-thousandth part
of its actual amount. Some, indeed,
might consider that even the Lick instrument would not be capable of giving so great an accession to our powers
as this statement expresses. However,
I am willing to leave the figure at this
amount, only remembering that if I estimated the powers of the telescope less
highly than these facts convey, the argument on which I am entering would
be correspondingly strengthened.
As we. have already said, Mars is at
present at a distance of 35,ooo,ooo
miles, and if we look at it through a
telescope of such a power as we have
described the apparent distance is reduced to one-thousandth part. In other words, all that the best telescope can
possibly do is to exhibit the planet to
us as it would be seen by the unaided
eye if it were brought into a distance of
35,ooo miles. This will demonstrate
that even our greatest telescope cannot
be expected to enable us to answer the
questions that are so often asked about
our neighboring globe. What could we
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MARS.
learn of Europe if we had only a bird'seye view of it from a height of 35, ooo
miles, that is to say, from a height which
was a dozen times as far as from the
shores of Europe to America. The
broad outlines of the coasts might, of
course, be seen by the contrast between
the color of a continent and the color
of the ocean. Possibly a great mountain mass like the Alps would be sufficiently noticeable to permit some conjectures as to its character to be formed.
But it is obvious that it would be hopeless to expect to see details. The smallest object that wonld be discernible on
Mars must be as large as London. It
would not be possible to see a point so
small as would either Liverpool or Manchester be if they were on that planet.
There is no doubt a remarkable contrast
between the dark colors of certain parts
of Mars and the ruddy colors of other
parts. It would, however, be going
rather far to assert that the former must
be oceans of water, and the latter continents of land. This may indeed be
the case, and most astronomers, I believe, think that it is the case, but it
certainly has not yet been proved to be
so.
Undoubtedly the most striking piece
of evidence that can be adduced in favor of the supposition that there is water on Mars is derived fron the "snowy"
poles on the planet. The appearance
of the poles of Mars with their white
caps is one of the most curious features
of the solar system. The resemblance
to the structure of our own polar regions
is extremely in tructive. It is evident
that there must be some white material
which from time to time gather in
mighty volume round the north and
south pole of the planet. It i al o t
be noticed that this accumulation i not

permanent. The amount of it waxes
and wanes in correspondence with the
variations of the seasons on Mars. It
increases during Mars' winter, and it
declines again during Mars' summer.
In this respect the white regions, whatever they may be composed of, present
a noteworthy contrast to the majority of
the other features on the planet. The
latter offer no periodic changes to our
notice; they are evidently camparatively permanent marks, not to any appreciable extent subject to seasonal variations. vVhen we reflect that this white
material is something which grows and
and then disappears according to a regular period, it is impossible to resist
the supposition that it must be snow, or
possibly the congealed form of some
liquid other than water, which during
Mars' summer is restored to a fluid state.
There can hardly be a doubt that if we
were ever able to take a bird's-eye view
of our own earth its poles would exhibit white masses like those which are exhibited by Mars, and the periodic fluctuations at different seasons would produce changes just like those which are
actually seen on Mars. It seems only
reasonable to infer that we have in Iars
a repetition of the terrestrial phenomenon of arctic regions on a somewhat reduced scale.
Among the features presented by 1ars
there are others, in addition t the polar
caps, which seem to sug est the exi tence of water. It was in ..'eptember,
1877, when Mars wa pia eel in the same
advantageous po i tion for ob rvation
that it occupies at present, that a remarkable eli covery was made b Professor chiaparelli, the dire lor of the
Milan b ervatory. In the lear atmosphere and the convenient latitu le
of the locality of his observatory h
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was so fortullate as to observe marks
not readily discernible under the less
advantageous conditions in which our
observatories are placed. Up to this
time it was no doubt well known that
the surface of Mars could be mapped
out into districts marked with more or
less distinctness, so much so that charts
of the planet had been carefully drawn
and names had been assigned to the
various regions which could be indicated with sufficient certainty. But at the
memorable opposition 'to which we have
referred, the distinguished Italian astronomer discovered that the tracts ge11erally described as "continents" on Mars
were traversed by long, dark "canals,"
as he called them. They must have
been each at least sixty miles wide, and
in some cases they were thousands of
miles in length. Notwithstanding the
dimensions to which these figures correspond, the detection of the Martian
canals indicates one of the utmost refinements of astronomical observation.
The fact that they are so difficult to see
may be taken as an illustration of what
I have already said as to the hopelessness of discerning any object on this
planet unless it be of colossal dimensions.
It is impossible to doubt that considerable changes must be in progress on
the surface of Mars. It is true that,
viewed from the distance at which we
are placed, the extent of the changes,
though intrinsically vast, seems relatively insignificant. There is, however, too
much testimony as to the ~hanges to allow of hesitation. As an illustration of
what is meant we may refer to the subseC]_uent observations of the canal s ma de
by Schiaparelli, their discoverer. During the opposition of 1881 and 1882, he
again recognized the presence of these

curious objects, but it would seem that
a very extraordinary transformation had
taken place in some of them. They had
become doubled. In certain cases a
pair of canals could be detected, separated by an interval of two hundred
miles or more, and running parallel to
each other throughout their whole length.
Again, in the opposition of 1888, other
astronomers, notably Dr. Terby and
Monsieur Perrotin, have also made observations confirming the remarkable
phenomenon of the duplicity in the canals.
Professor Schiaparelli has, on
the same occasion, confirmed his previous observations, and, notwithstanding that the opposition of I 888 was not
really an advantageous one, yet under
exceptionally favorable circumstances,
he declares that he saw the hemisphere
of Mars to exq ui si tel y delineated that
the canals had all the distinctness of an
engraving on steel, with the magical
beauty of a colored painting.
Speculations have naturally been
made as to the explanation of these
wonderful canals. It has been suggested that they may indeed be rivers j but
it hardly seems likely that the drainage
of continents on so small a globe as
Mars would require an elaborate systern of rivers each sixty miles wide and
thousands of miles in length. There is,
however, a more fatal objection to the
river theory, in the fact that the marks
we are trying to interpret sometimes
cross a Martian continent from ocean
to ocean, while on other occasions they
seem to intersect each other.
S•1ch
phenomena are, of course, well-nigh impossible if these so-called canals were
in any respect analogous to the rivers
which we know on our own globe. It
can, however, hardly be doubted that
if we assume the dark regions to be
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oceans, the canals do really represent
some extension of the waters of these
oceans into the continental masses.
Other facts which are known about the
planet suggest that what seem to be
vast inundations of its continents must
occasionally take place. Nor is it surprising that such vicissitudes should occur on a gbbe circumstanced like Mars.
Here again it is well to remember the
small size of the planet, from which we
may infer that it has progressed through
its physical evolution at a rate more rapid than would be possible with a larger
globe like the earth. The sea is constantly wearing down the land, but by
upheavals arising from the intensely
heated condition of the interior of our
globe the land is still able- to maintain
itself above the water. It can, however, hardly be doubted, that if our earth
had so far cooled that the upheaovals had
either ceased or were greatly reduced,
the water would greatly encroach on the
land. On a small globe like Mars the
cooling of the interior has so far advanced that, in ali probability, the internal heat is no longer an effective
agent for indirectly resisting the advance
of the water, and, consequently, the
observed submergence is quite to be expected.
That there may be types of life of
some kind or other on Mars is, I should
think, very likely. Two of the elements,
carbon and hydrog;m, which are most
intimately associated with the phenomena of life here, appear to be among the
most widely distributed elements
throughout the univer e, and their presence on Mars is in the highest degree
probable. But what form the progress
of evolution may have taken on such a
globe as Mars, it eem totally impossible to conjecture. It has been some-

times thought that the ruddy color of
the planet may be due to vegetation of
some peculiar hue, and there is certainly no impossibility in the conception
that vast forests of some such trees as
copper-beeches might impart to continental masses hues not unlike those which
come from Mars. Speculations have
also been made as to the possibility of
there being intelligent inhabitants on
this planet, and I do not see how anyone can deny the possibility at all events
of such a notion. I would suggest, however, that as our earth has only been
tenanted by intelligent beings for an extremely brief part of its entire history,
say, for example, for about one-thousandth part of the entire number of years
during which our globe has had an independent existence, so we may fairly
conjecture that the occupancy of any
other world by intelligent beings might
be only a very minute fraction in the
span of the planet's history. It would,
therefore, be highly improbable, to say
the least of it, that in two worlds so
profoundly different in many respects
as are this earth and Mars, the periods
of occupancy by intelligent beings should
happen to be contemporaneous. I shoull
therefore judge that, though there may
once have been, o r though there may
yet be, intelligent life on Mars, the laws
of probability would seem against the
supposition that there is such life there
at this moment.
vVe have also heard surmises as to
the possibility of th communi ation of
inter-planetary ignals between the earlh
and Mars, but the sugge tion is a prepo terous one.
eeing that a anal,
sixty miles wide and a thou and miles
long, is an object only to be di cerned
on exceptional occasion , and under
most favorable circumstance , what
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possibility would there be that, even if
there were inha.bitants on Mars who desired to signal to this earth, they could
ever succeed in doing so. vVe are accustomed to see ships signalling by flags,
but what would have to be the size of
the flags by which the earth could signal to Mars, or Mars signal to the earth.
To be effective for such purpose each
of the flags should be, at least, as big
as Ireland. It is true, no doubt, that
small planets would be fitted for the
residence of large beings, and Luge
planets would be proper for small beings. The Lilliputians might be sought

for on a globe like Jupiter, and the
Brobdingnagians on globe like Mars,
and not vice versa as might be hastily
supposed.
But no Brobdingnagian's
arms would be mighty enough to wave
the flag on Mars which we should be able
to see here. No building that we could
raise, even were it a hundred times
more massive than the Great Pyramid,
would be discernible by the Martian
astronomer, even had he the keenest
eyes and the most potent telescope of
which our experience has given us any
conception.
- Fortniglztly Review.

LIVING QUESTIONS.
RT. REV. SAMUEL FALLOWS,

(Deli vered before the Scientific Class, Aug.

TH E second point-for I must hasten-is the employment of the Pinkerton watchmen. I do not wish to
throw any discredit on the position which
the honorable name Pinkerton has gained; for remember this name was an
honorable name during our great civil
war. President Lincoln himself reposed the utmost confidence in the Pinkerton system. In the days of my hot
youth I was a revolutionist, eager to
fight for the overthrow of the Prussian
Monarchy. And there were enough of
those who aspired, as I did to cause the
nation alarm. Among the prominent
chartists of the North was a youth, a
young man, whose name was Allen Pinkerton. Having been imprisoned, the
chartist Pinkerton made his escape to
the United States, where fate made him
chartist of chartists, champion of labor,
and made him establish the most dangerous order of spies, and it became his
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unlucky destiny to give his name to the
army of illegal soldiers, impudent and
irresponsible bandits, equipped with
rifles and threatening every American
workman.
In his letter to President Harrison,
Gen. Master vVorkman Powderly insists
that the law of the United States and
Pennsylvania were violated by the invasion of the laws at Homestead. He
contends earnestly that the persons ordering this force to invade Pennsylvania
are guilty of treason and should be
promptly punished.
The Pinkertons
have claimed that these men were to
have been sworn in by the sheriff of
Alleghany County before going to protect the Homestead property; unfortunately for them the sheriff of Alleghany
County never swore in a single man.
These men say they had the right to
employ and send them to Homestead
and, as watchmen, they had the right
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to kill, if absolutely necessary for selfdefence. I leave this whole question
between the Pinkerton detectives and
those locked out men for the courts;
for only legal investigation can decide
who fired first, and whether the advance
of these Pinkerton men was in accordance with the law or not. Or whether
the workmen were justified by the decision of Chief Justice Marshall,. must
be determined by the judge and jury.
But I greatly mistake the temper of
the American people if they permit
any more demonstrations of the Pinkertons or any other private force. I think
we have seen the last of them in the
United States in general, as we have in
the grand state of Illinois. To the majesty of the law all must bow~ and submit to the laws to be enforced, whether
in the National Guard of the state or in
the Army or in the Navy of the United
States. Let us understand that but one
flag must wave, and it shall wave, whether over Homestead, Pennsylvania, or
any other workmen's establishment, one
flag shall equally protect employer and
employes; a flag that protects labor
organizations as well as joyful combinations of capital; a flag that protects the
implied contracts made by the workmen
for the permanancy and security of their
homes as well as the expressed contracts
made binding upon them by their employers.
Ladies and gentlemen, there can be
no question-let me be prophetically
clear in making this statement-there
can be no question under the law, but
that the Homestead firm had the right
to take possession and work their plant,
and the workmen by their labor have
acquired no right to the appropriation
of the property of the firm. There is
no legal consideration which can give
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them lawful authority. Henry George
has tried to make it under the plea of
tariff. The property is legally, absolutely the property of the Carnegie firm.
The firm have the right to import nonunion or union workmen, legally, to
carry on its work, and no combination
of workmen have the right to resort to
lawless measures to prevent these men
from working. Every workman formerly employed may be forever shut out
and may be lawfully compelled to evacuate their homes for non-payment of
rent. And the fifty families that vacated their homes during a blinding storm
and went to seek employment somewhere else, turned their backs not upon
their household goods, for they carried
them along, drenched by the fury of the
storm.
It will not do to lay down general
principles, however, unless the cause of
the workmen is taken into account.
Many of these workmen at Homestead
had their own homes, and were pleasantly situated in them. Their homes
were partially or wholly paid for; their
children were being schooled ; their
church relation had been established ;
a large number of these workmen were
members of the various branches of the
church of Christ. Many of these workmen were a credit to Homestead ; they
have helped to make the enormous
wealth of their employers.
The firm wished to make a new scale
of wages; now the law comes in; now
by the law, the firm can say, either accept or gu. The men_ say, let us arbitrate this matter; the firm says, accept
or go; the law says, accept or go; the
eight thousand members of the national
guard, whom I saw, in looking beyond
on the hill, over-looking the Carnegie
plant at Homestead, say to the workmen,
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accept or go. Now I say these things
fearlessly I say the law is
wrong that upholds this one-sided way.
If the workmen has not a legal right, he
has a moral right, to be protect~d; and
a moral right should be made, just as
fast as possible, a legal right. The law
now compels the laborer to sell his own
labor for just what he can get ; the law
thus takes the utmost advantage of his
circumstances. The law is wrong; the
~aw is wrong; I repeat, the law is wrong,
m thus making every man practically a
serf, and the employer a tyrant. In
the republic of the United States, there
is something the law can do ; it can do
it; it can do it lawfully; it can do it
justly;-it can compel arbitration. But
I say that in advance of the simple
enactment, by law, of such compulsory
arbitration which I believe will be generally adopted by law, that the supreme
moral obligation on the part of the
Homestead firm to arbitrate the question now with the men, would be to prevent a still wider conflict which is sure
to follow.
But a more excellent way is before us.
It is not a question of capital; it is the
combination of capital and labor; It is
a mutualism between employers and
employees; it is in cooperation tried so
grandly and successfully here and there
through the industrial world; it is to
make every competent workman, share
in the profits; it is to make him a partner. Such a method is not an experimental one; it has been, as I have said,
success~ully tried.
In order to bring it about, this peaceful solution of the difficulties, it must be
evolutionary and not revolutionary. We
need the ballot not the bullet, intelligence and notignorance, enlightenment
not self-conceit; we need Americanism
fearl~ssly;

and not unseen anarchism ; we need the
spirit of Christ and not the spirit of
mammon.
Now gentlemen and ladies, the labor
question is before us ; it is in politics;
it is in every political party. What a
grand change in affairs ; I said the time
once was when the degradation of labor
resulted because it could not combine.
It has combined in the nineteenth century. A remarkable potent element of
progressiveness in the United States is
the fact that the laboring man now has
the ballot. If he will but listen to the
principles of the soundest political economy, then there will be a state of things
in the future such as the world has not
seen. In our own highly favored land
the experiment is to be fully and fairly
tried. I say it is in politics, where it
ought to be; And it is not going to be
taken out of politics until the law in
every particular shall protect the rights
of the laborer as it does to-day protect
the rights of capital.
We do not see that better day before
us, but it is coming. Young ladies and
gentlemen (turning and addressing the
class) "We have reached the hills, the
mountains are in view." And by society, renewed, filled with the spirit of ·
mutualism, filled with the spirit of
Christ, will have scaled the mountain
tops, and strikes will be ended.
And as we do it, capital, inventive
genius, demonstrative ability, and labor,
will all come together, and there shall
be in all, over all, and above all, but
one supreme master of us all, who not
only taught us justice, but taught us
morality and love; and he who might
be a prophet, should consult the- favorite and best book of Moses to find out
the remedy.
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Give us Christ in the heart of the em- ployee, and you have the remedy. May
ployer, Christ in the heart of the em- it come speedily. (Cheers.)

THE TEACHER.
Savings of Educators.

largely the result of proper discipline;
therefore good discipline is the first
essential of a good school, and one's
ability agreeably to discipline a school
properly is she first mark of his fitness
for a position at the teacher's desk.
Ordinarily, the condition of the American family is such, at the present day,
that good order at school is generally
and agreeably secured by the good sense
and tact of the teacher, supplemented
by the moral support of parents ; but
occasionally an apparently incorrigible
pupil is encountered, who, "like a hornet
in a bee-hive," brings consternation to
the queen, creates confusion in the
swarm, and threatens all with destruction. In the bee-hive the death of the
offender or his expulsion is immediately
determined; and in the school the wilful disturber must be promptly met with
subjection or exclusion.
It may be properly inferred from the
foregoing that, in the matter of school
discipline, I regard as best the mildest
means that can be made succes ful, but
that means must be successful at all
hazards. So it would seem that there
must be instances where corporal punishment might be regarded as justifiable;
but it should be inflicted only as a last
resort, and then not hastily or inconsiderately. I hold it safe to enunciate
Good Disciplin the First Essential of a
the general principal, that whatever a
Good School.
jud1cious parent may rightfully do in
uperintendent \Villiam E. Buck, of matter of correcting his child and enManchester, . H. : Correct habits are forcing obedience, the teacher, standing

Never punish when angry.
Subscribe for some edcational journal.
Require prompt and exact obedience.
Avoid a servile imitation of any model.
Let every lesson have a point, either
immediate or remote.
Activity is the law of childhood. Accustom the child to do and educate the
hand.
Never use a hard word where an easy
one will answer as well.
Proceed from the known to the unknown, from the particular to the general, from the concrete to the abstract,
from the simple to the difficult.
Avoid reciting for a pupil or class.
It will do the pupil no more good than
to eat his dinner for him.
Teach self government. It is the only
government.
Be prompt in beginning and dismissing.
Experience is beginning to show that
teaching like every other department of
human thought and activity must change
with the changing conditions of society,
or it will fall in the rear of civilization
and become an obstacle to improvement.
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in the plate of the parent, would be
justified in doing; and yet, while believing that corporal punishment is justifiable in some instances, I think it well
that the teacher should consider in each
case appearing to merit its infliction
whether it would not be wiser to pursue
a different course from what the parent
even would be likely to take in regard
to a misdemeanor deserving corporal
punishment ; for the t~acher has the
parent back of him, and, by conditioning the case so that the parent will have
to take cognizance of it, the co-operation of the parent may be secured when
otherwise it might be antagonized.

The Value of Libraries.

done. But we cannot shut our eyes to
the census. In 187o fifteen per cent.
of illiterates seemed an ugly item, but
it had grown to seventeen per cent. in
188o, in spite of all our millions and all
our boasts. Of the children of the
school age in this great State, how pitifully few get beyond the grammar
school? And of those who hecome academic pupils, how many enter college?
And to the saving remnat;tt that graduates from college, how much of the
knowledge of after-life carne from
schools and how much from reading?
We must face the facts. We must struggle to teach our masses to read in our
schools. Then they must become breadwinners; and if we carry on their education we must do it by providing free
libraries which shall serve as high
schools and colleges for the people.
Our schools, at best, will only furnish
the tools (how rudimentary those tools
for most people now), but in the ideal
libraries, toward which we are looking
to-day, will be found the materials whic'b,
with these tools, may be worked up into
good citizenship and higher living. The
schools give the chisel ; the libraries
the marble ; there can be no statues
without both. As this fact becomes
more generally recognized, the time
draws nearer when the traveller will no
longer ask lzave you a library, but wlzere
is the library, assuming its existence as
much as he now assumes that there
must be a church and school and postoffice.
- M elvil D ewey, Columbia
College.

Education is a matter of a life-time.
We provide in the schools for the first
ten or fifteen years and are only come
to the threshold of seeing our duty to
the rest of life. We beg ~ n to see that
the utmost that we can hope for the
masses is schooling till they can take
the author's meaning from the printed
page. I do not mean merely to pronounce the words or pass the test for
illiteracy. but to undesstand. Observation has convinced me that the reason
why so many people are not habitual
readers is, in most cases, that they have
never really learned to read ; and, startling as this may seem, tests will show
that many a man who would resent the
charge of illiteracy is wholly unable to
reproduce the author's thoughts by looking at the printed page. And even
Thoroughness.
with this tremendous modifier of the
real number of readers we lose ground.
"Much time can be saved in primary
I am no pessimist. I have no sympathy and secondary school by diminishing
with croakers. I am proud to the last the number of reviews and by never
degree of the great work that is being aiming at that kind of accuracy of at-
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tainment which reviews, followed by examinations, are intended to enforce.
Why should an accuracy of knowledge
and of statement be habitually demanded of children which adults seldom possess? How many well-educated adults
can add long columns of figures correctly or find the least common multiple
or the greatest common divisor of six
or eight numbers? Nothing but practice can keep one skillful in these exercises, and we may reasonably be grateful that few people are compelled to keep
in the necessary practice. Few adult
minds retain accurately considerable
masses of isolated facts, and it is commonly observed that minds which are
good at that are seldom the best minds.
Why do we try to make children do what
we do not try to do ourselves? Instead
of mastering one subject before going
to another, it is almost invariably wise
to go on to a superior subject before the
inferior has been mastered- mastery
being a very rare thing. On the mastery theory how much new reading or
thinking do we adults do? Instead of
reviewing arithmetic, study algebra j for
algebra will illustrate arithmetic and
supply many examples of arithmetical
processes. Instead of rereading a familiar story, read a new one j it will l'e
vastly more interesting and the common
words will all recur - the common
words being by far the most valuable
ones. Instead of reviewing the physical geography of North America, study
South America. There: too, the pupil
will find mountain-chains, water-sheds,
high plateaus, broad plains, grea t
streams, and isothermal lines. The really profitable time to review a subject
is not when we have ju t fini heel it, but
when we have used it in studying other
subjects, and have seen its relations to

other subjects and what it is good for.
For example, the French programme
puts a review of arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry into the last year. With all
his mathematica] powers strengthened
by the study of algebra and geometry,
and with all the practice of arithmetic
which his study of mensuration and algebra has involved, the boy returns at
seventeen to arithmetic and finds it infinitely easier than he did at fourteen.
Further, the French boy has escaped
those most exasperating of arithmetical
puzzles which a little easy algebra enables one to solve with facility. Many
an educated New Englander remembers
to this day the exasperation he felt when
he discovered that problems in Colburn's
Arithmetic, over which he had struggled
for hours, could be solved in as many
minutes after he had got half way
through Sherwin's Algebra. Is it not
an abominable waste of the time and
strength of children to put them to doing in a difficult way, never used in real
life, something they will be able to do
in an easy way a year or two later? To
introduce any artificial hardness into
the course of training that any human
being has to follow is an unpardonable
educational sin.
There is hardness
enough in this world without manufacturing any, particularly for children. On
careful search through all the years of
the public school programmes now in
use, many places will be found where
time can be saved and strain lessened
by abandoning the effort to obtain an
exaggerated and wholly unnatural accuracy of work. It is one of the worst
defects of examinattons that they set an
artificial value upon accuracy of attainment.
ood examinatiOn results do r.ot
alway prove th3.t the training of the
children examine ha been of the best
kinci." - Dr. C. W. Eliott, President
Harvard University.
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HINTS FOR ASSISTANTS.
I. Carry out, in good faith, the methods and general regulations of your
principal.
2. It is not best for you to say you
know more than the principal, even if
you tltink so.
3· Do not expect principals to be
absolutely perfect ; if they were, they
would be unsuited to assistants.
4· As far as possible, govern your
class yourself. Every time you refer
a case of discipline to the principal,
you weaken your own authority in the
eyes of your pupils.
5. Do not worry your scholars al1 the
year with the threat that they will probably fail to be promoted. Your duty
is, to encourage them, not to discourage
them.
6. Do not make it your chief ambition to promote every member of your
class; In every class of fifty there must
be a few failures, and there will probably be a few that are too young to be
advanced.
7. You have no right to expect that
any class just promoted from a lower
grarl.e into your room is deficient in
nothing; therefore, it is not wise for
you to make sharp allusions to the shiftlessness of the previous teacher.
8. Consider your class a part of the
school as a whole, not as your exclusive
possession.
9·
large school must be conducted
on strict business principles, in regard
to punctuality and promptness on the
part of teachers as well as pupils; but
it is not desirable to make a hobby of
extremely high reports in respect to at-

tendance. Cheerfully excuse both tardiness and absence occasioned by home
duties or by sickness in the family.
Io. Be patient and forbearing with
your pupils when they take up a new
study. It is the first trials that are awkward and hard. When you get impatient at slowness or want of comprehension, sit down at your desk and try to
write with your left hand, or to read a
page upside down.
I L Remember that what your pupils
do for tlumselves makes the strongest
impression on their minds.
I2.
Assign reasonable lessons suited
to the capacity, not of the best, but of
the average scholars. Look out for essentials, and let non-essentials alone.
I3. Divide your class into two sections, and match one against the other.
Make up a match between your class
and another of the same gra.de. These
matches will awaken a generous spirit
of class rivalry.
I4. D.o not allow your pupils to discover that they can annoy you. If they
are noisy, you must keep calm, cool,
and quiet, and speak in your lowest
tone.
IS· Seldom detain your scholars after school for discipline, and never detain them long to study unlearned lessons. "No learning," says Socra t.es, as
translated by Roger Ascham, "ought to
be learned with Bondagd; for bodily
Labors wrought by Compul ion hurt not
the Body; but any Learning learned
by Com pulsion tarrieth not long in the
1ind."
16. In some studies, it may be ad is-
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able, before each recitation in a graded
class, to allow from five to ten minutes
for studying the lesson to be recited.
I 7. If you assign home lessons, show
your pupils how to study those lessons,
so that they can learn them without
calling for assistance from parents. As
a general rule, do not require examples
in arithmetic, or any other exercises
in writing to be done at home.
18. Do not reprove, but encourage,
slow, plodding children. Dr. Arnold
says he never was so ashamed in his life
as when, after a sharp reproof, a boy
turned to him and said, "Why do you
speak angrily, sir? Indeed, I am doing
the best I can."
19. Exercise all your tact to mould
the spirit of your class, so that it shall
be exerted on your side in favor of good
order and right-doing.
20. Teaclzingis the work of the teacher; learning is the duty of the pupil.
How to rightly combine teaching and
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learning is the difficult problem that
every teacher must try to solve by longcontinued study and observation. The
scholar's efforts to learn by book-study
must be made profitable by good teaching. "Learning without teaching," says
Ascham's Scltolemaster, "makes lubbers;
always learning never profiting."
21. Stand ready to give a fair consideration to the new methods in teaching, even if they differ from your preconceived ideas. "The only way in
which a human being can make some
approach to knowing the whole of a
subject," says John Stuart Milll "is by
hearing what can be said about it by
persons of every variety of opinion,
and studying all modes in which it can
be looked at by every character of mind.
No wise man ever acquired his wisdom
in any mode but this; nor is it in the
nature of the human intellect to bec~me
wise in any other manner."

THE PRONOUN-A CRITICISM.

J.
T

FRAISE RICHARD,

HE grammars all say, substantially,
that the ''pronoun is a word used
for or instead of a noun." It is treated as a substitute.
In the third person this is quite manifest. Example: Jasper has losthis hat.
Here the word ''his" is used to a void
the repetition of "Jasper's,'' the possessive form of the noun. But suppose
we take the entence: "l have lost my
hat." Here I" and my" can hardly
be said to represent the name of any
one. They are not strictly ubstitutes
for nouns. The two sentences- Richard has lost his hat" and "l have lost

(Washington, D. C.)

my hat" are not equivalent, the first being in the third while the second is in
the first person-"!" represents a relationship beginning with the speakerthe origin of all discourse. It is a grammatical relationship, or a grammatical
person, designated the speaker. It represents the first grammatical person in
the series.
Let us take another sentence : "You
are an editor." This is not the equivalent of "Bogarte is an editor." "You '
indicates a relation ship-the second relation hip, or the person addres ed-It
is not, properly, a substitute for, nor
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used instead of the name Bogarte.
Again : ''He that hath ears to hear,
let him hear." If we attempt to make
"he" represent any specific noun, we
hamper if not destroy the universality
of the injunction.
Much of this confusion arises from
the failure to distinguish clearly between
an ordinary pr;rson and a grammatical
person. The ordinary person is a living,
thinking, walking creature. He has a
billion and a half of representatives on
the earth. The grammatical person,
however, is a simple relationship which
grammarians have, for the want of a
better term, called a ''person." This
person has but three representatives,
the first or the sjeaker; the second or
the person addressed; and the third or
the object or objects spoken of.
In the light of what has been said we
may venture to suggest that a pronoun
is a word which in the first or second
person represents simple relationship j
but which in the third person may represent either a relationship or a noun.
Thus: "l," "my," "me," "we," "our,"
and "us," with their compound forms
indicate the first grammatical person,
and not a noun. ''Thou," ''you," etc.

represent the second grammatical person, rather than any noun.
A Personal pronoun is one that invariably represents the same grammatical person. That is, "I" is always the
first person, and never the second or
thirdj "you" is always the second,and
never the first or third j and "he" is
always the third and never the first or
second.
A relative pronoun. is one that may
represent any grammatical person, and
connects clauses.
I who speak am your brother.
You wlw speak are my brother,
He wlzo speaks is my brother.
The pronoun, unchanged in form,
represents all three of the grammatical
persons.
An Interrogative pronoun is one that
asks or implies a question. Thus in the
sentences "Who broke the window?"
and ''I know who broke the window",
who is plainly an interrogative pronoun.
In another article I hope to give some
classifications, and to point out the
most particular manner in which to make
students acquainted with this important
part of speech.

A DEVICE TO STRENGTHEN THE MEMORY.
ELLA

M.

7{ SIMPLE method of appealing to

POWERS.

was conducted on a Tuesday morning

t l the memory of children in regarrl in one of our public schools :
to actual occurrences tends to strengthTeac!ter.-What can you tell us about
en that faculty in a wonderful degree. last Thursday ? What was the we:1ther?
It is one thing to memorize a page of
Pupil.-It rained in the morning.
history, but quite another to give a
·w hat was the weather in the aftercorrect account of what actually trans- noon? "The sun shone."
pired five days ago in the school-room.
Were all the scholars present? "Mary
Something like the following exercise Brown and John Wood were absent."
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Any other occurence? "Superintendent Blank visited us."
What prop'osition did he make ? "He
proposed to change our drawing books."
What did he say?
The scholars were eager to rehearse
his remarks. I listened with wonder.
Thus the exercise proc_e eded, and questions were answered that would give a
deep sense of gratification to many an
older scholar in this age, could his
memory serve him as accurately. It
was remarkable how much these children could remember, and the interest
they manifested was a pleasure to behold.
It was training that had accomplished
the result.
The teacher should not make the demands upon the memory large at first,
but by degrees will observe that larger
demands are met with little difficulty.
It broadens the ideas of the scholars ;
a habit of close and car~ful attention is
required, and the faculties of the mind
are exercised unconsciously on the
child's part. It makes as great a tax
upon the memory as a page of history,
yet this is met gladly and willingly, and
will serve them all their lives.
Memory devices are productive of
good results.
If the children have
learned many quotations, let the teacher read them and require the scholars
to tell who wrote each; or number the
quotations and ask the scholars to write
the author's name upon a slip of paper.
The one who gives the most correct answers may be presented with one of the
illustrated poems in booklet form that
can be bought for five or ten cents.

Another device is to let the school
choose sides. Then the titles of books
are mentioned by the teacher, and the
scholar is required to name the author.
Upon failing, he seats himself, and the
sides increase and diminish according
to the law of the old spelling match,
which never loses its charm ,
Let there be a sobriquet match, the
teacher giving the sobriquet and the
scholar the real name, as :
The Grand Monarch,
Louis XIV.
The Plumed Knight, James G. Blaine.
Tippecanoe,
Wm. H. Harrison.
Father of English Poetry, Chaucer.
The list can be extended indefinitely.
This need not be confined to the names
of persons.
Take the rivers of the
world, the states in our country, the
cities of the world. All these will demand their share of interest and rivalry.
A list of celebrated persons may be
prepared by the teacher, and when the
sides are chosen, she calls the first name
and the scholar is expected to tell for
what he or she is noted, as :
Robert Fulton, Inventor of steamboat.
Charles Dickens,
English novelist.
Henry W. Beecher, Preacher and orator.
Mozart,
Musical composer.
This gives great variety, and corresponding interest is manifested.
Again, the technical terms commonly
used in commerce, law, mining, printing, medicine, mechanics, science, and
music, may all be given in the same
manner, and the results will be gratifying to the teacher who will make out
her list.
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LESSONS IN FIRST YEAR NUMBER \VORK.
MISS MANTlE

some colored papers and some
GETcolored
crayons. Cut the papers
into circles about four inches in diameter. Cut some of these circles into
halves, some into fourths and some into
eighths.
Take a circle of red paper. Ask the
children its name. Let them call it a
plate, or whatever their fancy dictates.
The teacher might suggest calling it a
pie. Then take two red pies. Ask
how many there ·are now. Take two
halves of a red pie. Ask some child to
put them together so as to make them
look like one of the whole pies. Then
ask how many pies it takes of that kind
to make a whole pie. What is each
piece called? How much of the whole
pie is it? who would like to draw, on
the blackboard, a picture of the whole
pie ? A picture of the half of a pie ? A
picture of the two halves near each other? A picture of two whole pies? What
is the color of the pie ? Of what color
must the ~rayon be that is used to draw
the pictures ? What kind of a pie can
this be since it is red? The children
will probably say cherry pie, or red
plum pie, or something of the kind.
Have all of the class go to the board
and try to make these pictures. Do
not criticise their efforts, or try to correct them, but make a suggestion where
the work is very faulty ; or hold the
paper circle near the work on the board
that the pupil may easily see his error.
1 he main thing desired at first is to get
them entirely interested in the lesson,
and to impress the number of the ob ject upon them by having them try to
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make the circle. This lesson should
occupy about ten minutes' time.
At the next recitation, ask who can
make on the board something to represent one pie, or one anything. Some
child will probably volunteer to go and
will make a straight mark. The teacher should then tell the pupils that that
is what is called one in number work.
Some child may then be asked to make,
on the board, something to represent
two. He will perhaps go to the board
and make two straight marks. Then
the teacher should ask if any one knows
any other way to ma~e two. Perhaps
some child may know how to make the
figure two; if not, the teacher should
make it.
One-half should next be taught. If
possible, get the children to do most of
the work. Do this by skillful questioning. Who can make one on the board?
How can we make one-half? some of
the children may suggest breaking one
into two parts by rubbing out the middle part of the straight line forming the
one; or some may make two straight
marks barely joimng; or may draw a
horizontal bar across the middle of the
one. The teacher should ask how many
halves it takes to make one. The pupil
will remember the tw o halves of the pie.
It will be easy to show them that a
straight line cut in two by a bar represents the t w o-halves of the figure one.
In order to remember how many halves
are required to make a whole one, or a
whole pie, we write the half of one
above the bar and the figure tw o below;
thus, Jf , and we read it (m e-llalf.
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At another lesson, a different color,
say yellow, may be used. What does
it look like? Perhaps the children will
say, "It looks like a cheese." Use one,
and two, and three whole yellow circles;
then the halves. How many halves in
one cheese cake? Take three halves and
place each half below a whole one.
How many halves? How many cheese
cakes had to be cut to make these three
halves? Who will draw a whole cheese
cake upon the board? What color must
the crayon be this time ? Who will draw
two cheese cakes? Three? Who will
draw one-half of a cake? Two halves
separately? Two halves together? Three
halves.
These exercises may be varied indefinitely. Other colors may be used. Also papers cut into other shapes. Introduce new numbers in a similar manner,
but gradually and carefully to prevent
confusion in the minds of the children.
Lessons in addition and subtraction
ought to be presented simultanously.
"] ohn had a whole pie ; he ate half of
it. How much did he have left?" Let
the pupils illustrate this by taking away
a half circle from the two halves forming the whole one.
"Susie had half a pie for her dinner;

Mary had half a pie. How many halves
did both have? How much of a pie did
the two halves make?"
"Harry had two pies: he gave George
one pie and kept the rest for himself.
How many did he have? Show how you
know this. Make the pies on the board.
Mark the one Harry gave George.
"Mr. Tompson, the grocer, has two
cheese cakes. He sold half of one.
How much has he left?" Show this by
the paper circles.
It is unnecessary for me to carry this
further. Lessons in color, form, and
number, are in this way blended. But
the teacher must keep constantly clear
in her own mind, that the thing she is
teaching is primarily nnmber, and the
color and form work are simply aids to
this.
For busy work, the pupils could be
required to draw one circle and one circle some distance apart with the sign of
addition between and then after the sign
of equality draw two circles near each
other. Half circles may be drawn in
the same way.
Also do this with the subtraction sign
between. And any other exercises of
a similar nature may be introduced.

A WARNING TO STUDENTS.
HELEN

L. MA NING.

UATI N, then what? is a
GRAD
question which will be perpetually
new so long as our schools and colleges
are sending forth their yearly list of
graduates. There are many sides to
this question and it is the purpose of
this communication to touch upon but
one of them, and that is to urge that
whatever else i done or left undone, do
not, under any circumstances, neglect

the proper care of the body. :Keep up
some form of physical exercise daily,
and seek to make it such as will maintain the symmetrical development of
every part. Your business or occupation probably will call into play certain
groups of muscles--see to it that in your
hours of recreation you exercise the
other groups to a corre ponding degree.
Under the title of "The cause of pre-
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mature old age," Dr, Kellogg gives this
note of warning in a recent issue of
Good Health, which every student in
the land will do well to heed : Here is a young man just out of college, where during the four years of his
course, he has taken active part in
gymnasium practice, in field sports, in
training for rowing-matches and other
forms of 'p hysical exercise, and as a result we see a stalwart, handsome specimen of humanity; the square, broad
shoulders, deep chest, brawny musc,les,
erect, graceful carriage, speak in unmistakable tones of the advantages gained by eciucat.ion of the muscles in connection with the brain and nerves.
Fifteen years later we see this man
again, though now at middle age. What
a change we behold ! Instead of the
erect, proud figure, we see a man with
round shoulders and a drooping chin.
The muscles, hard as wood at twentyfive, are now at forty soft as putty; the
limbs, strong as oak pillars and lithe as
those of an antelope, are now clumsy
masses of fat with creaking joints stiffened by rheumatism or incipient gout.
A hideous accumulation of fat at and
below the belt give to the beholder the
impression of gross animal nature, and
suggest the too long lingering at the dinner table.
What has wrought this change?Not too much work, and not necessari-

ly great excess at the dinner table. A
man may become obese and portly without being a glutton. The man who at
forty should have been in the prime of
his strength and in the height of his
physical glory, is now permaturely old,
and his body is rapidly undergoing those
degenerative changes which naturally
come only with advanced age; the
cause of this is as much to be found in
sins of omission as well as those of commission. After living his active life at
school, the young man buried himself
in a bank or counting room, and abandoned his habits of active exercise, and
as the result, is undergoing premature
decay. There is no means by which
the ravages of time and age can be held
at bay so effectually as by daily, methodical exercise.
The joints become
stiffened simply for want of use; an undue accumulation of adipose tissue occurs about the trunk, because the muscles of this part of the body are so little
used. Bad habits in sitting, standing
and walking result in loss of the erect
poise which is so essential to health, as
well as grace and beauty.
Thus the work of deterioration goes
on, until every organ, in fact every
structure of the body, is more or less
damaged through this one neglect. Every human being needs a certain amount
of active muscular work each day of his
life.

THE PRIMER IN LITERATURE.
function of literature, at
T HEanyprime
stage in the development of

mediate reach of his experience. The
great consideration to be observed,
man, is to stimulate his imagination and therefore, in putting literature before
reasoning powers by presentin~ to him the child, is to present, in succession,
conceptions which lie beyond the im- forms which will appeal to his expand-
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ing powers, and in turn enlarge those
powers for the apprehension of still
larger, nobler forms. One is not to
consider so much the gradation from
easy to hard words, from simple to more
complex sentences, as the application
of the law of procedure from the known
to the less known, frJm the familiar objects and notions to the same in unfamiliar relations.
Practically, the task is to find literature for the . child, not make it. The
permanent in literature springs from the
necessity of the writer to create, not
from the attempt to fit the creation to
the needs of the reader. A common
illustration is found in Robinson Crusoe, which lives generation after generation with the young, though Defoe had
no thought of that audience when he
wrote the book; 'while every generation
witnesses the death of books written after the pattern of Robinson Crusoe, for
the benefit of the young. In like manner, the great bulk of literature prepared for the young is ephemeral, and has
no place in the formal education of the
school-room. That literature only is
to be used there which is permanent,
has stood already the test of time, or,
if recent, has the unmistakable note of
the permanent. Indeed, one of the
greatest achievements of the teacher is
to fix in the child's mind the distinction
between the permanent and the impermanent. To this end every true device
should be used, and chief among them
I should place these three : First, given the piece of literature
which is to confront the child, I would

have every word, and, if necessary, every phrase in it, familiar to the child before he reads the piece, so that when he
comes to read it all mechanical difficulties shall have been overcome; then his
mind is free to receive the full i mpression of what he reads ; then reading is
a pleasure, not a task.
Second, the drill precedent to this enjoyment should be in exercises, not in
literature. The words and phrases which
are to occur in literature are beforehand
to be combined and recombined in simple exercises of a colloquial nature. By
this means, the child comes early to distinguish between reading-matter and literature. These passages of literature
occurring at intervals in his book ar~ so
many illumined stages toward which he
is traveling. I should like to see a
primer in which the literature was printed in gold, and the intervening exercises in black.
Third, I would make it a cardinal
principal with the teacher not to talk
about literature, nor to pick it to I ieces.
The time for enjoyment through the immediate perception comes early ; the
time for enjoyment through analysis
comes late. I would not even, in the
early stages, attempt to connect the literature read with the writers who produced it. I would do nothing to distract the child's mind from pure enjoyment. The greatest help a teacher can
render is to read the passage in hand
simply and sympathetically, without
comment, and above all without criticism. If she can sing it, so much the
better.
- The Atlantic Montltly.

PSYCHOLOGY-THE COGNITIONS.
H. N.

T

CARVER.

HERE is one great series of the
cognitive, or knowledge making,
activities of the mind about which we
have said nothing. Perhaps a short arti·
cle should be given to it, merely to indicate what the grounds are that are
embraced in the title,and how they are
separated from those we have been going over in our fragmentary way. It is
one of the most difficult and perplexing
parts of psychology, and nothing of a
controversial character will be attempted.
If I say, things that are equal to the
same thing are equal to one another, or
the whole is equal to the sum of all its
parts, or the part is always less than the
whole ; that right is not wrong, or that
gratitude is always a virtue ; that I am
myself, or I am not you,--plainly the
form of the activity is cognitive, it is
the intellect which has been working ;
because the consciousness is of the cognitive type, it is that of the agreement
or the disagreement between two things,
and its expression is a proposition, a
subject,a copula, and a predicate. But
see how different these statements are
from the great mass of statements which
make up our every-day knowledge, or
the knowledge which we use to direct
our actions in our common every-day
life. If I say, five pencils will cost
twenty-five cents, when two cost ten,
and any one disputes my statement or
expresses doubt about it, I will stop and
argue the matter with him. I may feel
that he stands in need of information
pretty badly, but I will not feel that I

am getting down from my own position
of a'n informed person, losing my dignity as such informed person, if I stop
to give him what he evidently lacks, an
orderly arrangement of what he already
has. And how will I go about it ? I will
say, surely you can see that one thing
will cost exactly the half of what two
cost; and equally surely must you see
that five will cost exactly five times what
one costs. But, as any one can see, the
half of ten cents is five cents, and five
times five cents are twenty-five cents.
So, here we are,-don't you see? Five
pencils must cost twenty-five cents, when
two cost ten. If you see that, well and
good; otherwise, I have no more to say
to you. You must work out your own
salvation.
Now, what we have been doing is
this : the proposition which we started
out with is a complex affair, containing
elements whose relations to one another
we do not see; and we have simply reduced it to other propositions so simple
and evident that they can be reduced
to nothing simpler. Or, as Professor
Jevons would say, in the original proposition, instead of unknown terms we
have substituted equivalent known
terms, with the result of getting a proposition containing only terms whose relations we do see. This is the way we
have obtained all the scientific knowledge that we have reached deductively;
and even that which we say we have
gotten· inductively has been reached
finally in the same way. All the vast
body of our scientific knowledge ulti-
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mately rests upon propositions so simple
that any further reduction is seen to be
impossible.
These ultimate propositions have received various names, -axiomatic truths,
fundamental beliefs, regulative principles, intuitions, etc., etc. The characteristics commonly assigned them, by
which they are said to be separated from
other forms of knowledge, are the following: First, they are said to be selfevident; by which is meant, that the
agreement or the disagreement between
the subject and the predicate is seen immediately, or as soon as the meaning
of the term is known. Secondly, they
are said to be necessary, that is, the
subject and the predicate cannot but
agree or disagree, or their opposites
are inconceivable. Thirdly, they are
catholic, that is, every body understands
them as soon as their terms are understood.
The most interesting matter connected with these cognitive forms is this :
how do they stand related to experience?
Confessedly, the great body of our
knowledge has a most intnnate connection with, and in some very clear sense
is dependent upon, experience for its
existence. That part of my knowledge
which I call chemistry, or physics, or
botany, or zoology, in the form in which
I have it, is entirely dependent upun
observation, that is, without the work
of the senses I should not now have
anything that I could call truths of
chemistry or of botany. But this makes
the knowledge contingent, dependent
for what accuracy and certainty it may
possess upon the accuracy and certainty of mere sense-activity. I know pretty surely what an animal is, and what
are the conditions which make it possible for such a thing to be in my neigh

borhood. ! .have no doubt, for example, that if some part of the earth could
be found where there would not be an
atmosphere with a quite definite proposition of oxygen in it, in that spot at
least nothing would be found which I
could call animal. But so lacking in
universality in this knowledge, that I
should not venture at all to say that in
other parts of the universe similar conditions might not be followed by very
different results. Such, at least, are the
views commonly held upon the subject.
The explanations given of the difference between the two kinds of cognitions have been almost as various as the
writers who have written upon it. It
has been held that the mind has a certain
faculty that acts, as it were, by inspiration, a sort of divine reason, which
sees directly what is eternally true and
absolutely existent. This seems to have
been the view of Plato and a good many
of the modern transcendentalists. Those
holding it seem to think that the less we
have to do with concrete thing , the
better it is for· us; and with them the
philosophy of Newton is only a philosophy of dirt. The view hangs like a
mist around the centers of "cultchaw",
where the wagons are hitched to the
stars, and attacks of colic do not follow
meals of cucumbers, but improper
thoughts. Again, it has been said, that
these truths are innate in the mind, that
is, that the mind begins its early existence equipped with these ideas and,so,
ready for its work, as Pallas came
equipped with shield ::1nd helmet ready
for her work. This was understood to
have been Descartes' view, at least it is
the view combatted by Locke in his immortal essay.
Locke himself, while
probably
not perfectly con istent
throughout the e say, appears to have
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thought that the mind gains them in the
same way that it gains other knowledge,
by experience and generalization. He
speaks of the mind at birth as an empty
cabinet j and some of his followers,
John Stuart Mill, for example in his
earlier writings, have claimed that they
are entirely dependent upon individual
experience and elaboration. Dr. McCosh
and Dr. Porter hold that while they are
not innate in the old sense of the word,
and are not dependent upon experience,
the mind has at birth a tendency to
recognize them ·a nd that experience

furnishes the (ltcasion for their recognition and development. On the other
hand, Herbert Spencer, Dr. Carpenter,
Mill in his last writings, and the psychologists in geheral, are disposed to explain t!le innateness upon the principle
of heredity, and the generalized character by reference to the experience not
solely of the individual but of the race.
This latter view will probably be the
ultimate view of all except the mystics
and idealists, who will probably cling
to the Platonic view.

ASTRONOYICAL NOTES FOR NOVEMBER.
W.

J.

HUSSEY.

Prof. of Astronomy in Leland Stanford University.

7{ T one time during the past summer able condition. Moreover it is not cer-

t l the newspapers were lamenting tain that the means will ever exist. The
because astronomers were not filling
their columns with news from Mars.
Astronomers were then busy with their
work. Observations of the planet were
being made. Reductions and comparisons necessarily follow the work of observation. Conclusions result from the
reductions and comparisons. Astronomers knew very well that what they
could say before the observations .were
finished would be incomplete and more
or less unsatisfactory. They accordingly saved their time for their work
and said but little excepting occasionally to discourage the newspaper sensationalism concerning the inhabitabili ty of Mars and the possibility of interplanetary communication.
Every competent astronomer knows
that the means does not now exist which
will enable us to ascertain whether or
not Mars is inhabited, or even to ascertain whether or not it is in an inhabit-

difficulties to be surmounted seem almost
· if not quite insuperable. The past ~as,
however, a record of achievements which
must ever be regarded as brilliant and
memorable. It is altogether probable
that the achievements of the future will
be as great or even greater than any in
the past. No one knows fully what may
be the possibilities of the future. In its
development there will, no doubt, be an
unfolding of many mysteries. But it
remains to be seen whether among them
will be that which relates to the existence of life in other forms than that
which we now know and on other worlds
than ours. The probability that such
will be the case is not great.
Astronomers have now completed
their observations on Mars for this year
and their work has, in part, been discussed by the observers and put in shape
for publication. Articles concerning it
are already becoming common in the

r•

r:
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astronomical periodicals. These articles
relate to the serious work of the astronomer which is, at present, so far as Mars
is concerned, to study the planet's surface with all possible care, and to note
all th~t he can concerning the configurations of its markings. It is his business to see all that he can and to be
certain of all that he thinks he sees.
The planet is a very difficult one to observe, the markings on it are very faint.
The so-called canals have been seen by
only a few astronomers. The double
canals are much more difficult than the
single ones. They have been seen by
only seven or eight astronomers all told.
During the present summer the planet
has been unusually difficult on account
of its low altitude. However,much good
work has been done, and when it is all
published we shall know more about the
planet than we did before.
Among the curious features which
have been observed this year, are some
bright points which were seen at the Nice
Observatory and also at the Lick Observatory, almost every clear night dur ing June and the early part of July.
They were situated on the terminator of
the planet in the southern hemisphere
somewhat nearer the south pole than
the equator. It is not known what they
are. Some have suggested that they
may be mountains, others that they may
be clouds floating in the Martian atmosphere. Neither of these explanations
is free from objection. If they are mountains they must be exceedingly high and
bold in their outlines. For otherwise
they would be invisible at the enormous
distance of the planet from the earth.
In every way they would g reatly exceed
the dimensions of the mountains on the
earth. It would not be difficult to account
for the forces which would be required to

produce mountains on another planet
equalling or even somewhat exceeding
those of the earth. But when it comes
to the case of mountains from ten
to twenty times as high as those on the
earth, we are not certain that it would
be so easy to account for the forces required to produce them. Nor does it
seem probable that these bright projecting points can be clouds in the Martian atmosphere.
On the earth our
clouds do not rise high above the general level of the earth's surface, and it
is probable that clouds on Mars would
not rise high above its surface. Moreover the clouds on the earth are in general constantly changing their forms and
situations. These points on Mars have
so far as has been determined retain ed
the same areographic positions from
night to night. They have also retain ed the same general contours from night
to night, and it is this more than the
fixity of their positions which induces
the belief that they can not be clouds.

*

*

*

*

*

*

The following notes give some information concerning the position s of the
planets for November.
During November Mercury will be
east of the sun and will conseq uently
set somewhat later. It will be at it
greatest elongation east
ov. 23. It
will then be nearly 22 ° from th e sun.
For a few days before and after thi s
date it will be possible to see it with the
naked eye. It will be in the west and
can be seen shortly after sunset.
Venus is now a mo r ning star and is
at pre ent very brilliant. In ovember
it will rise between three and four o'clock
in the morning.
Mars will decrease in brightne s a s it
has done since the early part of Augu st.
At the beginning of the month it will
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appear ohly about half as large in the
telescope as it did in August and by the
end of the month the apparent size will
have been reduced to one third. This
of course is due to its increaserl distance from the earth. During N ovember it will be found in the south-west in
the evening. It may be distinguished
by its red color. It will be in conjunction with the moon Nov. 27.
Jupiter will reach the best position for
observation in November. It is curious to note that there will be two occultations of Jupiter in November,one occurring about 5 P. M. Nov. 2, and the
other about midnight Nov. 29, Central
Standard Time. These will not be visible as occultations in northern latitudes.
To observers in the United States the
moon will in both cases pass very near
to Jupiter on the south side of it.
The great red spot on Jupiter which
has been a permanent feature for about
fifteen years, now presents about the
same appearance it did a year ago.
From the studies which have been made
of this spot it appears that it is not rigidly fixed on the planet. This has been

shown by determining the velocity of
rotation of the planet from time to time
by means of the observations of this spot.
From observations extending from Aug.
2, 1891 to Feb. 2, 1892 the period of
rotation of the planet has been found to
be 9h 5 5m 42. 2s and from Feb. 2,1892
to Aug. 19, 1892, 9h 55m 39.3s. This
indicates an average decrease in the
period of rotation of the spot amounting to nearly three seconds. This change
can not be due ~o a diminution of the
period of rotation of the planet as a
whole, and must therefore be due to an
irregular shifting of the spot itself.
Saturn is a morning star. In November it rises about 3 A. M., so that it is
visible for about three hours before sunrise.
Uranus will be too near the sun to be
seen in November. Neptune will be in
good position for observation. It will
be at opposition on the first day of
December.
The moon will be eclipsed on the
third of November, but the eclipse will
not be visible in the United States.
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More and more the states of the union
are enacting new compulsory school
laws, or making more stringent the old
ones. From childhood, we have been
told that the welfare of the republic is
dependent on the intelligence of its citizens. There have been a few dead letter
statutes on the subject for a good many
years. Declamation is slowly materializing into practical work. These laws,

if properly enforced, can be made effective without becoming obnoxious.
The necessity of education must be so
instilled in the minds of the people that
no citizen shall be allowed to grow up
without it any more than he will grow
up without being clothed.
Self-activity is the basis of all education. A boy may saw wood all day
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and grow and enjoy himself reasonably
well; but a second boy who would engage to sit by day after day and watch
the sawing would have, we imagine, a
much more tP.dious task than the first.
Many schools fail to interest the
student because they fail to furnish
means of self-activity. He becomes
interested in rowing, baseball, tennis,
football, etc., because they require some
exertion on his part, but when he goes
into the recitation room he must remain
motionless and watch somebody else saw
wood. This kind of work is often called normal work, but its proper name is
abnormal work or rather abnormal idleness. The only one educated in such a
case is the instructor.

Jj
I

Whatever may be the result of the
pending election, the state may congratulate itself on having had at least for
one term so capable a man at the head
of the educational system as uperintendent Voorhies. The office of tate
Superintendent is one in the filling of
which the people are accustomed to look
much more to the qualification of the
man than to his party affiliation ; and
certainly no one who is acquainted with
Supt. Voorhies and his work will deny
his qualifications for that office as evidenced by his own administration.
He is an agreeable and genial gentleman of sound judgment and true manners, in the vigor of manhood, and
abreast with the advanced educational
thought of the day.
peaking entirely
aside from party platforms and solely
from an educational tandpoint, we believe that no one, to whatever political
party he may belong, will feel grieved
to see uperintendent oorhies re-elected.

There is one phase of the free textbook question which, cturi ng its extensive discussion during the last few years,
does not seem to have received much
attention. It is the part which the teacher will have to perform under that system. Various arguments have been advanced for and against the system.-Its
effect politically, its cost, its tendency to
create a monopoly, its advantage to the
poor, its disagreeable features for the
rich, and so forth and so forth. But
very little has been said about who is to
take care of all these books. vVho is to
be responsible for the proper care of
them on the part of the pupil? Who
is to make the charges when a book
is unnecessarily destroyed, or when it
is lost? \Vho is to keep all the records?
For certainly some records must be
kept? Who is to see that the books are
returned at the close of the term or year?
The general understanding seems to be
that the teacher is to do all this. An
amount of work sufficient for the almost
continuous employment of one person
is to be added to the teacher's already
crowded programme. New branches of
study are being continuously added to
the common school course. New statutes are being enacted requiring additional records to be kept on the part of
the teacher. The amount of record
keeping already required of some teachers is appalling. \Vhat energy can a
teacher have left for the work of teaching for which she is engaged, if her
mind must be continually burden d with
the details of record ?
In di cu sing the economy of the free
book system, it is well to bear in mind
that it will be no saving to the public
to make clerk of all teachers, for then
we shall have no teachers left. The free
text-book sy tern ha certainly many
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things in its favor, but we suggest that habits, become again, as it has almost
the teacher be not left out of account. ceased to be, the foremost occupation
of the schoolboy."
Whenever anyone who does not hapThe Y. M. C. A. andY. W. C. A.
pen to be a graduate of one of the "regular'' universities, ventures to complain
The regular meetings of the Associaof the works and methods of those in- tions have been well attended this term
and many seem to be interested in the
stitutions he is apt to be set down by work on College Hill.
the "regulars" as a sort of pessimistic
Rev. J. B. Fleming and Rev. Allen
crank, and is very courteously remind- Lewis have blessed us by their presence
ed of the story of the fox and the grapes. at some of our meetings.
In an article contained in the new HarOn Saturday evening Oct. r 5, the
vard Magazine Dr. Peabody, himself a Missionary Committee gave a very ingraduate of Harvard, uses these words. teresting program on the su!:>ject "Missions in Japan."
·w hat Dr. Peabody says is but the repeMr. T. I. Packard our ex-president, :1nd
tition of a widely prevailing public sen- J. D. McKelvey are in Rush Medical
timent. It is not often, however, that College. Miss Sarah Ream is an ina Harvard graduate speaks so frankly : structor in Clark U ni versi ty, Atlanta.
"School-life is more than half wasted.
The annual convention of the Young
Vacations and holidays 'take up a full Men's Christian Ass'n will be held at
third of it, while not play, but the serious Logansport, Nov. r6-rg inclusive, to
which the Y. M. C. A. expect to send
business that is made of play, usurps a a number of delegates.
large portion of the remaining two thirds.
1iss Alice Baird attended the conFifty years ago, when three years, often vention at Danville, Oct. 2 7-30 indushortened to two, sufficed t0 fit any boy sive, as a delegate from the Y. W. C. A.
The officers for this year in the Y. W.
for college, the amount of close, hard
study-whether to the best purpose or C. A. are : President, ::\'Irs. Mona Oliphant ; Vice President, Dora ·w hiting;
.not-was very much greater than is now
Recording Secretary and Treasurer,
spread over six years.
There was Jennie Shepherd; Corresponding Secenough of play then, too ; but it was retary, Mary Fulton.
The officers of the Y. M. C. A. are:
play, not work; mere· recreation, not an
organized system of inter-school con- President, E. S. \Vaterbury; Vice President, C. E. Kantz · Recording ecretests, involving in its management fully
tary, H. A. Erikson · Corresponding
as much thought and labor as is requir- Secretary, \\.C. Gunnerson· Treasurer,
ed in the schoolroom. Breaking down A. A. \Villiams.
from overwork was then seldom heard
E. S. \V.
of,-very much less frequent than
severe, sometimes lifelong, and even
The Crescent.
fatal injury from baseball or football.
Not only the interests of the university,
The \Vhittier Programme which was
hapel Hall on the
but the permanent well-being and well- given in the Old
evening
of
ept.
30
drew a crowded
doing of those who are to perform for
house,
and
was
a
fitting
testimonial
of the
society its most arduous and precious
appreciation which a society for literwork demand that the acquisition of ary advancement feels toward one who
knowledge, and still more of scholarly has done so much for the progre of

-·
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American literature and civilization,
-John Greenleaf w·hittier.
A new feature in the work of the society this term is the use of printed programmes for distribution among the
audience. These neat little slips printed only on one side are a decided improvement and are inlinewith the spirit
of progress which has characterized the
society ever sinc.e its foundation.
1\liss Minnie Roessler and Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. J anskey are all teaching at
Bloomfield, Iowa, in a normal school
which has lately come under the manaagem~nt of Bence and Titus, former
students of the N. I. N . ~Retta \Vo od is teaching in · Harlan,
Iowa.
J. M. Stephens i<> principal of schools
at Apple River, Illinois.
H. Ruring, ex-president of the society and a very active member of last
year, writes us a pleasant letter from
Hunter, N.D. He is engaged in teaching at that place.
Report has it that Miss Nellie \Volcott whose genial face was familiar
among the Crescents of last year, engaged a school in Tennessee and went thither with dinner basket on her arm, a supply of pencils for pencilless urchins and
a contented smile of Nellie's own, to
commence duties, but imagine Nellie's
chagrin on finding the school lot like
1\lother Hubbard's cupboard, bare, the
school house having been lifted from its
foundations and carried away by a cyclone. 1\liss \Volcott is now teaching
at Fort Worth, Texas.
:Miss Florence Keyte is teaching
at Erlinburg, ~[iss., and 1\Ii
ellie
~\ustin at Prairie City, I wa.
R. E. Campbell i tu<lying law in the
tate niversity at Lawrence ransas.
Hi· brother, L. G. amp bell, is with us
again this year.
Ii Edna tephen , who e mother
1\fr ~ . M.
. Howe wa well known a a
member of the Elocution lass of '88
is in Valpo. thi year taking the Elocu tionary 'our e. 1\Ii · · tephen · i-; an

The following offi ers ' ere elected
for the first winter term, the se retary
doing all the balloting.
Pre. ident, 1\Iax Hoffman· Vice Pres.
E. . \Vaterbury· Re orclmg ecretary,
Beth \ ood; orre ·pon<ling ecretary,
Eliza tarkey; Treasurer, E. . Bu en burg· 1'i r t ~ri ti , J. H. loud· 'econd ritic Dora Whiting· Fir t :ditor,
harle. (~reen go· .'e ncl ".-ditor, H.
F. John on· V cal 'hori ter, \V. H.
~layne; In trumental
'hori t r, Mau

e cellent reciter and we are plea ed

• lanls · Fir

announce that she has lately been admitt:ed as a member of the Crescent
Society.
Miss Louise Stillwell, for two or three
years a student in the Musical .Department of this school and a graduate of
that course is meeting with marked success in teaching at her home at Lastaut,
Illinois. Aside from three or four large
classes, she has thirty or forty private
pupils weekly, and realizes a profit of
over eighty dollars per month.
The Crescent begins the second term
of the year with the following corps of
able officers, elected Oct. 29.
\V. H. Johnson, Pres.; P. H. Maroney,
Vice Pres. ; Carrie DuVal, Rec. ec. ;
Mary Fulton, Cor. Sec.; L. F. Johnson,
Treasurer; H. A. Erick on, First Critic ;
Ella McDonald, 'econcl Critic; Maud
,\dam's, First Chorister; L. Q. Martin,
'econu Chorister ; \V. J. Dunn an·d
Lizzie Christie, Ex. om.; J. E. Bradley, and J. C. 'athre, Marshals.
The Star.

Mi ·s Bell Hogan is teaching in Chillicothe, Mo.
Miss Lucy Holcomb is teaching in
the 'hillicothe High . 'chool.
The Rev. Dr. Thomas of Chicago
gave a lecture under the auspices of the
Star ociety, which was an all around
succes .
Mr. Harry tansbury is doing office
work for a law firm in Chicago.
Iiss live Cooper who is teaching in a
Chicago City . chool, pent unday,
Oct. 22 with her friends on the Hill.

t :\

ar. hal,

. E. Kern ··
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Second Marshal, Hattie Baker; Com- country together with their aggregate
missioners, A. F. Hunte, G. R. Will- wealth. Ex-governor Sheldon has an
iams, N. C. Stott.
J. J. l\1.
article on Garfield's administration
showing the difficulties that beset the
President which finally culminated in
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.
his assasination by the crazy Guiteau.
GOLDTHWAITE'S GEOGRAPHICAL MAG- Thomas Crawford Jo hnson discusses the
All E for November has so many inter- question Did tlze Plzoenicians discover
esting things in it for the teacher that America ? the subject of Commercial
it is difficult to tell which article is the Grow tit and tlze Tariff is discussed from
most valuablr. It is difficult to see how the Rf'publican standpoint by Richard
the teacher< f geography could do with- H. McDonald, and from the Democratic
out it. \Vith such material at hand as standpoint by Hon. Stephen M. White.
is contained in this magazine from These are only a few of the many g )Od
month to month, geography ought to be articles that this number contains. He
made a most facinating study. This must be difficult to please who will not
number discusses 1/ze Wind as an Ero- find something to his taste.
sive Agency, River Valleys, Lakes, and
Taking up the November POPULAR
Waterfalls, Movements of the Rartlz's SciENCE MoNTHLY, one is struck by the
Crust, 'l he Imperial Canal, .Rffect oj manv phases of actual human life,
Climate on Birds, etc., etc., b esides an which this magazine reveals.
Sara
interesting set o f Geographical Notes, Jeannette Duncan opens the_ current
and Questions and Answers, on geogra- number with a study of the mixed race
phy. This number must be read to be of India, in the delightful vein of her
appreciated.
well-known book, A Social Departure.
ThE ARENA for November will Cl.t~.l Some of the other interesting articles
lenge the interest of all thoughtful peo- are The Natural or Scientific Method i1z
ple.
One of the ablest educational Fducation, by Dr. \Vesley Mills; Some
papers of the year is found in this num · Rconomical Trees, are d~scribed by
ber and is from the pen of Professor J. Frederick Le Roy Sargent with illustraR. Buchanan, the Author of New Fdu tions.
Tlze First German Paper-Makcation and many Scientific works. An- er, with picture of his mill, is given by
other excellent paper, of peculiar inter- Eduard Grosse; and J. B. Mann anest to young authors is 'lit e JVest in swer-; the question, Are Business Profits
Literaturf?, by Hamlin Garland. Tlze too Large? by showing that capital_and
.Present .Status of Psycltical Nesearclt, is skill do not get such wonderful earnmgs
a valuable paper by Rev. I. J. Savage. as many workingmen imagine. There
Among other articles are: Practical are many other valuable articles. The
Suggestiom as to tlu T reatment of clzol- body of the number closes with a Sketch
era, by Dr. Henry Sheffield, A lco!tOl and Portrait of Henry Walter Bates;
in its Relationto t!u Bible, by Dr. best known by his book A Naturalist on
Henry A. Hartt, D own in !:Jan Dit'i{O, the Amazons. This number begins a
a poem by Joaquin Miller, 1'/ze Vol- new volume.
ume of Currency, by N. A. Dunning,
In the same line as Miss Jordan's
the opening paper in defense of hake- College for Women published in the last
speare by Mr. Edwin Reed, and many number of the ATLA TIC Io THLY, there
other interesting articles.
is in the November number a most able
THE CALIFOR lA I LLUSTRATED 1AGA- article by Samuel \V. Dike, LL. D.,enZINE for November is up to its u ·ual ti tled, Sociology in tlu Higlur .1!. ducation
standard of excellence-rich in Illus- of Women. The author discusses the
trations and facinating in its literature. subject at length, and shows t~at now
Lyman lien l\1. D . treats of the ever in- the problem is to put the educatiOn that
teresting ~ubject of 1illionaries, show- young women are now getting into its
ing nuthember of millionaries in the true relation to tlzeir future 1 and t do
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more to equip the girl for what may be
called the great profession of being a
woman in her social trinity of wife,
mother, and member of society. The
many suggestions for the carrying-out
of this problem make this paper a most
valuable one.
The November of the NEw ENGLA D
MAGAZINE is a Whittier number. The
frontispiece is from a rare photograph
of the poet taken about 18ss, and the
opening article takes the reader in and
about the New England country, which
inspired so much of 'Vhittier's poetry,
and is so associated with him as a man.
It is by William Sloane Kennedy, whose
monograph of Whittier was so well reAnother article deals with
ceived.
Whittier as Poet and Man, and is by
Frances C. Sparhawk. Allen Eastman
Cross contributes a fine poem, 'l he
Passing of Whittier.
Mr. Edwin D.
Mead, the chief editor of the magazine,
deals with Whittier's life, work and influence in his Editor's Table. The articles are finely illustrated throughout.
The NoRTH AMERICA REVIEW for
November, besides being very strong as
usual in timely articles by famous writers, presents from Mr. Blaine the fullest
utterance that that statesman has made
on the issues involved in the forthcoming National contest between the parties.
His article is entitled The Presidential
Campaign of I892, and is written with
great vigor and characteristic purity of
style. It offers many new points of
view. The publication in the NORTH
AMERICAN REVIEW of this important
paper is significant of the vigilance of
the editor in providing the public with
utterances of authority adapted to the
moment.

"WHAT THEY ARE DOING.
Kristen Sorensen is in Chicago.
H. W. Hole is in Peoria, Illinois.
Joseph M. Johnson is in hicago.
W. E. Hagy is in Kanopolis, Kan as.
J. L. Patterson is in Bloomfield, Ia.
E. W. Tucker is in Kewanna, Indiana.

E. F. O'Riordan is in Sante Fe, New
Mexico.
Charles W. Vance is at Silver City,
Idaho.
C. H. Rudy is in Fair Haven, Minnesota.
Wm. O'Conner is located at Ottawa,
Illinois.
E. P. Harmon is visiting friends on
the Hill.
D. H. Scarrow is located at Russell,
Kansas.
John H. Wright is located at Albany,
Indiana.
W. A. Shaw is still at his old place
in Chicago.
L. F. Kintz is in Hutchinson Co.,
South Dakota.
J. W. Stroup is in Hutchinson Co.,
South Dakota.
Miss Jennie Harkness is teaching at
Alpha, Illinois.
J. A. Wadhams is teaching the Tilton
School in Chicago.
Miss Carrie Mills is teaching at Eureka Springs, Ark.
Miss Clara Moore is teaching in Ellisville, Wisconsin.
Miss Minerva troup is in Hutchinson Co., South Dakota.
Majina N. Walker is located in Dalton, Wisconsin.
A G. Dicus, of the Law class of '92,
is practicing law in hicago.
B. B. Riggs is teaching school at
ford, Arizona, at a good salary.

af-

Miss Euphrasia ranees has gone to
Wisconsin to teach a winter school.
,V. T. ·w ilson is principal of the
High chool at wight, Illinois.
Andrew Martin is teaching the public
schools at Akron, Indiana.
Miss Maggie . Early i t aching in
the ollege at Lewiston, Illinois.
J. \V.
allion, • ientific of '92, is
teaching in akwood , Texas.

J. M. t phen is 1 rin ipa1 of the
public schools at Apple River, Illinois.

6;8
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Iowa state examination in July, andreceived a state certificate.
Miss Sadie Kanouse, Scientific of '9 r,
is teaching at Byron, Michigan. Miss
Kanouse is an old friend of the STUDE T
and we are always glad to hear from
her.
F. L. McGowan has a good situation
as principal of the public schools at
Eagle, Wisconsin. He writes that he
expects to 'be in Valparaiso next year
on a visit.
M. A. Kline, Scientific of '9o, is engaged as Supt. of public schools at Rico,
Colorado, at a salary of $ rooo a year.
He has an excellent position, and is doing go'od work.
Vve had a very pleasant letter from
Prof. W. Kinsey principal of the High
school at Evant, Texas. Mrs. Kinsey
is first assistant in the same school.
vV. M. Strand is teaching school at
Fort Atkinson, Iowa. He is having
good success in his work, and expects
to be back to Valparaiso next year.·
E. B. Saber is principal of the public
schools at Burket, Indiana. This is his
third year in that school, which is
abundant evidence that he is doing good
Miss Martha Anderson is teaching in work, and giving general satisfaction.
Park Region Luther College, at Fergus
F . F. Phillips is principal of schools
Falls, Minnesota. She is pleased with
at Pickens, Mississippi. That he is
her position.
giving good satisfaction is evidenced by
Miss Hattie L. Mayne and Mr. the fact that he has been retained for
Schuyler Shilder were married on the the second year at an increased salary.
6th of October, 1892, at the residence
Miss Alta Fordyce, a former student
of the bride's parents
of the N. I. N. S. in '88 and '89 is asT. I. Packard and J. D. McKelvey, sistant principal of public schools in
both Classics of '92, are taking the Brunswick, Missouri. She has an exMedical course at the Rush Medical cellent position and is doing successful
College, Chicago, Illinois.
work.
H. B. Miller, Classic of '92, is teachM. E. Buffington, who is located at
ing in Texas. At the teacher's exami- \Vichita, Kansas, was married on the
nation, he made the best grade certifi- 19th of October to Miss Mary P. Mead,
cate of any one in his county.
of that city. T" 1·: TUDE ~ T sincerely
B. F. McNulty is teaching in the Vern- wishes the c , 1 p1~ a plea ant voyage
dale Academy at Verndale, Minnesota. through life.
He teaches Algebra, Geometry, RhetorTHE STUDEN 1 i ~ pleased to number
ic, and English Literature.
among its frien ! -; Prof. E. P. Hocker,
upt. of public r chools at Audubon,
Clarence McCracken is located at
North Enalish owa. He took. th low ~ . fh mar; fr\end in alp~r9ri·.<l

P. J. Christensen is em'p loyed in the
State University at Minneapolis, Minn.
Miss Flora Collins has gone to Chicago to accept a position as stenographer.
J. M. Gray, Graduate of the Law
class of '87, is in Hutchinson Co.,
South Dakota.
J. F. Monk is Professor of Latin and
German in the Fort Dodge, Iowa, College.
J. S. Donald is traveling salesman
for a business house of Mount Vernon,
\Visconsin.
vV. H. Thompson is teaching the Grammar department of the public schools
in Centralia, Washington.
J. F. Edelman a classic of '92, is still
on theHilldoingspecial workinScience.
He intends to take a medical course.
Herbert 0. Wilcox is in Quincy,
Traill Co., North Dakota. He writes
that he is doing well and likes the country.
T. J. Bell is principal of public
schools at Stockwell, Indiana. He is
giving good satisfaction, and enjoying
his work.

.
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will be pleased to learn he has such an
excellent situation.
Wm. Griffith wa married to Miss
Grace Banks at Jonesboro, Indiana,on
the 4th of October.
THE STUDENT
joins with their many friends in wishing
Mr. and Mrs. Griffith happiness and
p rosperity.
THE STUDENT has an interestin g letter from Miss Cassie Quinlan, who is
assistant principal of public schools at
Kiowa, Kansas.
he writes that she
likes her work very much, and also likes
the country and the climate.
The many friends of Thomas Casey
will be pleased to learn that he has
been promoted to the po~·tion of Superintendent of Public scho Jls at Red Lake
Falls, Minn. It is ar excellent position, and one which he well deserves
for his faithful work.

E . F. Johnson, he orator of the Law
class of '9o, i pr . cticing law inK "Hnes,
Co., Texas. Hf 1s candidate for County Attorney of that county, with, we
are told, a c, oo 1 chance of success.
THE STUDE. r certainly wishes him success.
\V. R. Jilackwelder is principal of the
public~ - t1ools at Chatsworth, Illinois.
He is assisted by Miss Effie \Vatson,
who j, also a former student of the
I. N S. They are both pleasantly locat -: d, and giving general satisfaction
in their work.
. Frederick, who was a student in
Valparaiso a few year ago, is now
teaching the fifth year of his school in
Neoga, Illino is. The long time during
which he ha been teaching this arne
school is abundant evi lence of the succe s of his work.
\V. R. Hayward i. traveling for the
~ Te\ York Mutual Life In urance
ompany. He wa · working Valparaiso during the last part of ct. and took oca ion to vi ·it hi fr iend on the Hill.
He ha an ex ellent situation and is
plea ·ed with hi work.
C. G. Hankey wa. called home by
the eriou · illne
of hi father, who
died ' ith!Il a ft=>, 1 ur of hi arri y9:l:

Within three days time, he lost his father, mother, and brother, all dying of
typhoid fever. His many friends in
Valparaiso sympathize with him in his
great sorrow.
Miss Vesta Meader,a well-known and
popular graduate of the Scientific cl:> '" ,
was married on the 19th of Octohcr, at
Valparaiso, Indiana, to Mr. E···1est H .
Shanks. A host of friencl ·: will join
with THE TUDE Tin wic:hing Mr. an 1
Mrs. Shanks happines~ and prosperity
through life.

J. P. Frantzen ;s principal of the public schools at "! ~ enedy, Texas. Hi success as a t~c1cher is shown by the fact
that wit 1,in one month from the beginning of his work, the school-board raised nis salary $roper month. \Ve are
informed that he expects to be back to
Valparaiso next May.
vVe have an interesting letter from L.
M. Troup, who is located at Frankfort,
'outh Dakota, and principal of the public schools at that place. He describes
his town as an enterprising town with
splendid school buildings, churches, and
as a town of no saloons. THE TUDE. T
pleased to hear of his success.
G. C. Kneedler is now an "M. D." He
graduated last spring from the Medical
Department of the ·w estern Univer ity
of Pennsylvania, and is now practicing
his profession in Buffsdale, Pennsylvania
with great success. He will be in Valparaiso next summer. Dr. Kneedler
will be remember d as a graduate of
the class of '89.
The Pacific Educational J ournal
speak in the highest term · of the work
of Prof. H. "lay Faber, who wa · \a t
year prin ipal of the High chool at
Tulare, al. and a former student of
thi s school. At the lose of his ·chool
last year he wa immediately re-elc ted
·upt. of ' ity ch ol · at a alar of I so
per month. His friends in \ alparai:o
will be pleased to Jearn of Prof. Faber ·
rise as a teacher. He i · a young man
and we predict great thing f r hinl in

th

futl.lr~

in hi : h . en w rk,
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Miss Ida L. Baker is teaching Latin years, in which cap,tcity, every one has become
and Algebra in Norwalk, Ohio. She acquainted with his many fine traits of character.
His bride also enjoys a wide acquaintance, and
writes:
numbers myriads of friends in this community,
I look back to my vi'5it with Valparaiso friends
at commencement time with much plea.sure. I
hope many of us may meet again next year.

and at LeMars, which place was at one time her
home.

Miss Mattie McLaughlin has secured
a position as teacher in the High Schools
at Mendota, Illinois. She writes:
I like the place very much, and owe it all to
having graduated at the
orthern Indiana Nor ·
mal chool, as that is the favorite college here
among the directors. I am much pleased with
THE STUDENT, and think it grows better all the
time.

LOCAL NEWS.
Prof. Kinsey went to Minnesota on
business.
Prof. Scott N orviel intends to move
to California this fall.

Prof. Kinsey is repairing his dwellingTHE STUDENT is in receipt of a letter from Byron H. Williams, who is now house.
located at Fairfield, Washington, in the
Prof. M. ·E. Bogarte has remarkable
agricultural business. He writes :
success
in curing stammering.
I am now in business by myself, and have
plenty of work to do. I expect to visit Valparaiso
during the coming year .

The Y. M. C. A. boarding club is
now
located in the first Sefton building.
H. A. Berry is principal of public
sehools at Snyder, Texas. He writes:
H. R. Bidwell has sold his residence
The country is good,and the outlook for schools
property,
and is building a new house.
is fine. I am well pleased with everything, and

my work is pleagaut. I am beginning to realize
some practical advantages in my work, which are
the direct results of my connection with the Northern Indiana Normal School.

Prof. Hibbard's special science class
is at present studying the morphology
of the lobster.

We clip the following from the PullThe Sigma Pi Association is now fulman, Washington, Herald, which will be
of interest to many former students of ly organized, and ready for the year's
the N. I. N. S. :
work.
THE MURRAY-S \NDERS NUPTIALS.
College Avenue is still being improvAt 7-30 o'clock last Tuesday ev(':ning, at the
It has now become a fine looking
residence of D. M. Sanders near this city, Rev. ed.
L. 0. Baird spoke the wordg that joined the lives street.
and fortunes of J. J. Murray, editor of the Tri ·
l>nne, of this city, and l\liss Alcida Sanders. The
contracting parties are both well known in this
vicinity, and their friends are legion. The groom
came here about a year ago, when he established
the Tribune, and has proven himself a young
man worthy the confidence that has been placed
in him. He has identified himself with the best
interests of the city, and has now led to the altar
one of the city's most popular and estimable
young ladies.

Prof. Bogarte's Sunday School class
has outgrown its present quarters. New
rooms are being prepared to accomodate it.
I

-;.

A large addition is being built to
Music Hall for the purpose of providing more practice rooms.

We take the following from the local
paper at Sibley, Osceola Co., Iowa.:
Prof. J. B. Showalter is teaching a
The marriage of F. W. Ilahn and Miss Anna large class in vocal music down town,
Striegel was celebrated at the Catholic church in
Sibley, Tu es lay' morning at 9.30 o'clock, :R ev. iu which he is making use of his new
Father Dollard of Rock Rapids officiating. Of patented Transposition Guide
with
this young couple, and their standing in this
community, very little need be said. Mr. Hahn great success.
has been 0 ceola County's most faithful superintendent of schools for the past two and one half

The

ormal has now a fully organized

, tl

.,
THE EDITOR.
brass band of 16 pieces, under the lead- McManaman, W. R.
ership of Prof. J. P. Browne.
many others.

,
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On the 25th, and z6th, of November,
1892, a musical contest will be held in
the auditorium of the new college building. Thomas' celebrated orchestra will
be a~ong the attractions present, besides a large number of bands from surrounding cities. Many distinguished
vocalists, pianists, violinists will take
part in the contest.
Prizes will be
awarded for excellence in each department of music. The whole is under
the direction of Prof. R. A. Heritage.
During the fall term, the general debate has been one of the most
interesting and profitable in the history
of the school. Very general interest
has been manifested in it, and exceptionally good debaters have been developed. The officers for the term are
P. H. Maroney, President; and Miss
Florence Allen, Secretary. The questions debated have been largely of a
political character, and consequently in
the debates, party lines have often been
drawn. Among the questions debated
have been: "The Tariff Question,"
"The Silver Question," "The Pensions
Question", " unday Opening of the
·world's Fair," "Formation of New Political Parties," etc. Among the debaters on the Republican side may be
mentioned: Messrs. Heath, Orvis,
Strayer, Barce, Ainsley, and May. The
Democratic side has been represented
by : Perkhizer, Breninger, Hoffman,

68r
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GOOD WORDS FOR THE STUDE T.

"I am very well pleased with THE STUDENT."
B. F. McNuLTY.
"THE STUDENT is always a welcome guest
with me,''
P. J. CHRISTENSEN.
"THE ·STUDENT is an invaluable aiel to the
teacher."
Mrss SADIE KANOUSE.
"I like the Magazine very well indeed, and do
not wish to be without it." MAJLNA WALKER.
"I am much pleased with THE STUDENT, and
think it grows better all the time."
MATTIE McLAUGHLIN.
"Success tv THE STUDEXT. I wonder if every
old teacher and student appreciates it as I do ?"
IDA L. BAKER.
"THE STUDENT is a very welcL'me companion
each month. I enjoy every portion of it.''
Mrss }EN LE HARKNESS.
"Enclosed please find a years subscription for
your popular journal, THE STLJDE T. I have
done without it as long as I can.''
HERBERT 0. WILCOX.
"Please find enclosed money order for $1.25
for subscription to THE TUDENT. I think each
separate number is worth more than its weight in
silver."
DAN HEALY.
"Find enclosed $I. 25 for which, please send
me THE STUDE T for one year. I feel lost without it." L. M. TROUP, Principal Public chools,
Frankfort, South Dakota.
"Indeed 1 do not intend my time to expire
without THE STUDENT. In it, I find all other
educational journals surpassed "
F. F. PHILLIPS, Principal Public School , Pickens, Mississippi.
"Enclosed please find I. 25, for which extend
my subscription to THE TUOENT one year. I
am taking a number of school journals, but I
consider THE STUDENT the best of all." E. B.
SABER, Principal Public 'chools, Burket, Ind.
" t our County Institute, I found THE TUDE T and was so well pleased with it, that I feel
that I have lost a great deal by not having it
from its beginning. Can yon furnish me all the
back numbers ? " T. J. BELL, l'rincipal Public
Schools, Stockwell, Indiana,
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in history, questions in arithmetic,
questions in geography, questions in
discipline, questions in all subjects.
Such questions will be answered by experts in the several departments to which
they belong.
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Next summer will* be the greatest reValparaiso, Ind: No. LOB ollege Avenue.
union in the history of the school. vVe
Chicago, Ill: Room 15 LakesldP ~ullding.
have already received many letters from
old students expressing their intention
The Subscription Price of THE STUDE T is of coming to Valparaiso next summer.
$1.25 a year, payable in advance.
Advertising Rates will be furnished on ap- Are you of that number?
PUBLISHED AT

plication.

Remittances may be made by Draft. Post-office Money Orders, Express Money Orders, or
in Registered Letters. All money sent otherwise is at sender's risk. Do not semi us checks.
The Student is issued about the first of each
month. In case you fail to receive your copy
by the 12th, address the publishers and a second copy "'ill be sent.
Notice will be given of the expiration of your
subscription; but your journal will be sent until you order it discontinued and pay all arrearages.
Many vexatious delays can be avoided by
prothptly apprising the publishers when you
change your post-office address.
Address all communications and make all
chafts payable to

THE STUDENT,
1013 COLLEGE AVE, VALPARAISO,

~~
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To those of our* readers who have
been students at theN. I. N. S. we have
a word to say. You know, dear reader,
how anxious you are to know of the
where-abouts of your old school-mates.
To learn what they are doing and how
they are getting along. In the same
manner there are thousands anxious to
hear from you. Don't think that no
one cares about your particular work.
Your teachers are anxious to hear from
you. Your classmates are anxious to
hear from you. And thousands of the
students of the N. I. N. 3. who may
even have no acquaintance with you, are
interested to know where you are and
what you are doing.
Therefore, let
THe STUDE T hear from you . • \'Vrite
often and don't be afraid that you will
write too much. Your letters will be
read with interest.

The management of the STUDENT has
changed hands. Prof. M. E. Bogarte,
the former editor, will remain associate
editor and contributor, and will do as
effective work for the STUDENT in the
***
future as he has done in the past. The
Happy and content is a home with "The Roworking force of the STUDENT has been
chester; a lamp with the lig-ht of the morning.
largely increased to meet the demands
Catalogues, write Rochester Lamp Co., New York.
of its increasing business. It is the in***
tention of the management, no~ only to
Trains
going
east
on the ickel Plate
maintain the high standard which the
TUDE T has already attained. but to road now leave Valparaiso at 9· 46 A.
make it still more useful if possible. We M. and 12.14 A. l\1. Train going west
make no promises, but ask our patrons leave at 6-03 A. I. and 5-5 7 P. :\I.
to let the future numbers of the STUDENT
***
speak for themselves.
The fall term of the
. I.
. will
ciose ov. 3th. It has been a term of
* **
core
Any of our readers who meet with unusual enthusiasm and profit.
difficult questions on which they would of new students are already arriving and
like assistance, are invited to send such settling themstlve preparatory to en questions to THE STUDE T-questions t~ring the school next t~rm.
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SEP fEMl3ER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.

..,

READING.
All the triumphs of truth and genius over prejudice and p1)wer, in every couutry and in every
age, have been the triumphs of Athens. Whereever a few great minds have made a stand against
violence and fraud, in the cause of liberty and
reason, there has been her spirit in the midst of
the m, inspiring, encouragin;;, cons.>ling-by the
lonely lamp of ErasnH!s, by the restless bed of
Pa<>cal, in th e tribune of MirabcJ.u, in th:! cell of
G-alileo,on tll~ scalf.>ld of :->idney.-Lor,/ Macaulay.
r. Name the points that should be made prominent in teaching this paragraph.
30
2. How much of spelling should be taught along
with tlle reading lesson?
10
3· What is meant by inflection? What would you
do to insure proper inflection in different
kinds of reading?
10
4· How may supplementary reading be used to
secure good results in expression?
10
5· Read a selection indicated by the superintendent.
40
A SWERS.
I. I should endeavor to explain clearly what
Lord Macaulay means, that is all.
2. None.
3· Inflecti on in reading is a slide of the voice
from one pitch to another. Facility in using
the voice may be obtained by practicing a
v.uiety of exercises but excepting this, I
shoulu not teach inflection. If the pupil
thorough ly understands, and sympathizes
with the sentiment of his reading lesson it is
a good plan not to meddle much with his inflections : they are secondary-an effect not
a cause.
4· Power of vocal expression is gained by reading aloud every day from any dramatic author. -Shake ·peare i the best.
ARITH)1ETIC.
Define a imple number, a compound number,
an ab tract number, and a concrete number.
Illustrate each. In multiplication, what kind
of a number i the multiplier? The multiplicand?
2. ~Iultiply the difference between four and four tenth
and twenty seven hundred-thouandth by the product of two and one -tenth
and five thousandths, and divide the product
by five millionth ·.
3·
fter paying two thirds of a debt and threefourth of the remainder, I owe 431 less
than at first. \ hat was the debt at fir t ?
1.

4· Reduce 57 acres g6 square rods to the decimal
of a square mile.
5· A man walks a certain distance at the rate of
4Yz miles an holll', and ride. hack at the
rate of 7Yz miles an hour. If it takes him
8 hours to go both ways, what is the distance?
6 (a) If an article, bought for one-tenth less than
its value, be sold for one-tenth more than its
value, what is the per cent. of gain ? (b) At
what per cent. above cost mu:>t go tl he
marked to fall 20 per cent. from the marked
price and still gain 20 per cent.
7· For what sum must I give my note in bank at
go days to borrow enough money to purchase
400 barrels of flour at $7. so per barrel, on
which a diswunt of 6 per cent. is allowed
for cash?
8. A rectangular field containing 7 Yz acres i 30
mds wide. What is the distance in a straight
line frorn one corner to the corner diagonally opposite?
ANSWERS.
1.

2.

(a) A simple number expresses but one kind
or denomination, as five, ten apples, etc.
(b) A compound number is a concrete number consisting of different denominations, as
6ft. 10 in.
(c) An abstract number is not applied to any
particular kind of unit, as 5, 20, etc.
(d) A COtlcrete number is one applied to a
particular object, as 10 dollars.
(e) The multiplier must alway· he ab ·tract.
(f) The multiplicand may be ei~her abstract
or concrete.
4·4- .00027 = 4·39973
2.1 X. 005 = ·0105
4·39973 X ·o10s - .o46197165
.046197165
- --= 9239·433·

.ooooos

3· j -7-) = YJ, the remainder after I t paym •.! nt.
~of .YJ = }.(, 2d payment.
.Y J-1( = -(2 , remaining debt.
H - .fi= H, part of whole debt paid.
. ·. H of debt 431.375
H of the debt = H X 431.375 = 470.5909·
4- 16o sqnare r cis - 1 A.

=

I'·

"r ~oA -

96
lullS
=·6 A.
640 A. = I square mile.
I A. =rrhr "
"
57 .6 A. = V 06 sq. mi. = ·09 quare mile . .
S· 4~ mile walking ~~ hour.
I

-

y
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7 Yz miles riding =I hr.
I
"
"
=T\ "
. ·. To walk one mile and return, at the
above rates, would require ~ + r~· or iJ,hrs.
Hence he can go as many miles as t~ is contained times in 8, or 22Yz miles, Ans.
6. (a} Cost = H--tlf or -,(10 •
Selling price = H-+ -to or H·
Gain = H-10 or lo·
Tzlf is ~ of flf·
-§-= 22i%, the gain.
(b) IOO%=cost, and 20 %= the gain.
Thus 12o%=S. P.
20% off = 25% on.
25 f,; of 120%=30 per cent.
120 per cent. + 3o per cent. = ISO per cent.

2.

3·

4·

M.P.

7· 400 bbl. @ $7 Yz=$3000
6 per cent. of $3000=$I8o.
$3000-$I8o = $2820, money required of
bank.
B. D. on $1 for 93 days @ 6 per cent. =
.0 155·
Proceeds of $1 =$.9845.

5·

$2820~. 9845=$2854·25.

8. I A.= 160 sq. rds.
7YzA. =7Yz X x6o sq. rd. or 1200 sq. rds.
1200~30=40,

6.

no. of rods in the length of

field.
The requi red length is the diagonal of the
rect. and= y ' 3o 2 + 4o 2 = 5o, no. of rods in
the diagonal.
GRAMMAR.
1.

2.

3·

4·

5·

6.
7.

What is the distinctive characteristic of the
collective noun?
"That benevolence is in itself a virtue may,
indeed, appear to require proof." Analyze
the above. Give case of "virtue."
' 'The poet," says Schiller, "is a citi zen not
only of his country but of his time as well.''
What is the subordinate clause? Is it sub·
stantive or adjective in its u e in the sentence?
''If you have a friend that will point out your
faults you enjoy a blessing which the king
on his throne can not command." Which
is the principal clause ?
"What is more wonderful than the human
eye, that sees all around?" Justify the use
of the comma after ''eye.'' What is the
subject of the principal clause ?
Write a synopsis of some irregular verb in the
indicative, third person, singular.
''It seems easier to do right to-morrow than
to-day merely because we forget that when
to-morrow comes, then will be now." 'Nhat
is the subject of the last clause? \ hat does
merely modify? Show construction of to day.
A SWERS.

1.

It may be used as singular or plural. If sing·
ular it alway represents the neuter gender.

7·

This is a complex sentence . The subject is
"that benevolence is in itself a virtue." The
clause is used as a noun. '-That" is an introductory connective, '•benevolence'' is the
subject of the clause,and "is" the pred icate;
"in itself" is an adverbial modifier of "is,"
"virtue" is used in the predicate with "is."
"May appear" is the simple predicate modi ·
fiecl by "indeed", an adverbial modifier, and
also by "to require" with its modifier. "To
require" is modified by "proof," an objective element. "Virtue" is nominative in the
predicate with "is"
The subordinate clause is, "The poet is a citizen not only of his country, but of his tim e
as well.'' It is substantive.
The principal proposition is, ••You enjoy a
blessing which the king on his throne c.annot
command." The fir:>t clause is "which the
king on his throne cannot command, an ad·
jective. The second is, ''If you have a
friend that will point out your faults," adverbial.
The interrogative sentence b roken requires a
comma. "What" is the subject of the sentence.
The verb "to be" has the following synopsis :
He is, they are, he was, they were, he had
been, they had been, he will be, they will be,
he will have been, they will have been .
The above are for the indicative mode.
The subjunctive would be used in its own
tenses.
"Then" is the subject of the last clause.
"merely'' modifies the verb "forget. " "on
to-day" is an adverbial phrase and modifies
"to do" understood.

PHYSIOLOGY.
(A mwer seven questions )
1. The b ones of the cranium.
2. How does a muscle contract ?
3· Kinds and structure of blood ·vessels.
4· Describe the mouth cavity.
5. Where and how is food absorbed ?
6. Name the organs which make up the respiratory apparatus.
7· The work of the spinal cord.
8 .. tructure of the internal ear.
A SWERS.
I. Parietal, occipital, temporal, frontal, ethmoid,
sphenoid.
2. Each ctll shortens in its longitudinal diameter
and becomes broader.
3· Arteries, capillaries and veins. Arteries and
vein have 3 coat , the inner coat of large
arterie being ela tic and fibrous, that of
smaller arterie being muscular. \ ails of
the veins are much thiner and contain no
mu cular fibre .
apillaries have but one
thin coat corre ponding to the inner coat of
the arterie .

1'
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4· It is the Buccal cavity, bounded in front by
the lips, at the sides by the cheeks, above
by the hard palate, below by the floor of the
mouth and posteriorly by the fauces.
5· In stomach and small intestines, by the mucous membrane of the stomach, and by th e
villi of the small intestines.
6. Larynx, trachea, lungs, diaphragm, ribs and
resp:ratory muscles.
7. It contains the centers of reflex action, i. e.
it controls breathing, coughing, sneezing,
and involuntary acts on the part of the skel
eta! muscles.
GEOGRAPHY.
How do the animals of the Frigid Zones com·
pare in nature, size, color, and number with
those of the Torrid Zone ?
20
2. In what parts of the U. S. are the following
chiefly found? Rice, cotton, tobacco, sugar
cane, copper, quick-silver, wheat, salt, corn
and gold.
20
3· N arne five important railroad centers in Indiana.
IO
4· 'vVhat influence have the lakes, gulfs, bays,
etc., of a country upon its civilization ? 2u
5· Discuss the relation between climate and gov ·
ernment.
30

~I

I •

ANSWERS.

{1

When it began? Two of its principal events.
When it ended? What the English gained
by it?
5· Sketch thP life of I-1enry Clay, telling the
political party to which he belonged, and
give a brief account of the following toj.Jics
with which his name is connected: (a) The
Missouri Compromise. (h) The compromise tarif-f bill of 1832. (c) The Omnibus
Bill.
ANSWERS.

Pon ce De Leon, the discovery of Florida in
I 5 12 ; Marquette, the discovery and exploration of the Mississippi n ver in 1673; Raleigh,
his adventurous life and tragic death. Cartier, the discovery of the St. Lawrence river
in I 535; Magellan, his connection with the
ex?edition which first circum-n.tvigatecl the
globe.
2. In 1635 R o,;er Williat115 was banished from
Salem, M1ss., for teaching from his pulpit
that the civil magistr,ltes had n) authority in
matters of religious faith and practice. In
I 635 h e found<::d Providence, R. I., and
made it a place where men of all creed;:; and
faith; m ig. tt enj 'Y p.!rft!ct liberty of faith
and worship.
1.

3- In 1619 a Dutch ship brought a carg~> of negro_s into the James river anclthey were sold
to the Virginia colonists. Slavery was abul·
ished Jan. 1, r863, bypro:lamat,ionof President Lincoln, and formally by the adoption
of the I3 amendment to the constitution. In
May, 1854 Douglas's Kansas-Nebraska bill
was pass.:d, by which the question of freedom or slavery was left to the decision of
th e people of the state. The question was
decided in 1859 by the adoption of a constitution excluding slavery.

They are less fierce, smaller in size, lighter in
color, and fewer in number than those of
the Torrid Zone.
2. Rice, cotton, tobacco, sugar-cane in South
Central; Copper in Mich.. ; qui-cksilver and
gold in the western; wheat and corn in WestCentral and North-west
3· Indianapolis, Evansville, Ft. Wayne.
4- They furnish facilities for commerce and in- 4· The causes were the inveterate hostility betercourse and so tend to raise the grade
tween the English and the l• rench awl the
of civilization. They also are reservoirs of
collision of their intere ts in America. Two
heat, and for this reason make a climate equof th e principal events were the capture of
able.
Fort Du Quesne and that of Quebec. They
5· Climate has reference to temperature, prevailsecured for America the supremacy of the
ing winds, rainfall, and healthfulness of a
Saxon civilization.
region. Each one of the conditions would
influence the race of people settling in any 5· Henry Clay was born in Virginia in I777 and
removed to Kentucky in 1797. He became
country and subsequent to settlement would
a member of the U. S. ;:;enate in I8o6, and
influence the temperament of the people.
was a member of Congress almost continuThe temperament in turn would have a de ously from that date to his death in 1852.
cided influence upon the government.
He was at first a clemvcrat, but nearly all
his life was a member of the whig party.
The Missouri Compromise was an agret:ment
U.S. HISTORY.
upon the part f the Congress of the U. ·.
1. For what are the following noted: DeLeon?
that Missouri should be admitted as a slave
~larquette? Raleigh? Cartier? Magellan?
state, but t11at slavery shoulcl be excluded
2. Describe the circumstances of the fou nding of
from all territory north of the parallel of
Rhode Island. What was the distinguish36 degrees 30 minutes. The tariff bill of
ing feature of the government established?
1832 was a bill which gradually reduced the
3· When and how was slavery introduced into
tariff-rates complained of by South Carolina.
the United States? When and how was it
The Omnibus bill was a bill introduced into
abolished? How did the slavery question
the senate in 1850 by lay intended to settle
come up in Kansas? How was it settled there?
the various conflicting views entertained at
4· The French and Indian War: Its causes.
the tima. It contained eight provi ion ,and
I.

i
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SEPTEM.EER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
got its name from the circum tance that it
proposed to meet all the difficulties of the
time.

I.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.
I.

2.

3·

4·

3. \Vhat means would you employ to sec ure the
co operation of the parents of the children in
your school?
4· Is it true, in your opinion, that school teaching
tends to dwarf the teacher intellectually? if
EVANGELINE.
so, what thing might be clone to coun teract
\Vrite a short sketch of the life of the author.
this tendency?
20
5·
Hy what mental activity can a teacher put
Who was Bellefontaine?
10
himself in the child's place?
\Vhere is laid the scene of the poem?
10
6. Define a motive, a volition.
Characterize the Acadians.
20
7· Enumerate five important qualificJ.tion~ for
"Sweetly over the village the bell of the anefficient school teaching.
20
gelus sounded." Explain.
8. What do you consider the principal ad vantages
Describe the home life of the Acadians.
20
of attending county institutes?
ANSWERS.
9· ln what re pects would yon have the law reHenry \Vaclsworth Longfellow was born in
lating to county institutes amended, and
why?
Portland, Maine in 1807 and died in r882.
lie was the son of Stephen Longfellow an
ANSWERS.
eminent lawyer of that city. lie graduated
I. I think it depends entirely up n how wealthy
at the age of eighteen at Bowdoin Colle~e.
the community is and what kind of a teachHe was soon appointed to the chair of Mod·
er is placed at the head of the school, esern Languages and Literature in that instipecially the latter. A child-like woman in
tution. Spent four years in Eurove. Was
such a position can do incalculable good, a
professor of Modern LanguaEes and Belles
childish woman will do incalculable harm.
Letters in Harvard Univ~rsity. Evangeline
is considered the most beautiful of his long- 2. If the teacher can conduct them as genuine
religious exerc1ses and there are no objecer poems. It was published in 1847.
tions on the part vf the parents, yes; othBellefontaine was the wealthiest hrmer of
erwise, no.
Grand Pre, and the father of Evangeline.
The scene is laid in Acadia, which was what 3· First, try to make the Wllrk so interesting to
the children that they will talk about it at
is now Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and
home until the parents will get interested ;
a part of Maine.
then, I would see the parents them elves.
The Acadians were simple, plain living farm -

ers, who "dwelt in the love of God and
n1an.''
5· The bell of the angelus was the church bell
that tolled three ttmes a day - morning, noon,
and evening-to indicate the time when the
angelus, a short prayer, wa to be recited by
the people.
G. r[ he Acadians lived together like brothers.
Every hou e was an inn where all were welcomed anc! fea ' ted. All things were held in
common and what one had was another's.
' CIE CE OF ED CATION.
(Answer any eigltt.)
r. Do you believe the rinderga.r ten should be
made a part of the public school y ~ tem of
education? Why?
2. l o you think the school houlcl begin its work
each day with religion or devotional exerci es? Give reasons for your answer.

-'

-• ,

5· By the imagination.
motive i one of that class of feelings which
determine a choice. A volition is the choice
it elf, the determination to do or not to do a
given thing.

7. A good know ledge of the branches, a rea I
love of the knowledge!, a real love of the
pupils and a desire to have them love the
.arne knowledge, good intellectual ability,
and industry.
Getting acquainted with other teacher and
what legitimately follow from it.

l

·•"

4· School teaching does not, pedagoging does .
The rea ons are that so much of pedagogic
work is, mere straw chopping See Dr. Rices'
articles in The Forum. If two or three teachers in neighboring di tricts would form a
little club and meet once a week to discus
matters, probably entirely outside of their
school work, it would have a good influence .

6.

I

.,..

' I'

AUGUST EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.

1.

2.

·-

3·

4·

5·

.'

6.

7.

8.

ARITHMETIC.
5· 20 per cent. of _% = !- of ,% or }i, part of
property sold.
In 10,977,120 square inches of land, how
25 per cent. on=20 per cent off.
many acres, and how much is it worth at
20 per cent of $5,000=-! of $5000 or $IOOO.
$75· 18;1:( per acre?
$5000 -$Iooo=$4ooo,cost of }iof property.
If $6 be deducted from ,% of A's money, he
•• }-8 of property=$4000
will have 6 times as much as B, who has $4.
8 of property = 8 X$4,000 or $32,000.
How much has A? Analyze and explain ful 6.
The
1st pipe will fill the cistern in I I hrs.
ly.
. ·. the 1st pipe will fill r\ cistern in I hr.
If $8,ooo of five per cent. stocks be sold at 90,
The 2nd pipe will fill the cistern in 8 hrs.
and the proceeds be in vested in 3 ~ per cent.
. ·. the 2nd pipe will fill }i cistern in I hr.
stocks at 6o, fin~ the alteratiOLl in income
The 3rd pipe will fill the cistern in 7 hrs.
per annum.
. ·. the 3rd pipe will fill +cistern in I hr.
If the area of a square field is 2,209 square
.·. Thethreepipes will fill(.fr+.JB+r)of
rods, how many rods of fence will be requirthe ~istern in one hr.
ed to enclose it ?
T\+J&++=Hl
A man buys,% of a piece of property and sells
. ·. Hi of the work=I hr., all working to20% of his share for 5,000,thereby clearing
gether.
25 % on its cost. What was the original cost
~h of the work =:.. h hr , all working toof the whole property?
gether .
H! of the work = a~ hr., all working toA cistern has three receiving pipes. One can
gether, =2 hr. 47 min. 14.4 sec.
fill it in I I hours; another in 8 hours, and
another in 7 hours. In what time can all 7· IOO per cent. = P. V. of check.
three pipes fill it?
55 per cent. = M. V. or money invested
6o per cent. of inv. = IOO per cent. P. V.
Bought a check 'on a suspended bank at 55 fo
of its face value, exchanged it at par for
I per cent. of inv = g per cent. P. V.
stock in a manufacturing concern at 6o%
IOO pt:r cent. of inv = I66YJ per cent. P. V
which pays 7 % annual dividends. What
7 per cent. of 166% = II YJ per cent., rate of
per cent. dol make on the money invested?
income on 6o per cent.
I 1% per cent. is what per cent. of 55 per
Date of note, Oct. 25, 1884; principal, $ I,
cent.?
750 .25. Credits, Feb. 28, 1885, $50.25;
55 per cent. = 100 per cent.
June 14, 1885, $25; Oct. 20, 1885, $350;
I per cent.=H per cent.
May 8, 1886, $575· Find amount due Sept.
I r% per cent. -= 3/ X i~ per cent. or \ 03 per
8, 1886. Intt"rest, 6%.
cent. = 2I 7! per cent.
A SWERS .
8. I886 - 9- 8
J. 6,272,640 sq. in.-::= I acre.
1886- 5-s
I
I885-10 - 20
I sq. in. = - - - acre.
I885 - 6 - I4
6272640
I885-2 - 28
10,977,120 sq. in.=tl'J.V•/ {/'f acres=I;l:( A.
I884-I0-25
I acre= 75 · 1875
1;1:( acre=fX 75 1875 or I31.57 YB·
4 - 3 ( 50.25)
Six times B's money is 6 X $4 or $24.
3-17 ($25.00)
_% of A's money diminished by 6= 24
4-6 ($350.00)
.. }-8 of A's money= 30 *
6-18 ( 575-0 )
J8 of A's money = -! of 30 or $6
4-o (Settlement).
8 of A's money= 8X 6 or 48.
* This equation is gutten from the preced ·
Principal of note =
1750.25
ing one by adding 6 to each member of the
Int. on P. to Feb. 2 , 1885 -=
35·9
equation.
IOO% = 8,ooo, P. . of 1st stock.
Amt. of note at time of 1st credit = 1786.23
First credit =
50.25
I% =Ttlf of ,ooo or 8o.
5 per cent. = 5X o or 400, income from
Ist stock.
Balance due =
I735·98
90 per cent = 9oX 8o = 7200, M. V. of I st
Int. on . P. to June 14, I 5 i (by in 1 cstock.
tion) more than the payment. We therefore
6o per cent. of 2d stock = 7200, proceeds
find int. n . P. to ct. 20, 1885.
of 1st stock.
Balance due on . P. =
1 per cent.= 111~r of 7200- 120.
Int. on . P. to ct. 20, 1885
3~ per cent. = 3 ~X I20
r 420, income
on 2d stock.
Amt. due at time of 3rd credit =
420- 400= 20, the difference in the in2nd and 3rd credits =
comes.
Balance due
2209=47, no. of rod in one side of field.
Int. t fay , I 6
4X47 = 1 8 no. of rod required to enclose
the fiel

°

2.

=

4·

AUGUST EXAMINA1'.10N QUESTIONS.
Amt. due at time of 4th credit= $1474·48
4th credit=
575.o.o
Balance due=
Int. to time of settlement=
Sum due at settlement=
$917.47
NoTE : In subtracting dates I have used the
method suggested by Ray: viz., When a month
is borrowed count the actual number of days in
that month. Hence, in the second date above,
I have 3 mo. 17 da. instead of 3 mo. 16 days.
GRAMMAR.
Write a sentence containing a clause within in
a phra"e. Designate.
2 • .'tate what uses a noun may have in a sentence.
3· What functions in a sentence may a clause fulfill?
4· Correct anv errors in the following : I shall
return o~ Monday unless it ra:ns. They
proposed to have visited Rome the following
yea\'.
5· Write senttnces illustrating the use of the noun
in each of the persons, using the same noun
in each of the sentences.
6 In what re~pects do pronouns differ from nouns?
7· In what respects are adverbs like adjectives?
8. When Louis the Fourteenth said, "I am the
State,'' he expressed the essence of the doctrine of unlimited power. Analyze above
sentence. Give construction of "State,"
"essence.''
9· Though you took his life, bury him as a prince.
Though Tom were a year younger he would
still be too old for an infant school.
In what mood is the verb took? Give reason
for your belief. Same of the verb were.
10. Write a sentence containing a relative clause
that is restrictive, and one containing a rela·
tive clause that is not restrictive. Punctuate
each correctly, and give reas n fur each
mark used.
1.

ANSWERS.

"For him to say that be will not return is un just"; "that he will not return" i a clau e,
the object of "to say. '
2. This depends entirely upon which particular
property is indicated.
If construction is
meant, then the noun may be used between
twenty and thirty ways, which would he im po sible to give in answer to the question.
3· That of an adverb, adjective, noun.
4· The first sentence may be considered correct.
The second sh uld be • They propo eel to
visit Rome the foil wing year. ' Thi en tence might mean differently, but a we un·
derstand it the grammatical construction is
all that is to receive attention.
5· (a) I, John, will go to to\vn. (b) ou, J hn,
may go to town. (c) They said that J bn
might go to town.
1.

6. Pronouns differ from nouns in form, in some
of the constructions, and in their use .
7. Adverbs are like adjectives in their restrictive
sense.
8. "He" is the subject and • 'expressed" the
predicate. "Expressed" is modified first by
''essence" and its modifiers, an objective
element ; "essence" is modified by "the"
and by "of doctrine" with its modifiers, adjective elements; "doctrine" is modified by
"the" and "of power'', adjective elements;
"power" is modified by "unlimited," an adjective element. "Expressed" is also modified by "Louis the Fourteenth said", 'I am
the State',"an adverbial element. It is also
a complex clause, of which" Louis the Fourteenth" is the subject and "said" the predicate; "said" is modified by the clause "l
am the State," an objective element, of
which "I" is the subject and "am the State''
is the predicate; "am" is the copula and
"State" is the attribute, the attribute modi
fied by '·the," an adjective element. "Said"
is also modified by "when," an adverbial
element. "State" is in the predicate with
"am," referring to the subject, "I."
9· "Took" is in the indic::ttive mode ; it asserts
a fact as existing. "Where" is the subjunc ·
tive mode, because it represents a condition
as not exi!.ting now.
10. The farm which he is tilling is valuable. The
man who purchas~d the farm has not returned.
HISTORY.
Name five European nations that made permanent settlements within the present limits
of the U. S., and state one place where each
nation made a settlement.
2. Give a brief account of each of the follnwing
named persons in connection with American
history: Roger Williams, Wolfe, D'Estaing,
Perry, Robert ~orris.
3· Name ten of the leading American inventions.
and tell by whom each was made.
4 On what ground did the English claim that
they were justified in taxing their American
colonies? On what grounds did the colonies
refuse to pay the taxes?
5- To what political party did Clay belong ? J.
C. Calhoun? J. Q. Adams? Thoma Jefferson? eorge Wa hington? Andrew Jack
son ? Alexander Hamilton ?
tephen
Douglas? Daniel Web ter? A. Lincoln?
A \VER .
I. England, Massachusetts; France, . outh Car·
olina; 'pain, Florida; Holland, ew York;
'weden, ew Jer ey.
2. Roger \ illiam came from England to
fas
. achu ett in 163 I and ettled at .'alem. He
wa bani hed in 1635 for holding that the
civil law should have nothing to do with matters of faith and worship. lie founded Erovidence, R. I., in 1636, and made it a place
1.

....
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where perfect freedom in religious belief and
and which the bones are designed to support.
practice might be enjoyed. Gen. Wolf was 3· Blood coagulates when exposed to any but
was the commander of the English forces in
perfectly normal conditions in the healthy
••the expedition against Quebec" in 1759·
blood vessels. Delicate fibrils of fibrine are
He captured the city Sept. 15th, butwaskill·
formed which entangle the corpuscles and
ed in the engagement. Count D'Estaing
form a firm coagalum.
was the commander of the fleet which France
4· The auricles receive the blood, the ventricles
sent to aid the Americans in I 778. He took
are force pumps to raic;e the blood from the
an active part in the French Revolution and
low pressure vein; to the high pressure ar ·
was guillotined in 1794 Commodore Perry
teries.
was born at Newport, R I., in 1785. lie
commanded the fleet which defeated the En 5· The stomach is composed of 4 membranes,
outer serous, middle muscular, inner mucous.
ghsh fleet on Lake Erie Sept. 13, 1813. He
The latter two are connected by the sub mu died of yellow fever at Trinidad in 1819.
cous areolar tissue.
l{obert Morris was born in England in 1 734·
He came to America and was a merchant in 6. They are the two acts of respiration. In in Philadelphia before the Revolution. He was
spiration the diaphragm descends, the sternum raises and moves forward and 1he angles
a signer of the Declaration. In 1781 he was
made superintendent of finance and renderof the ribs move outward, air ru hes in to
ed most important services to the new govfill the space. In expirati on precisely the
ernment. He lost his fortune and was imreverse takes place.
prisoned for debt in his old age. He died 7. The skin is composed of two layers, the cuin 1806.
The former is compos ·
ticle and cutis.
ed of flattened scales, nonvascular and with3· Cotton Gin, Eli Whitney ; sewing-machine,
Elias Howe ; Steam boat, H.obert Fulton ;
out nerves.
The cutis is compo~ed of
a dense network of fibres, of connective
screw-propeller, John Ericsson ; telegraph,
S. F. B. Morse; telephone, A. G. Bell;
tissue, oil glands, perspiratory glands and
Armored war-ship, John Ericsson; repeating
muscles. It is well upplied with nerves and
fire arms, Col. Colt and Dr. Gatling; air
blood vessels Its function is to protect,
brake, Geo. Westinghouse; cylinder printenclose,etc. It regulate s body temperature,
ing- press, R. M. Hoe.
and is secretory and excretory .
4· En~land had a heavy debt, part of which had 8. It is composed of 3 coats: outer,sclerotic;inner
been contracted in defending the colonies
retina; middle,choroid. It has an antenor
against the French and Indi ans ; hence Engand posterior chamber, an aqueous and vitland claimed that the colonies should help
reous humor and a crystalline lens for the
pay the debt. The colonie objected on the
refraction and focusing of light upon the
ground that they had no representation in
retina. It is nature's camera obscura, or
the parliament which enacted the tax laws.
magic lantern.
5· Henry Clay was a Whig; J. C. Calhoun, a
GEOGRAPHY .
Democrat ; J. Q. Adams, a Whig; Thomas
(Answer any seven.)
Jefferson, a Democrat; George Washington,
a Federalist; Andrew Jack on, a Democrat; 1. Draw a sketch of Africa so as to show the
Alexander Hamilton, a Federalist ; Stephen
zones. On the drawing place names showA. Douglas, a Democrat;
Lincoln, aReing the native vegetation of the different
publican.
parts of the continent.
2. What are the. chief conditions which determine
PHY 'IOLOGY.
the clim~te of a place ?
(Ans10er seven questions.)
3·
Compare
and contrast Germany and the
I. \Vhat are ti sue ?
United 'tate in re ·pect to the following
2. Minute structure of bone.
point :
_,. Coagulation of blood.
a . Form of government.
4· Action of auricles and ventricles.
b. Industri es.
5· tructure of 'tomach.
c. Educational intere. t ·.
6. Explain in piration and expiration.
4 · Compare the difference between the longest
7. · tructure and work of skin.
and the shortest day in . ' t. Peter. burg with
8. Structure of the globe of the eye.
the arne differe nce at ew Orlean .
• • WER •
5·
ompare
and contra t Minnesota and 1i is1. Tissues are fundamental tructures compo ed
sippi a· to production·, and account for difof anatomical element ,i. e. cell and fibers;
ference found.
they enter into the composition of organs
6. Locate the vertical un on the 21 l of June,
and sy tem .
the 22d of .'eptemb r ancl 22d of
ecem
2. Bone i compo ed of Ilaver ian y terns which
her. . 'tate the. limit to which the Ianting
con i tot lacunal, caualicu:i and Haversian
ray · of the . un e tend at each date.
canals. ..'urrounding the e are thin laminae
of bone ti ue with long axe placed o a to 7· ,'ketch a map bowing the drainage<£ Eur pe.
receive the stre es which fall upon them
Explain why region far from the equator and

AUGUST EX4MINATION QUESTIONS.
regions far above the sea level have a like · 5· What is meant by the logical order in teaching a subject ?
ness of temperature.
9· Give one distinguishing physical characteris- 6. If we speak of the psychological order of the
topics in a subject what do we mean?
tic, and one distinguishing mental trait of .
7. Define the term method.
each race of men.
8. In what sense is all education self-education?
ANSWERS.
9· Describe the method of discovery or develop I.
ment .
2. Latitude, ocean currents, altitude, influences
of various bodies of water and relative posi- 10. What is meant by the method of instruction?
ANSWERS.
tions to hilly and mountainous regions.
3· (a) Germany is a monarchy; United States a 1. One of the definite ways in which the mind
republic. Their legislative departments are
does its work.
each vested in two houses, the members 2. The depth and accuracy of a perception depends upon the amount of interested attenof one of the bodies of each country being
appointed by their several state governments;
tion given to the perception.
and of the others by vote of their people. (b) 3. The terms are not strictly l~1gical terms and
cannot be defined very strictly. As proce<;sThe agricultural and mineral products of
es, or products, they might be described with
both countries are abundant, but in the
some accuracy. Perhaps it might be said,
quantity and variety of production United
that information, as a process, is the act of
States excels on account of its area; however, Germany has the largest steel works and
arranging materials already present, but not
in organic relations; instruction, the act of
leads in the production of zinc. (c) Schools
of all kinds are liberally provided for in both
building up what is but rudimentary; and
education, the act of leading out what is
countrie~ .
Germany excels in Universities
of high rank, and the United C.:tates in the
potential in the mind, and so making it actucharacter of its public schools.
al.
4· (a) The longest day, I8T7"0' hour!', shortest 5r3!f 4· Only under very unusual circumstances.
hours. (b) The longest day, 14 hours; short- 5· The logical order of topics, is from the simple
est, 10 hours The comparative difference
to tl-e complex, from principles to cases inis 4r7lf hours.
volving the most complex application of the
5· Hoth states produce lumber in large quanprinciples. The logical order in studying
tities. Distinguishing productions: (a) Cotthe natural sciences would be from chemiston in great abundance, also rice, corn and
try to physiology.
sugar .cane . Causes,-warm cl.i mate, low, 6. The pc;ychological order of topics, is from the
level, and fertile surface. (b) Much wheat.
concrete to th ahc;tract. The psychological
Causes-fertile soil and temperate climate ;
order of studying the natural sciences would
also on account of its water power it is a
be from botany to chemistry.
great flour manufacturing state.
7. The word method means manner; and this
6 (a) Tropic of Cancer, the Arctic Circle beyond
must suggest the meaning of the term. The
the North Pole. (h) Equator, the poles.
question probably refers to what was once
(c) Tropic of Capricorn. the Antarctic Cirregarded a a part of logic, that, n'lmely,
cle beyond the South Pole.
which discussed the proper arrangement of
7· A straight line drawn from the Strait of Gibthe parts of discourse.
ralter north-east to Mt. Toll- Pass in the 8. The method of disrovery is something like this:
Ural Mountains almost exactly indicates the
we first take as many instances as possible,
main water-shed of Europe.
we examine them as carefully as possible,
8. Because the density of the atmosphere deand make as good a guess as we can make at
creases from equator to poles and from sea
the general law which explains them all.
level to high regions.
Thu , we a sume the guess to be true, and
9· There are three types of mankind, the wooly
see what con equence must follow deductivehaired, the wavy haired, and straight haired.
ly from the assumption. Lastly. we make
The wavy haired is noted for its acuteness of
an experiment in which all the conditions of
reason. The straight haired for its super·
the problem are carefully provided for, and
stition, and reverence of the past. The
see whether the experiment verifies ourpre ·
woolly haired is noted chiefly for its lack of
diction, after making due allowances for all
any distinguishing mental trait.
errors. If it does so, we infer that the guess
was a good one, and call it an hypothe is.
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
Further experiments and verifications may
make it a theory, or way of looking at the
(Answer any eight.)
things.
1. What is meant by a law of the mind?
2. State a mental law. ·
9· The method ef in !ruction i the reverse of the
3· Define these terms : Information, in ·truction,
foregoing It start with kn wledge, with
education
the theory, and simply applie the principles
4· Would you permit pupils to tudy their le in understanding the various ca es met with
sons together? Give reasons for your answerJ
in life.
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"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar." -CHARLES READE, on ''The Coming Man."

The IIigl1est;
I )evelopment o£ t.lte
~Vrit;ing

l.'\'lachirle is tlte

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Expo ition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. \V. K. Jenne, the superintendent' of the Remington factory.

-The W. S. &D. PARAGON RIBBONS are w~rr~nted to give S~tisf~ction. WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO .

VALP.ARAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chi-

cago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLVANIA LINES.·
It is thereby in direct communication: with Chi-

cago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van We1t, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massi llon, and Canton, 0.
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Dining cars are carried via Valparaiso to
PITTSBURG,
BALTI 10RE,

\ A 'III GTO ,
PHIL

ELPlliA,

EW YORK
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO • • DODGE,

Ticket

gent, Valparai o, Ind.,
JOSEPH WOOD,
E. • FORD.
General Manager,
eneral Passenger Agt.
Pittsburg, Pa.

Cfhe ~enn pitman
.
System of Phonog~aJlhY
IS THE

Am~ricofl S~st~m

of Shorthnr!d.

To supply the increasing demand for stenographers, schools of shorthand and type-writing have been established in various parts of
the country, and, with few exceptions, all business colleges now have a "department of shorthand." A number of systems are taught, but
that or nenn l,ilmun i more gen.

eraUJI used titan any otlter in 1/ti
country, and may be r.alled Ute
~'.!lmerican Sy ten1.."-Extract from the
Report of the Commissioner of Education (Was!tington, D. C.), for tlze year I887-88, page 927.
lf I were starting to Jearn Phonography now,
I should get Benn Pitman's Manual and other
books and follow them.-Dmnis Fllfurphy,Of.ficial Reporter of the U.S. Senate. (See PHo ' t>GRAPHIC MAGAZI

E,

Vol. V, page I05-A}ril,

J89I.)
'end for complt!te catalogue and specimen
pages of all phonographic publications.
A liberal discount will be made to all schools and to
teachers of Phonography , and special prices will be
quoted for introduction and exchange . Addre s

THE PHONOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

THE STUDENT.
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Are you going on a Bicycle

so, writs

M~gccW@ ~&~® ~@ffi@{t~o~~ O!f]{t@~@~~o~~ f©~ )9©Mo
The CATARACTS have the simplest and best chain adjust·
ment in existence.
They have an improved anti-friction roller chain-they lead.
They have the best material.
They have the best workmanship.
They are the ACME OF PERFECTION.

~==C.
VALPARAISO

&

H. S

HUB,==~

A

N

OUTH BEND, IND. n CHI AGO.
end for catalogue of wheels from

so up.

"\Ve are very liberal with good,
Address all.mail to

LIVE AGE . T .

OUTH

BE o, I

D.

•
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AlJVE.RTISING DEPARTMENT.

REGULATE THE

STOMACH,

LIVER~~\)

BOWELS,

• AND •

PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

Indigestion, Biliousness, Headache, Constipation,
Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troubles, Dizziness, Bad
Complexion, Dysentery, Offensive Breath, and all
disorders of the Stotnach, Liver and Bowels.
Ripans Tabules contain nothing injurious to the most delicate constitution. Pleasant to take, safe, effectual. Give immediate relief. Sold by
druggists. A trial bottle sent by mail on receipt of 15 cents. AddreS3

10

THE RIPANS CHEM!CAL CO.,
Spruce Street,
New York City.

• Believing.''
''Seeing IS
And a good lamp
must be simple; when it is not simple it is
not good. Simple, Beautiful, Good-these ~---.~~;;;:::;:::,
words mean much, but to see "The Rochester "
will impress the truth more forcibly. All metal,
tough and seamless, and made in three pieces only,
it is absolutely safe and unbreakable. Like Aladdin's
of old, it is indeed a "wonderful lamp," for its marvelous light is purer and brighter than gas light,
softer than electric light and more cheerful than either.
Look for thisstamp-Tas RocHESTER. Ifthe lamp dealer hasn't the gennlne
#-:lfir •!ii.. R.ocb,est,er , _and the style you want. send to us for our n e w l.llustrated catalogue,
~Ji~l~:riewtie; wtll send you a lamo safely by express-your cho1ce of over 2,000
5 from the Largest Lamp Store in the World.
'".
BOCHESTER LAliiP
42 Park Place, New York. ()life
1

co.,

~*

''The Rochester.''

II

THE STUDENT.

I2

.S TUDENTS' LOCAL DIRECTORY.
[NoTE: The publisher recommends, and guarantees fair dealing on the part of, every one noticeJ
in this Directory.J
PHYSICIANS.
H. M. BEER, M.D ., Physician and Surgeon.
C:or. Chicago and Lafayette Sts.

CHAS. S.PIERCE, No.7 E. Main St.

SEE ADV .

AYJ,E'VSORTH'S, No.2 E. Main St

SEE ADV.

L. W. ELLIOT, M.D., Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
M. M. Mf•DGE, No. 3 Main St.

SEE ADV.

DENTISTS.
J. M. HARKLESS, Cor. College Ave. and Union St.

DR. H. N. RENNER, NIJ. 11 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

SEE ADVERTISEMENT.

DR. J. R. PAGIN, No. 7 E. Mai11 St.

LIVERY STABLES.

SEE ADV.

GEO. T. MILLER, Lafayette St., opp. Ccntml Bouse.
SEE ADV.

WATCHES AND JEWELRY.
W. H. VAIL, No. 7 Main St.

SEE ADV.

BELL, BRO'S., No. 58 E. Main St.

J. A. WALKER, Dlarr.onds, Watchesand Fine Jewelry.

SEE ADV.

GROCERS.

Cor. Main and Washington Sts.

W. G. WINDLE, S. E. Cor. Main and Franklin Sts .
W. H. McCLURE, Formerly with Elgin Watch Co.
21 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

No.

BARBERS AND HAIR DRESSERS.
J. T. 1\J ASSEY, Ladies nnd children's hair cutting. Razors put in order. IIot and Cold Baths. No. 6 W. Main St.

GUNSMITH.
A. PARKS, Guns, Revolvers, Ammunition, Cartridges,
Guns to rent, Key of all kinds flttctl, Tl'llnks repair·ed,
Umbrellas repaired and covered new.
No. 10 N. Washington St.

L . MASSEY, Hair cutting, Shampooing, and Razors put
In order. Good workmen. No. 3 E . Main St.

INSURANCE.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE FRAMES.

1\l. L. McCLELLA 0, makes a specialty of Life, Jt'irc,
Accident and Plate Glass Insurance. Representing only
fir t class companies.
No. West M · ~in ' t.

JOHN J,EPELL, No. 43 E. Main St.

SEE ADV.

FINNEY and BARTHOLOMEW, No. 21 Franklin St.
SEE ADV.

/

BOOKS.
B. F. PERRINE, No. 111-115 College Ave.

LAUNDRY.
SEE ADV.

L. W. BLOCH,
THE LIGHTCAP CU. ,

o. 101-103 College Ave.
SEE ADV.

o. 40 W. Main St.

SEE ADV.

HARDWARE AND CUTLERY.
t.

SEE ADY.

DRUGGISTS.
CLOTHIERS.
A. C.

MlTH, No. 3 Franklin St.

EE ADV.

SPECHT and FI

W. C. LETBERMA , Cor. Main and Wa hlngton St .

CONFECTIONERY.

EE ADV.
EE ADV.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
J. F. TALCOTT, No.9 E. Main St.

MEATS.
SEE ADV.

J. W.

IEB,No. b Franklin St.

SEE ADY.

·•

Going to be in the City a few days'? You will want a FIR 11f

Hotel,

IT IS CENTRALLY Le>CA TED.
(Ot p. the Rock T land Depot and Board of Trade.)
IT HAS uo HANDSOMELY FURNISHED
ROOMS,
IT lS CLEAN AND COMFORT ABLE,
IT HAS A SUPERIOR SERVICE,

~~~~~~~~~~~:4 THE PROPRIETORS ARE EXPERIENCED
HOSTS , and will do everything possi ble to
make your stay pleasant.

Rates $2.00 Per Day.

•

on's tandard

eaders.

USIO

Director of Music in the Public Schools of New HaVen for Twenty-five years.

Book I,
Book II,

-

-

-

-

-

30 cents
35 cents

I

Book III,
Book IV.

-

-

-

-

-

so cents
75 cents

-

A systematic course of Music Instruction in four books,
adapted to eight grades of school.
It is

SIMPLE, and can readily be taught by the
regular class teacher.

I

It is

SciENTIFIC, aiming to impart a thotough
knowledge of music principles, and teaching children not merely to sing, but to
read music fluently.
It is

PRACTICAL, embodying the best results of the
author's long and -valuable experience as
a music instructor. In the City of New
Haven,Prof.Jepson's pupils, taken from
any public school in the city, sing oratorios and other classical music with the
ease and certainty of trained choristers.
It is

SYSTEMATIC, presenting one idea at a time,
and elaborating that well before proceeding to the next.

Some of the places where Jepson'.
--Music Readers are in us~--

NewYork City.
Troy, N . Y.
Hartford, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Wilkesbarre, Pa.
Pottsville, Pa.
Des Moines, Iowa.
Burlington, Iowa.
Toledo, Ohio.
Findlay, Ohio.
Streator, Ill.
Appleton, Wis.
Lawrence, Kas.

It is

RESIDE.

PROGRE srvE, advancing step by step from
the primary grades to the highest class
of the high school.

-·····-·-

SuccESSFUL wherever it has been given a fair
trial, and has })roduced the n1ost gratifying results.
"Since the introdtJCLion of Jepson's Standard

Mu ic Course into our schouls, the boys have as
tonished me with their zeal and interes t in singing, as well as in their ahility to read th e i~· part ·.
The music lesson receives as much intere. t and
attention in our chool a any othe r . tudy in the
curricuium. " - \ . A. Q(;DEN,Supervisor of Jlfu sic, Toledo Public Schools.

This is a common experience where
Jepson is UStd.
It is

Eco1

-

-

- --~-

-·-

OTHER POPULAR MUSIC AND
SONG BOOKS.

•·The teachers are enthusiastic in praise of the
Jepson books,and find them more progressive and
inspiriting in character. than any music books we
have ever used before."-H. W. COMPTO:--~,Sup ' t
of Sclwols, Toledo, Ohio.
It is

:Y!Al"Y OTHERS.

fOR SYSTEMATIC MUSIC INSTRUCTION.

LOOMIS'S PROGRESSIVE MUSIC LESSONS.

Book I.. . .... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 14
nook rr. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .
1<~
Boult III~ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
!!5
Book IV, .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:!
Book V, . . . . . .. . .. .. -. ·- . .... -· .. -· ... . . .. 72
Glet>an(l OhornR Bool{, . . . . . .
M

FoR ScHooL RooM ExERCISE IN
VocAL

Mus 1c.

The .:'ong Wave, · · · · · · · · · . · · · · · · . . . ........ .,o 1\.'i
The Wavelet (an abrid_g·ement of above)... a.?
Ho,vli ton's Child' . . ung Book , . .. .... . .. .
2.1
'rational , cbool. ingcr, .. .. . ... . ... . . .. . . . ~ll
Parson' Cali thenic 8ongs, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Phillip's Da.y~chool~inger, . .. . . . . .. .. ... ao
Ryan' Voca.li,;t, · · ·· · · · .. ·· · · .. .. .. ·· · ·.. tiO
Smith's Practical Mu ic React r. .. . . . . . . . . . 40
Zundel and H.ynn' "chool H 1umoni't, . . . . iiO

;'.II CAL, as it consists of four books
only, and requires no expenditure for
charts, or for special in tructor .
Copie ent to any address, prepaid, on receipt of prices given. Correspondence with reference to examination and introduction i cordially invited.
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